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PART I.-THE ENIGMAS OF CHINESE TIBET AND PREVIOUS LITERATURE.
1. The mountainous highlands of south-western China, Chinese Tibet and north-

eastern Burma, consist of a high platform which projects southward from the Tibetan

tableland. That platform lies along the foundations of the ancient Indo-Malayan
nmountains and athwart the eastern end of the Himalaya. It appears, on examination

of a map, to have caused the eastern continuationi of the Alpine-Himalayanl System.s
to have been diverted southward as the Burma and Malay Arcs. Further to the northeast the tableland of east central Asia ends abruptly above the lowlands of eastern

China. Its eastern front forms the Great Khingan Mountains, which have been regarded

by the late Prince KROPOTKIN (1904, p. 333) as the continuation of the Ihimalaya.
This view of the eastern prolongation of the Hlimalaya into central China has been

also adopted by ARCHIBALDLITTLE (1905, map opposite p. 19, and p. 209). The wh
geographv of south-western Chiina and the adjacent lands is dominated by the inter-

action of mounitain movements belonging to two far-distant periods. The older mountains, the Indo-Malayan, belong to the Hercynian group of earth movements, which
happened toward the end of the Paleozoic Era. The younger mountain system, the
Himalayan, is Kainozoic, and though its uplifts happened at intervals from Upper
Eocene to Pliocene, its movements culnminated in the Middle Kainozoic, and were

probably nmost important in the Oligocene and Miocene. The mountain plan of southeastern Asia has been considered as a coimbination of the mountain lines of Eurasia,

whiclh trend from W. and E., with the border chains of the Pacific, which cross at high
angles the eastern end of the Asiatic mountains.

The history of the Indian Ocean is incomplete, until it be kniowni what was happening
on its north-eastern side synchronous with the movements which made the rift-valleys
of East Africa. Chinese Tibet is one of the critical areas for the solution of these

problems, for it is opposite the eastern end of the Himalaya. This country has also
attracted attenltion from the parallelism of the three great rivers wrhich cross it.

The geographical relations of the muno11tains of Chinlese Tibet and Yunnan werer
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the more difficult of determination owing to the contradictory inte
been given of their structure. VON LoczY (1893, P. 759) regarded the plateau of central

and southern Yunnan, which he compared to the Dinaric Alps, as intensely folded, as
it had been jammed against older blocks to the south. This view was developed by

DEPRAT (e.g. 1912, pp. 256, 315-6) and adopted by COGGIN BROWN (1920, p. 59); oI
the other hand voN RICHTHOFEN (1900, pp. 899, 916, 919) described the plateau of
northern Yunnan as a horst, and its curved southern border, his " Yunnan Bogen "

(the Yunnan Arc of DEPRAT), as the steps from the horst down to the southern
-lowlands.

Chinese Tibet is a land of many geographical enigmas, to which the answers depend

on the geological structure of the country. We were therefore glad of the opportunity,
aided by a grant from the Trustees of the Percy Sladen Memorial, to visit a part of
Chinese Tibet which offered to throw special light on the geographical, geological and

biological problems of south-eastern Asia.
2. Previous Work.--The foundation of the geology of this area was laid by LUDWIG
VON Loczy, the former head of the Geological Institute of Hungary, who accompanied
GRAF BLLA VON SZzCEENYI in his expedition across western China from 1877 to 1880.

VON Loazy's work (1897 and 1899) showed the structure of the belt of counitry along
his route from Ta-chien-lu westward to Ba-tang, thence S.S.E. to the Upper Yangtze,

across it and the mountains east of it to Ta-li-fu, and thence westward to the Irawadi
at Bhamo. VON Loczy prepared a most valuable geological map of the whole of this
route and instructive geological sections across most parts of it.
The second main contribution is by Mr. J. COGGIN BROWN (1913-23 and 1920), who,
on behalf of the Geological Survey of India, surveyed the country from Bhamo eastward
to Yunnan-fu and also prepared a general memoir on the mineral resources of Yunnan.
Between the Burmese frontier on the west and the belt of which the geology was deterned by VON LoczY on the east, and to the north of the belt surveyed by him and
COGGIN BROWN, lay an area of which the geology was unknown. Important inlformation
on some adjacent areas has been contributed by LEGENDRE (1916) for the country from
Ta-chien-lu south to Yunnan-fu; by DEPRAT (1912, &c.) for south-eastern Yunnan in
connection with his well-known monographs on Tongking; and by Mr. MURRAY STUART
(1919) in north-eastern Burma, of which, however, his observations to the north-east
of Bhamo have not yet been published.

Valuable information on the country to the south of the area visited has been given
by various workers in the Shan States and especially in the important memoir by LA
ToUcH:E (1913). Recent mining operations in the country north of the Shan States
and north of Teng-yueh have yielded important information which has been recorded
by M. H. LOVEMAN (1919) and A. M. THoM respectively. In the area to the west of
VON Loczy's route, north of the Bhamo-Ta-li-fu road and east of the Burmese frontier,
the only geological information known to us consisted of occasional records of rocks by

various travellers. The late ABBE DEsGoDINs (1876) collected Carboniferous fossils and
2 B 2
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deseribed the red sandstones of the salt basin at Ya-ka-lo, near Ba-tang; his further
results were incorporated in the memoir by vON Loozy. Mr. KINGDON WARD (1913,
&c.) has shown the former extension of the glaciers, has described the formation of the
river valleys, recorded rocks from various localities within the area, and made a

collectioin of rocks from Mi-li, east of the Yangtze.
The primary contribution to the topography of the area was by GILL, who traversed

much the same route as VON Loozy. General H. R. DAVIES' (1909) volume on Yunnan
and his map, which was compiled from the work of himself, Colonel RYDER, General Sir

C. C. MANIFOLD, and others, are the main authorities for the geograplhy and cartography
of the province. Subsequently M. BACOT (1909 and 1912), the distinguished French

Tibetan scholar and traveller, has described many new routes across the country.
Mr. OEORGGE FORREST (1908), in addition to his invaluable contributions to the flora of
the area, has deseribed part of the valley of the Salween, which he explored in his joint
expedition with the late G. LITTON. Dr. HANDEL-MAZETTI (1919, 1921) has contri-

buted an important map, based upon five years' work from 1914 to 191.9, during which
he made extensive collections; his memoir contains important contribution-s to the

glacial geology of the country. Mr. OLIVER COALES (1919) and Mr. EJRIC TEICHMAN
(1922), both of the Consular Service, have contributed to the geography, especially of

the down counitry of Tibet, to the north of VON IjoCzY's route. Colonel F. M. BAILEY
(1912), in his daring journey from Ba-tang to Assam in 1911, in addition to his
topographic discoveries, showed that the area he traversed was mainly conmposed of
Archean rocks.
The object of our expedition was to cross the geologically -unknown areas along such
lines as would appear to throw most light on the mountain structure of Chinese Tibet
and on the development of its existing physiography. As our work was geologically
a reconnaissance survey, our observations may prove of most use if they are so stated

that they can be linked on to the new routes that may be geologically surveyed. Hence
it appears desirable to record briefly the observations made along our route and then
summarise the general results as regards the stratigraphy, palasontology, glacial geology,

petrology, and physiographv. The conditions under which the observations were made
are described in a narrative of the expedition published by the authors, 1923-3.
We are much indebted to Dr. GERTRUDE L. ELLES and Dr. F. R. C. REED for
appendices on the Graptolites and on the Mollusca and Brachiopoda collected; also
to Mr. R. B. NEWTON, Dr. F. A. BATHER, Dr. W. D. LANG, Dr. STANLEY SMITH:, and

Mr. W. N. EDWARDS for examining some of the other fossils. To Dr. G. W. TYRRELL
our thanks are due for frequent help and advice as to the rocks, and to Miss ETHEL

CuRRiE for the drawings in Plate 8. We are also deeply indebted to Mr. E. A. REEVES,

of the Royal Geographical Society, who kindly calculated the heights of our boilingpoint stations and superinteinded the drawing of our map of the route (cf. Plate 7).
Arrangements for the journey were greatly aided by the kind advice of Mr. COGOIN
B3ROWN, Mr. V. K. TING, then Direct,or of the Geological Survey of China, and
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Mr. KINGDON WARD. During the journey we received generous hospitality and help

from Mr. H. P. HEWITT, District Commissioner of Bhamo; Mr. 0. COALES, the Consul

at Teng-yueh ; Mr. J. H. W. HOUSTON, Imperial Commissioner at Teng-yueh; Rev. P.
KLAVER and Mr. G. FORREST at Li-kiang; Rev. A. G. LEwER at Wei-si; Peres OUVRARD,
GENESTIER and ANDRE of the French Mission to Tibet; M. G. PERONNE at A-tun-tze;
and Mr. W. N. FERGUSSON.

PART IL.-GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE OF TiHE COUNTRY TRAVERSED.
? 1. Bhamo to Yung-chang-fu. (See Map, Plate 7.)
The first section of our jouirney was across the mountainous borderland along the
Burmese-Chinese frontier. T'he section from Bhamo on the Irawadi to the Chinese
Treaty Port of Teng-yueh, 90 miles beyond the frontier, is well known as it has been

described by Mr. COGGIN BROWN (1913). We passed most of the way south of his

route-the historic Ambassadors' Road oln the northerni bank of the Taping River.

We went by a new road south of that river. The geological conditions along both roads
are essenitially similar. The country consists of a broad belt of gneiss, schist and
granite, including some limestones. Upon this foundation rest lavas of Kainozoic
age near Teng-yueh, and some deep basins contain Upper Kainozoic clays and brown

coals. It has been suggested that some of the granite in the basal series is much
younger than was thlouglht, and is in part Upper Paleozoic in age, as some limestones

of that age are enclosed in the foundation. We had to hasten across this area, and could
only examine the rocks close beside the track; we saw nothing to throw doubt on

Mr. COGGIN BROWN'S conclusions as to the pre-Cambrian age of the granites.

As the strike of the rocks is significant as to the mountain structures we recorded it
at intervals. We first observed it 18 miles from Bhamo, where it is 600 in a coarsely
grained porphyritic gneiss. At 23 miles, just before the bungalow at Kuli-kha, in a

similar rock, the strike is 400, and it is the same at 24 and 28 miles, at the latter of
which the dip is 800 S.E. From 28 to 30 miles, strikes were observed of 600 and 670 in

rocks, some of which resenmble the gray Lewisian gneisses ot Scotland, and some, by
the regular banding, the Moine gneiss. At 30 miles, above a fort in a horseshioe bend
of the Taping River, muscovite-gneiss is succeeded by a crystalline limestone. From

the village of Pa-chiao-chai at 46 mniles, to the frontier at 51 miles, the common rock is
a crystalline limestone with green silicates and bands of pegmatite. Coarse gneiss
reappears and near the 54th mile-post is represented by a rock resembling a rhyolite

by its well-marked fluxion; but a microscopic section showed that this structure is
due to flow during brecciation.

Between 56 and 57 miles the gneiss strikes 600, and after crossing the Kan-ai basin this
strike recurs in the gorge of the Nam-ti River leading to the Nan-tien basin. Near the
stepped ascent in this gorge is a schistose quartzite, including varieties similar to those

of the Scottish HIghland quartzite.
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The foliation of the gneiss in this part of the Taping valley is, therefo

about N.E. to .S.W. and E.N.E. to W.S.W., instead of from N. to S.,
dominant trend in Indo-China. The limestones are very well show
road, as between miles 48 and 50 and near the 30th mile-post. They

and contain streaks blackened by graphite, green bands due to forsteri

which Dr. Tyrrell has kindly determined as a colourless diopside of
colite. These limestones appear to us to correspond with those of the Eozoic or
oldest of the pre-Paleozoic divisions. The occurrence of granitic intrusions of Upper
Paleozoic age along this belt had appeared to us probable; but we saw no evidence on
the route traversed to support that supposition.
The Kainozoic volcanic rocks near Teng-yueh, as Mr. COGGIN BROWN (1913-1, pp. 188-

199) has shown, belong to two distinct series. The older lavas have been steeply
tilted and greatly denuded; their high dips suggest their pre-Miocene, and possibly
pre-Oligocene age, for thev were earlier than the last epoch of mountain disturbance in

this area. The later lava flows are obviously Pleistoceiie; there appears to be no record
or tradition of volcanic activity at Teng-yueh; the last eruptions may be earlier than
those of Mt. Popa in Burma, which continued into historic times.
East of Teng-yueh the foundation of gneiss reappears on the plateau, covered
at intervals by remnanits of the earlier lavas. East of the Shweli River the gneisses

disappear benieath the green schists, quartzites, phyllites, and slates of the Kao-liang
series. The prevalent dip in these rocks is eastward, and it is often gentle, as e.g.,
50, 120, and 150 in the cherty siliceous schist at Hsiao-pien-ho on the summit of the
Shweli-Salween divide; in places the dip is vertical or even inverted. The strike is
generally between N.W. to S.E. and N.N.W. to S.S.E. In the descenit of the eastern
slope of the divide toward the Salween the strikes noted varied from 50 W. of N. to N.E.

by E. The rocks include dvkes of pegmatite (with muscovite mica one and a half inches
in diameter), green schists, and phyllites, and in the upper part of the series near the

Salween occur quartzite, slate, and some thin bands of crystalline limestone. Oni the
floor of the Salween valley are the relics of a thick deposit of red sands. They now
extend from 2200 feet at the level of the Salween to the height of 3500 feet up the
flanks of the valley, and they form the conspicuous red hills on its floor. These residual
hills are due to an increase in the power of the Salween, which enabled it to wash away
most of the sheet of red sands.

The Shweli valley appears to have been determiined by a fault line, for the western
front of the range which forms the Shweli-Salweeii divide, has the aspect of a weathered
fault scarp. The Salween basin, on the other hand, has been probably determined in
the main by erosion of the soft slates and limestones of the upper part of the Kao-liang
Series. The high cliff at the eastern end of the Salween Bridge consists of a white dolomitic and brecciated limestone, which forms the southern part of the hills between the
Salween and a river to the east that flows from Ta-pan-ching past Taio-cho-shui.
Around the latter village are beds of limestonle breccia composed mainly of fragments
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of the Kao-liang limestones. Of the age of this breccia we obtained no conclusive
information. Sinmilar breccias have doubtless been formed in the country at various

times; but the bre.ccia at Taio-cho-shui may be part of the sheet which occurs five miles

to the N. around the village of Ta-pan-ching, where it uinderles the red shales. If so,
both outcrops of limestone breccia are pre-Devonian and belong to the Kao-lianig Series.
The gorge of the Ta-pan-ching River presents a very instructive section, of which the
facts recorded. in our note books during our hasty traverse of the gorge indicate the
following incomplete sequence. The rocks have been thrown iinto a series of folds and
have also been traversed by faults, and in one place by a small thrust-plane. The

predominant strike of the rocks is from 3300 to 3400, so that the grain of this block o

hills, of which the western front lhere trends N. and S., is cut across obliquely by t
Salween valley; hence the Salween valley, like that of the Shweli, is bounded on the
E. by a dissected fault scarp. After leaving Taio-cho-shui the Kao-liang limestones
and limestone breccia extend up the valley for a short distance; at the bridge by

which the road crosses to the eastern bank of the river they have disappeared beneath
buff to gray sandstones, which are seen at intervals in the ascent of the gorge.
The sandstones are succeeded by black shales with an interbedded bluish linmestone
with irregular calcite veins. In the second outcrop of this limestone we saw some
obscure fossils on the face of a slab of limiestone; the specimens collected are
indeterminable. Above the limestone-black shale series occuir red shales. In the
lower part of the gorge the red shales are cut through by a vertical diabase dyke.
Above the point where we observed the fossils is another outcrop of diabase, but we did

not see the junction; a large sheet of diabase caps the hill on the western side of the
valley at Ta-pan-ching village, and there are extensive outcrops of diabase on the
northern front of this range near the market town of Fang-ma-chang. This diabase
overlying the shales at Ta-pan-ching and that seen at the level of 3400 feet on the track
are doubtless both intrusive.

Faults of two types were seen in the gorge. Nearly two miles south of Ta-pan-ching
the red shales on the right bank are faulted against the sandstones, and a little farther
up the valley some vertical red shales are cut off below by black shales, owing to a

nearly horizontal fault in which the heave of the overlying beds is to the south.. At

Ta-pan-ching a beautiful limestone breccia reappears on the floor of the valley and
forms the lower part of the western wall, where it underlies the red shales. The fossils.
found here are indetermiiuable, but the microscopic character of the limestone indicates
that the series is Carboniferous.

From Ta-pan-ching the track rises northward to the pass (altitude 4600 feet) leading
to Fang-ma-chang and the valley of Pu-piao. Tro the N. of Ta-pan-ching the hills
on both sides consist largely of diabase. The exposures on the track are of a brown
sandstone which is veined in places; this rock is followed by purple shale, which appears
to be the lower part of the red shale series, as further IN. it is followed by blue and
white sandstones wvhich dip S. The samne rocks are found on the beds of the streamls
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from both sides of the valley. The pass is oln diabase, beneath which, to the N., the
upper limestone reappears, and it is still dipping S.

Below the limestone are shales with limestones containing crinoid stems and calcareous concretions. East of Fang-ma-chang the ground rises to exposures of diabase,
which is vesicular and probably eruptive. The south-western side of the Pu-piao valley
has the aspect of a fault-scarp trending from N.W. to S.E. Distant views suggest
that this fault is cut off to the W. by the major fault along the eastern side of the
Salween trough.

The lower part of the soutlhern side of the valley between Fang-ma-chang and Pu-piao
consists of shales interbedded with the blue, gray-weathering, wlhite-veined Minchia
limestone. Above this series lies a thick, earthy limestone which is pale gray to cream
coloured, is not interbedded with red shales, has a gentler dip, and contains very few
calcite veins. The base of this limestone, at the level of 5000 feet, yielded some wellpreserved crinoid stems and a fossil coral. rhough we saw no definite junction, the
upper cream-coloured limestone prol)ably rests unconformably on the veinted limestone
series.

The Pu-piao basin ends to the S.E. at some gravel hills, which have the aspect of
a moraine, though they were clearly not formed by ice. The north-eastern bank of
the Pu-piao valley rises steeply to a limestone plateau. The lower part of the slope
E. of the town of Pu-piao is an inlier of steeply tilted Ordovician beds, which were
discovered by VON LoczY (1899, p. 767) and have been carefully investigated by COGGIN
BROWN (1916, pp. 232-3). The upper part of these Lower Paleozoic beds is a pink marl,
which at the height of about 6400 feet is covered unconformably by a massive limestone
which weathers inito karst-like forms. We found no fossils in it, and its slight dip, which
is to the S., shows that it is unconformable to the Ordovician. The bed is thicker and

the rock of different characters from the veined Minchia limestone, and it is doubtless

younger. Good sections are shown along the bank of the valley of Leng-shui-chinlg:
the strike there is N. anad S., and the dip W., the normal dip having been resumed after
the disturbance along the Pu-piao basin. East of Leng-shui-ching the track rises againi
on to the undulating plateau of yellow shales and calcareous shales which dip W. The
country descends gently to the N.E. with sections showing buff sandstonies and irreguLlar

shales, interbedded with a limestone which is much like that of some of the cement
stones of the Scottish Lower Carboniferous. The beds dip to the W.
This series ends at a deep valley through which the road descends to the Yung-chang
basin at the village of A-shih-wo. Below the cement stone is a series of sandy shales

and two beds of limestoine which contain Carboniferous fossils, including Fenestella,
simple corals, plates of Melonites, large crinoid stems, with a crinoid crown like Amphora-

crinus, and various brachiopods. Near A-shih-wo this series rests on more steeply
dipping red shales, interbedded at 5600 feet with a band of the veined limestone and a
sheet of diabase. Red shales again outcrop at the base of the series just above the
village (altitude 5500 feet).
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From A-shih-wo to the city of Yung-chang-fu the road crosses alluvial plains which
end to the N.W. at the foot of a steep hill front in which are exposures of red shales and
sandstones; these beds rise to the N. until near the city of Yung-chang they form
most of the lower part of the slopes.
'rhe plateau betveen Pu-piao and A-shih-wo may be regarded as capped by Carboniferous rocks of a cement-stone type, overlying fossiliferous, thin-bedded Carboniferou's

limestones, which at A-shih-wo rest unconformably upon the red shales, sandstones,
and diabase.

? 2. Yung-cliang-fu to Yun-lung.
The main road into southern China from Yung-chang-fu crosses alluvial plains that

end to the N.W. at the plateau-front, in which are seen exposures of the red rocks of

the lower part of the Carboniferous. At Pan-kiao we turned northward into
mountainous country between the Salween and the Mekong, which was geologically
quite unknown. We continued through irrigated rice-fields to the village of Sha-pa-kai
at the foot of the hills, which we entered along the valley of a small stream. From this
valley a low pass led to a deep basin, which is drained through an outlet on the western
side to the head stream of the main river of Yung-chang. This basin was clearly once
part of the valley of the stream above Sha-pa-kai, which has been beheaded by the

western outlet. The rocks along the outlet valley and the larger stream to the W.,

which rises near Lan-tien-pa, consist of reddish shale, that become yellowish when
weathered, of veined blue limestone that often occurs in thin bands, banded cherts,
black shales, and basalt or diabase. The ridge to the N. of the outlet valley consists

mainly of banded limestones, in beds from 1 to 2 feet thick and dipping 120 W. they
are accompanied by a sheet of diabase which has been in places altered to laterite. The

banded cherty limestone is also exposed just N.W. of 1Lan-tien-pa, a village near the
head of the Yung-chang River, on the divide between the Salween and the Mekong.

The divide is formed by a series of low drift hills deposited across a long N. to S. valley,
in which the Yung-chang River once rose farther to the N. Some of the Salween
drainage has here been captured by the Mekong.

The strike of the rocks in this district is in general from N. to S., with a dip to the
W. The strike trends 300 with a dip of 700 westward along the pass just N. of Sha-pakai; it is about 100 in the banded limestone and cherts N. of the new outlet from the
basin of Sha-pa-kai; a little further N. the strike is altered to a direction of nearly

E. and W. South of Lan-tien-pa the bedded limestones strike to W.N.W. with a

dip of 150 to S.S.W.; and just N. of that village they strike W.S.W. and dip S.S.E.
A little further N. they still strike to W.S.W. Further N. of Lan-tien-pa the strike
again becomes nearly meridional, as its direction is to 100 E. of N., and its dip

steeply to the E., and later on the dip is 450 W. Further N., E. of the valley of A-shi
chai, the strikes vary from 200 to 30? E. of N.
The country rises to the W. to the high Salween-Mekong divide, which a little to the
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N. appears rough and broken and doubtless conlsists of glneiss; from this part of the
range a series of rugged spurs pass off to the N.N.E., while the trend of the main range
is meridional. Hence the trend of the ranige is not determined by the grain of its
rocks.

The drainage from the A-shih-chai basin is through a deep gorge which turns
eastward to reach the Mekong. We descended into this gorge from the Lolo hamlet
of Cheng-mu-pa. At the beginning of the descent occurs a hard rectangular jointed

shale formed of thin bands alternately black and white; the strike is N.E. with a dip

of 15c S.E., but this dip increases in a few yards to 300. Our search for fossils on the
southern side of the valley was fruitless. On the floor of the valley (at 6060 ft.),
300 ft. lower, the strike of the shales is 100 W. of N., with a steep variable dip to the

W. The lower part of the northern banlk of this gorge consists of a buff shale of which
the joint blocks when unweathered are blue-hearted-and contain graptolites which

show that the valley cuts through an inlier of the Ordovician. The graptolites have

been determined by Dr. Elles (Appendix 1I) as Climacograptus scharenbergi, LAPW.,

C. bicornis (HALL), Cryptograptus tricornis (CARR.), and Amplexograptus perexcavatus
(LAPW.); she refers them to the zone at the junction of the Lower and Middle

Ordovician. Above the graptolite beds at 6500 ft. are green shales which pass up at

6600 ft. to thin-bedded black and white shales, like those seen immediately N. of
Cheng-mu-pa. A hundred feet higher is a black shale with a strike to W.N.W. and dip

N. ; it yielded an obscure graptolite which Dr. Elles has determined as Climacograptus

sp. These Ordoviciani beds are covered by a band of tuff, above which, at the village
of Lao-wu (6900 ft.) is an outcrop of earthy limestone. N. of Lao-wu the red and buff

weathering shales are exposed on the edge of the plateau. From there we looked dowil
into the valley of the Mekong at a conspicuous back bend, which represents, on a

small scale, the N.-shaped bends of the Ya-lung anid the Yangtze, which occur along the
same line farther to the N.E. The back bend of the Mekong is in line with the
Ho-wan valley, and they both lie along a change in the strike; the beds trend to

W.N.W. and dip 330 to the N.N.E. In the upper part of the descent to the Ho-wan
valley we crossed an earthy limestone with an imperfect Orthoceras. The lower part
of the steep descent to the Ho-wan bridge (5000 ft.) is over weathered shales with

a strike to E. by S. Beside the bridge is an outcrop of limestone, which is nearly

vertical and strikes to N. by W. The valley is littered with large boulders of coarse
gneiss and schist, which have clearly been brought down by a tributary to the Ho-wan
from the rugged hills along the Mekong-Salween divide.

The Ho-wan valley trends generally W.N.W. in line with the back bend of the Mekong.
West of the village the rocks include hard green and black shales with rectangular
jointing. Some of them are silicified and quartzitic. The strike is from N. to 200

W. of N. mith steep dips as, e.g., 700 eastward. We found no fossils in these beds, but
they agree so closely lithologically with the unfossiliferous upper part of the Ordovician
beds S. of Lao-wu that they may be regarded as an extension of those rocks. Along
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the valley there are many large boulders of gneiss and schist which have come from
the hills to the W. and W.S.W. Below the village of La-shi-pa we crossed limestones,
including oolitic bands, striking to the W.N.W. and dipping N.

Beyond La-shi-pa the Ho-wan valley continues towards a deep gap in the SalweenMekong divide, which, with the Ho-wan valley and the back bend of the Mekong, are
probably due to erosion along a fracture across the main grain of the country.

At La-shi-pa we turned N. up a tributary valley and reached the village of Ma-unshan, where the limestone strikes W.N.W. with a dip of 600 N.N.E. About a mile
from the village, following a stream from the N.W., Eozoic rocks rise from beneath the
shales; the first of these rocks seen was a white crystalline limestone, followed by
coarsely crystalline schistose quartzite, purple mica schist, schistose pebbly quartzite,
a paragneiss with a strike to N.N.W., and coarse-grained felspathic and hornblendic-

gneiss. These rocks continued to the village of Chung-tang, where they include
a varied series of porphyritic gneisses, granulites containing granite veins, epidotic

gneiss, and rocks altered by pneumatolytic action into bands of kaolin containing large
radial groups of tourmaline.

The special industry of this village is smelting a brown heamatite, which is mined
an hour and half's distance from the village. The ore, we were told, comes from rock
similar to that at the village. From Chung-tang (6600 ft.) a steep path climbs to the
ridge along the western side of the Mekong gorge. The rocks seen in the ascent are

biotite-gneiss and coarsely porphyritic gneiss and schist ; they strike W.S.W. or W.N.W.,
or N.W., and dip. S. or are vertical. At the summit (9500 ft.) the strike alters to N.N.W.
On the higher part of the range occurs much chloritic schist with some bands of

pegmatite asociated vvith kaolin and schorl rock.
The summit commands an impressive view up the deep trough of the Mekong. The

main trend of the valley and the strike of the rocks are to N.N.W. A series of spurs
project N.N.E. from the western wall of the valley and the streams between them flow
in a direction opposite to that of the Mekong and they join the river like barbs. The
direction of these spurs may be due to denudation along the strike of the beds in the
lower part of the valley wall.

Just below the summit the schists strike to N. 670 W. and dip 600 W. The upper
part of the wall includes blue schists, quartz-schists, and a strongly banded Moine-like
gneiss. At 7800 ft. the well-banded gneiss strikes to N.N.W. At 7000 ft. white banded

gneiss, which is invaded by veins of granite, contains large black inclusions, and resembles
the rock at about 30 miles from Bhamo in the Taping gorge. At the level of 6400 ft.

the road enters a stupendous V-shaped gorge cut through green evenly banded schist,
with a strike to 300 N.E. by N. and dip of 700 N.W. by W. This schist is interbedded
with a compact quartzitic schist, some of which is gneissose.
The river is at the level of 4200 ft. It flows through a V-shaped gorge about 3000 ft.

deep, which has been cut into the floor of a broad high-level comparatively shallow
valley, the floor of which is marked by the gently sloping shoulders of the spurs. The
2 c2
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dip of the rocks on both sides of the valley is in opposite directions, so that the valley
lies along the axis of an anticline.
The characteristic. rock for some distance up the valley from Lu-chang is a blue flaggy
schist with large patches of chlorite; some varieties are phyllitic and even slaty.

Three miles N. of Lu-chang the cbloritic schist strikes to N.N.W. and dips to W.S.W.
The river has cut an even channel through these rocks, the only rapids occurriilg where

boulders have been thrown into the. river by recent landslips.

Near Chiu-chou the valley widens, for the slates are soft. TribuLtaries from the W.
have brought in large boulders of gneiss, slate, and of chocolate and puirple sandstones
like those associated with the Minchia limestone.
On the floor of this basin lie sheets of red sands similar to those near the Salween

bridge. Their thickness is about 1500 ft. Huge talus banks constantly encroach on
the river so that its bed is contracted and littered with boulders. Its passage through

the basin is therefore rough as compared with its course through the gorge iiear
Lu-chang.
At Fei-lung-chiao the most northerly foot bridge on the Mekong crosses the river

to a cliff of wash, containing boulders of slate, green schist, gneiss, granite, &c. From
the bridge a track goes northward along the eastern bank for half a mile over slate and
chiloritic schist, which strike N. and S. The rocks are in places seamed with quartz

veins. The green chloritic schists forrmi the steep eastern wall of the valley. They are
succeeded on the plateau to the E. at the level of about 6700 ft. by a varied red rock
series, which is seen in a long gentle ascent through the village of Sha-chow to the
summit of the pass (8900 ft.) that leads to Yun-lung. This red series includes sandstones,

shales, and some cement-stones. The series begins with yellowish-limestone, falsebedded purple sandstone, and chocolate brown shales, which are sometimes slaty. At a
somewhat higher level are a band of black shale and a white micaceous quartzitic sandstone. Near the village of Sha-chow (6900 ft.) occur purple slates, cement-stones, and

calcareous sandstones; at 8500 ft. is a coarse red grit; at 8700 ft. nodular jointed
shales; at 8900 ft. brown shales strike E. and W., whereas during most of the ascent

the strike is approximately meridional. The descent to Yun-lung is over cement-.

stones, false-bedded red sandstones, and red shales, with strikes varying from N. to
N.N.E. At 7400 ft. massive purple sandstones dip W.; below them is a yellow cal-

careous quartzite, and at 7000 ft. hard jointed sandstone and shale dipping to the W.
A large assortment of boulders lies at the mouth of a tributary from the N. at 7000 ft.
and it shows that this stream flows over rocks of the same red series. At 5900 ft.

calcareous red shales strike to 120 and dip 750 and 800 W. by N.
? 3. Up the Lo-rna Ho to Lan-ping.
Yun-lung (5200 ft.) was one of the leading centres of the salt mining industry of
westernl Yunnaul. It has been visited and its geology described by Mr. COGGSIN BROWN;,

so afte.r reaching it we followed for six mniles a roulte wrhich was geologically. known.
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The views across the Yun-lung basin from the pass had shown us that it
wide peneplane, at the level of about 7500 ft., which had been dissected b

of deep gorges. The rocks are all of a red series, chiefly shales and sandstone

calcareous beds. -They are unfossiliferous, but (see p. 224) are assigned
Permian and the Lower Trias. We therefore observed with interest the
these beds, which are occasionally inverted. Their steep dip is well shown in the hill
to the S. of Yun-lung bridge, at the entrance to the gorge by which the river continues

its course to the Mekong. Across the northern part of the Yun-lung basin a band of
red sandhills rises 600 ft. above the floor. The river, the Lo-ma Ho, enters the Yunlung basin from the N. through a deep gorge, excavated along a fault, from which
discharges a hot spring, recorded by Mr. COGGIN BROWN (1920, p. 170).

Further evidence of this fault is seen beside Yun-lung. On the western side of the
town the rocks dip 15' W., while on the eastern side the strike is to E.S.E. and the dips
are steep both to N.N.E. and S.S.W. Faults are shown on the track through the gorge
by fault breccias trending N.N.W. Toward the southern end of the gorge the beds
are folded and the strike is generally from N.N.W. to N.W. by N. ; it suddenly changes

to N.E. by E. with a dip of 500 S.E. by S. Just S. of the covered bridge in the gorge
the beds strike to S.E. by E. and dip S.W. by S., while N. of it the strike is to N.E. by
N. with a dip of 350 N.W. by W.

The rocks include hard greenish sandstones with a siliceous cement, breccia of red
shale fragments, quartz conglomerate with the pebbles faceted by wind action, marls
like those of the English Trias, and a freestone strikingly like that of the St. Bees
sandstone of the English Lower Trias. In the northern part of the gorge the cliffs on
the eastern bank are capped by buff or yellowish sandstone.
At Shih-men-ching the main route turns to the E., but we continued northward into

unknown country along the valley of the Lo-ma Ho. We there traversed the red sandstone series, with bands of gritty and white quartzite, and red and green mottled shales
much like the Permian gypseous series at Whitehaven. On the western border of the
series the sandstone was especially apt to be hard and micaceous. The strikes observed,
proceeding N.. from Shih-men-ching, were to the N.E. with dip 700 N.W.; strike N.,

dip 300 W.; strike N., dip 200 W.; strike N.E., dip 329 N.W.; strike E., dip S.; strik-e
E.N.E., dip 700 S. ; about 5 miles N. of Shih-men-ching the dip was N. ; and thereabout
the trend of some ridges to the E.S.E. appears due to their development along that
strike.

Opposite the village of Tung-tien indirect evidence of the Lo-ma Ho fault is supplied
by two groups of sinter terraces. The water in the basins was cold, but the sinter was
probably deposited by former hot springs. The beds on the path beside the terraces

strike N.E. and dip 650 S.E. Above Tung-tien the valley contracts to a gorge and we
climbed over a spur to Chien-tsow, " the place of the bamboo aqueduct." The ascent
to the pass (7500 ft.) is over yellow and red sandstones ; .they at first strike N.E. and dip

N.W.; then strike N.N.W. and dip 500 W.S3.W.; farther on they strike N.W. and dip
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N.E. In places the beds are sharply folded on axes trending N., the beds on either side
dipping to 500 or 600. Near the summit of the pass mercury is worked on a small scale;
this deposit probably indicates the occurrence here of former hot springs. The beds
at the pass are nodular red shales. On the descent to Chien-tsow these shales strike

N.W. and dip N.E. Chien-tsow is on the Sze-ting Ho, a tributary to the Lo-ma Ho,
in a broad valley containing large areas of cultivated ground. The rocks on the whole
strike generally about N.N.W. but varying to N.N.E. and dipping either E. or W. An

escarpment of red shales on the western bank of the stream at the southern end has the
normal meridional strike; but at the northern end the strike suddenly changes to W.
with dip S.
About five miles N. of Chien-tsow the strike is to N.N.E. and the dip W.N.W. Still
farther N. some ripple-marked sandstones strike N.N.W. and dip 500 W.S.W. Brown
shales and chocolate marls at the village of Sze-ting-kai strike N.E. by N. and dip

S.E. by E. Looking thence to the divide on the eastern side of the Mekong the rocks

in a high peak a little S. of W. dip S. and strike approximately E. to W.; farther N.
along this range the dip is to the N. The rocks E. of Sze-ting-kai consist of brown sandy
shale with quartz pebbles and strike N. About two miles E. of the village are two groups

of sinter basins due to extinct hot springs. They probably indicate a transverse E.

to W. fault; and a notclh in the Mekong divide on the same line may mark the continiuation of this fault. East of kSze-ting-kai a pass at the level of 9200 ft., in a ridge of hard

white gritty quartzite with a meridional strike, leads to a dissected plateau traversed by
long ridges trending from N. to S. At the eastern foot of the pass, a mile away, we were

surprised to see large heaps of slag and ruined mining works at the village of Pey-yunchang. The waste heaps at the mine contain malachite and azurite. We were informed
that the mine had been worked for silver, and that an unsuccessful effort to re-open it
had been made about ten years previously.

At Pey-yun-chang the red rocks are indurated and fractured, and the ore deposits
have been probably formed along the fault indicated by the sinter terraces near Szeting-kai or along a parallel fault. The plateau consists largely of a light red well-bedded
freestone, strikingly similar to that of the St. Bees sandstone of the English Lower Trias.
It is interbedded with red shales and in places with chocolate marls also similar to the
British Trias. The red freestone is quarried into arches for tombs and into large slabs.

North-east of the mine the strike resumes its meridional direction and the beds dip E.
The route descends over red flaggy sandstone through forest to a deep valley, tributary
to the Lo-ma Ho. Shales with green calcareous nodules and cement-stones strike to

E.N.E. and dip S. This change in strike is doubtless due to faults, of which there is
abundant evidence. A large slicken-sided surface is due to a fault which strikes 300 W.

of N. with a dip of 350 E., while the beds strike 200 W. of N. and dip 500 E. In the
lower part of this valley red shales and ripple-marked sandstones with carbonaceous
fragments dip S. Ascending the Lo-ma Ho the most conspicuous rocks are red sandstones and conglomerate which dip E. Above the sharp bend of the river at Shuan-
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tan-chang, it flows southmward through a deep straight gorge cut throug

stones, quartz conglomerate, a false-bedded dark brown sandstone and breccia; the
top of the cliff is formed of hard quartzitic grit. The dip at Shuan-tan-chang is E.
The gorge is crossed by a fault with a down-throw to the S.E. and the beds beside it dip
400 N. The gorge is due to the undercutting of the quartzitic grit, which, while it resisted,
upheld a large lake in a basin to the N. The beds along the valley dip E., N.E., and at

places N. Quartz conglomerate, sandstone, and shale at the lhead of the gorge strike
W. and dip N. At a mile farther oni, near the hamlet of Shih-ten-chuan, the strike
varies from N. to N.N.W. with dip E. The valley there widenis out to a broad basin in

which stands the town of Lan-ping (or Pei-ti-ping of LiTroN's map; 1903, inap No. 4)
on the route from Ying-pan-kai on the Mekong to Kien-chwan-chow. About two miles

S. of Lan-ping a hill of cherty limestone with caves and many calcite veins rises from
beneath the red rock series, and a striking change in physiography shows that Lan-ping

is near the northern margin of the red sandstone basin. A salt nmine occurs one day's
journey to the S.W. and numerous salt deposits are worked to the E. and S. of the
route from Lan-ping to Kien-chwan-chow. A brachiopod seen in the cherty limestones
suggested their Carboniferous age.

? 4. Lan-ping to Li-kiang-fui
Some cherty linmestones occur N.W. of Lan-ping, where they dip 450 N. To the N.E.
of the town the Yelu Shan rises approximately to 13,000 ft.; its summit consists of
bedded limestones dipping to the N. The Minchia limestone (Cf. p. 220) outcrops at

lower levels F. of Lan-ping; it is steeply inclined; it is black when fresh and weathers
gray; it includes seams of breccia and innumerable calcite veins; it striles E. and
generally dips N. On the lower ground it is covered unconformably by red shales which
dip WV. or N. Ascending the track to the E. the Minchia limestone strikes 200 S. of K.
and dips 600 N.; it disappears at about 9400 feet beneath red and buff shales which
also dip N. From the village of Chung-weh-tun or Tang-wei the bedded limestones of

Yelu Shan are seen to strike N.E. by N. and dip N.W. by W. Farther E. crushed red

shales strike N.N.W. and dip 500 E.N.E. The track rises over red shales and flaggy
red sandstones which are sometimes indurated and of a slaty aspect. They strike to
N.N.E. and are vertical in places. Large slicken-sided surfaces mark the position of
strong faults. In most of this area the red sandstone series is approximately meridional
with a dip in one place 70? E. and in another 300 W. A band of limestone pebbles in
the red shales may be a basal conglomerate marking an unconformity with the limestones
to the N. From the pass at 12,180 feet the track descends over the red sandstone
series with in places hard green shales, as on the descent to a picturesque basin on one
of the headstreams of the Yang-pi. The rocks to the N.E. of this basin are well-bedded,
like those of Yelu Shan, and have a prevalent dip to the N.WVW., and looking back to the
Yelu Shan range and the plateau W. of the basin, the prevalent apparent dip is to the N.
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The floor of this basin is composed of alluvium with hillocks of tufa; in the northern
part rises a steep-sided island-like limestone bill. The basin is closed to the S. by a long
spur in which the apparent dip is about 300 W. The river which drains this basin flows
along its eastern edge and on its bed at Kho-li-tsun are large boulders of porphyritic
rhyolite and hard bedded grits.

South of K.ho-li-tsun the river enters a gorge which musb have been cut when the b
was occupied by a lake. The sandstone on the N. front of the gorge contains fossil leaves
and plant impressions, which Mr. Edwards, however, reports to be indeterminable. The

gorge is cut mainly through a torrential boulder wash, conitaining boulders of tuff and
diabase. At Chang-wei the track turns E.N.E. up a sinuous ravine, the banks of which
show good sections in limestone, limestone breccia, decomposed shale, and sandstones.
About two miles from Chang-wei the track passes a cave in which the rocks strike N.

and dip W., and show comiplex contortions in which the bedding has been inverted, the
lower side having been underthrust to the E. Near by a flaggy limestone with numerous
calcite veins resembles the Minchia limestone. The strike is predominantly N.W. and

the dip S.W. About five miles from Chang-wei is a village of iron workers, who smelt a
carbonate ore from the hills. A mile farther E. the limestones strike N. by W. and dip

700 E. After another mile the track turns S.E. up a tributary, and a mile along it is an
intrusion of porphyry belonging to the series containing enstatite-granite-porphyry (163),*
followed in the steep ascent to 9500 feet by a volcanic series of green and variegated tuffs.

The volcanic beds continue to the pass; there an augite-quartz-syenite-porphyry anld
ash are interstratified with red nodular clays, which strile N.N.W. and N. by W. and
dip eastward. Plant impressions occur here in sandstone interstratified with red and

green shales. Beside the pass (at 9600 feet) occur cornstone and a sandstone

which forms a high boss to the N. The cornstolie is interbedded with conglomerate,
purple sandstone and red sandstone, which are succeeded at about 9400 feet on the descent

by blue and pink Carboniferous limestones ; they are unvei'ned and contain crinoid stems,
fragments of brachiopods and bryozoa, and a foraminifer which Mr. R. B. New ton has

determined as Fusulina. At 8900 feet, lower down in the forest, we again reached the
Permo-Triassic red sandstones with a limestone conglomerate, which indicates the unconformity of the red rocks on the Carboniferous limestones. East of the village of Shiu-

tze-ping is a synclinal in red shales and sandstones; its axis lies E.-W. Then a sudden
change in strike from N. by W., with the dip 300 W., to a strike of E. to W., with the beds
almost vertical, marks another fault. A little farther down the valley the N. to S.

strike is resumed with eastward dip. Sections are scarcer; a completely decomposed
igneous rock extends along the track for a quarter of a mile; one specimen was found

sufficiently fresh for identification, and is a decomposed mica-trap. Thence to Yang-tsen
the onily exposures noted were of nodular red shales with a strike to the E.N.E. and a dip

to N.N.W. The beds are folded and the N. dips are the steeper. The river at Yang* The numbers refer to the field catalogue of the spe,cimens in the Hlunterian Museum, Glasgow.
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tsen must discharge S. into the Yang-pi, and not, as shown on the cur
the ilsi-ma Ho to the Yangtze. We left the Yang-tsen river near its bend to the S. and

crossed two passes over thin limestones interbedded with grit, and with igneous rocks,

including rhyolite with well-marked fluxion, porphyritic diorite and mica-trap. This
igneous series continued. till the rocks were covered by the drifts on the western flank
of the basin of Kien-chwan-chow.

IThe Kien-chwan basin is abouit six miles wide and is bounded on both sides by roughly
parallel hill fronts, both of which have been deeply incised by tributary valleys. The

general straightness of course of the hill fronts and the absence of outliers suggest
that both walls are dissected fault scarps, and that the valley was formed as a rift-valley.
The foot of the hill slopes is often buried by vast fans of gravel with large boulders. A

lake lies in the south- eastern part of the basin and is marked onl General Davies' map
as draining to the Yang-pi (Genschow's map, 1905, suggests otherwise). We were
too far from the southern outlet of this basin to see whethe:r an outlet from the lake

passes soutb-xvestward to the Yang-pi. The large temple at Chiao-san-tun, three mniles

S. of Kien-chwan, stands on some tufa terraces deposited by former hot springs.
We there reached a route which had been traversed by Loczy, so that its geology had
already been described. He maps a band of the older limestone along the floor of the

vallev, and the tufa at the temple may be derived from it, for near by is a calciphyre

with greeni silicates. In the eastern wall of the valley the beds dip 600 S. ; some of them
are purple and some have the brilliant pink to red tints often shown in this area by

decomposed diabase. Oni the western wall of the valley the prevalent dip is W.
Near Kien-chwan-chow the road crosses alluvium; but the boulders on the stream

beds show that the hills to the W. include tuft and a purplish augite-syenite-porphyry
(174) with sanidines up to an inch in length. North of Kien-chwan-chow the blue

calcite-veined Minchia limestone outcrops E. of the southern Pagoda hill, about three

miles N. of the town. The boulders in the stream there included the Minchia limestone, basalt, chert and pink quartzite, while the hills on the eastern wall of the valley
belong to the red sandstone series dipping to the N.W. At its northern end the KienchNvan basin bifurcates. We followed the western branch over low hills which rise

above the alluviumn; they consist of red freestone followed by a decomposed basic
volcanic ash and tuft. These beds are traversed by a decomposed basalt dyke. On
descent northwar(d to th.e eastern mnargin of a wide alluvial basin the Minchia limestone
outcrops with a strike N.W. and dip S.E., and is interstratified with beds of volcanic
ash. A stream bed on the descent from the village N. of the Pagoda hill exposed

vesicular andesine-basalt, augite-syenite-porphyry, and altered vesicular basalt containing prehnite and natrolite. A cleft hill, passed to the E. of the track, proved to be
an outcrop of Minchia limestone, which also forms elongated ridges, and with the rocks

strilcing N. and S. Approaching Chun-ho the limestones dip N. and the ridges trend
E. anld W. At C:hun-ho crushed and distorted shales strike 25? W. of N. and dip S. of W.
Just S. of Chun-ho is a melanocratic olivine-gabbro (181). North of Chun-ho, at the
VOL.

ccxIIJ.
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eastern wall of the valley, the boulders in the streams consist of p
basalt with qtuartz-filled vesicles, and veined cherty Minchia limestone. The basalt was

in one place a pipe amygdaloid. The rocks seen in situt were mainly decomposed diabase
and b-uff, red and brown sandstones. Kuan-shan (7700 ft.) stands in a wind-gap
wvhere the valley begins its descent northward to the Yangtze, and a lake lies on the
summit of the pass.

Thence we turned E. to climb on to the plateau, up a wall of white massive unfossiliferou-s limestone, at the foot of which veined Minclhia limestone is interbedded with
brown sandstone. At 8600 ft. the thiclc limestone, which probably belongs to the
Kao-liang Series, is brecciated. and faulted, and is interbedded with shales. At 9500 ft.
we reached the edge of a limestone down, of which the highest ridge crossed was at
9800 ft. This down country presented a striking change from the valley to the W.

as its topography is clearly old; its gentle, rounded hills, low ridges, and broad shallow

valleys represented an old surface with a mature relief. Its features were obviously
developed before the formation of the deep valley from the Yangtze to Kien-chwan-chowv.

The rocks exposed on the western part of the downs belong to the Kao-liang Series, and in
the limestone are deep swallow holes. The track descended northward to a basin. of
internal drainage and the lake of La-shi-pa. This basini is bounded to the 1E. by

a basalt and spilite ridge, which rises to two high. peaks-Ma-anl Shan or TEorse Sadd
mountain, W. of Li-kiang, and the still higher An-tan-ndii. Later views of these
mountainis showed that they are probably both volcanic necks. The wvestern foot of

this ridge consists of basalt, andesine-basalt, and spilite, in some of 'which natrolite
and prehnite have developed ; the stream beds are in places strewn also with porphyritic
albite-rhyolite and with boulders of gabbro. A low pass at the height of 8300 ft.
crosses the ridge between the basins of La-shi-pa an.d Li-kiang. The southern side of
the pass is a voleanic neck composed of limburgite tuft and agglomerate with. dyke's of
limburgite; these rocks rest, N. of the track, on the Minchia limestone. The limestone
close to the junction is strongly slicken-sided, but clear sectionis on the easterln slope
show that the volcanic rocks were deposited on an irregular surface of the limestone.

A tongue of basalt projects into the limestone; and the lowest bed of tufts contains
some altered nodules of a coral which is probably Pleurodictylum. rhis limburgite is
probably Kainozoic in age.

From this pass to Li-kiang-fu the road crosses an alluvial. plain wit,h occasional
exposures of a limestone breccia of uncertain age. The alluvial plaini is of the form of
the letter H and discharges from its S.E. arm to the Yangtze.
The town of Li-kiang-fu (8000 ft.) stands on the southern slopes of the range betweeln

the two northern arms of the basin. The town is pave(d wvith a. beautiful limestone
conglomerate, whichb at once rouised interest as, in addition to pebbles of the widely
spread Minchia limestone, it contained a cream-coloured limestone, which we had not
seen n situ,, and being unveined was obviously younger than the Minchia limestone.
Trhis cream-coloured limestone forms the ra.nge N. o-f the towan which ends to the S.
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near the T.-Imple of the Blaelc Dragon. Its dip is obscure owing

distinguishing the bedding from the joints. The rock contains nodu
some of which are 4 ft. thick and 6 ft. in diamieter. Their arrangement and other
features indicate that the strike is N.E., and the general dip is S.E., and is in places

as steep as 600. Steep dips to the N. were also observed. The only fossil found of any
value as evidence of age is the coral, which is determined (Appendix III) as Thecosmilia
fenestrata (REUSS), a Triassic species. The range farther N. is of igneous rocks, and
probably yielded the specimens of porphyritic albite-trachyte found in the stream bed
near the Black Dragon Temple.

The conglomerate used for paving the town is quarried at the southern end of this

range; the age of this rock is uncertain as we found no fossils in it. It is younger

than the limestones of the Black Dragon Range, and also later than the Himalayan
movements. It is probably early Pliocene.
From Li-kiang we made a hasty visit to Mr. GEORGE FORREST at the village of
Nguluke, or Shueh-shan-tsuen, at the eastern foot of the snow-capped range, which in

fair weather is the most striling feature in the view from Li-kianlg. The route crosses
an alluvial plain, and the geological interest is in the view of the hills bounding the

north-western quarter of the Li-kiang basin. The southern part of the peak of Yulung
Shan, the Li-kiang Snow Range, consists of basalts, resting upon the Minchia limestone.
Farther N., at the foot of this range and at the northern end of the Black Dragon Range,

are Droad areas of a dark gray to black flaggy limestone. Some boulders collected in
the moraine, which appear to belong to this well-bedded limestone, contain the Devonian
coral Idiostroma. The base of the range at the southern end consists of tlle Minchia

limestone, and its overlying oligoclase basalt, and the northern end of the Idiostroma

limestone. Above this foundation rises a high peak of cream-coloured limestone, in
boulders of wlhich, near Mr. Forrest's house, we found some crinoid stems, broken shell
fragments, and a miniute fragment of a coral inidistinguishable from the Stromatornorpha,

of which we obtained good specimens in the Triassic limestones near Pei-ma Shan.
This fragment and the resemblance of the limestone to that near the Black Dragon
Temple indicate that this massive limestone is of Triassic age.

The scenery resembles that of the dolomites of the Tyrol. The steep tilting and isoclinal folding of this Triassic limestone is therefore significant, as it is necessarily

post-Hercynian. On the southern wall of the valley leadinig up to the main eastern
glacier of the Li-kiang peak, Mr. JOSEPH RocK kindly guided us to a great overfold
in the limestone due to pressure from the W.

We did not delay to examine the geology of the mountain, as it had been examined by
Mr. FORREST, Mr. RocK, and Dr. HANDEL-MAZZETTI.

? 5. By the Yangtze to WVei-si.
To the S.Wd. of the Lja-shi-pa basin thle road to Tibet passes through the village of

Chi-tsuan tsun. The first rock exposed wvhere the road ascends the hill,s is a decomposed sandy shale, of wvhich some bands had the brilliant tints of decomposed diabase.
2 D 2
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We were therefore not surprised soon to reaclh weathered diabase and diabase conglomerate. A ravine leads up to the limestone plateau and discloses anl instructive sectionl;
at the lower end is a conglomerate with miany fragments of igneous rocks, including
porphyritic andesite and pebbles of ani older conglomerate. A large slicken-sided

surface in it marks a fault. The conglomerate is interbedded with red anld pulrplish

sandstone which is traversed by a thick spilitic dyke. Higher up the ravine green and
red shales strike a little W. of N. and dip 600 W. T'hey are succeeded by buff tufts
and tuffaceous sandstone, yellow sandstone and clhocolate-coloured shale. At tlhe
upper end of the ravine these rocks are covered by the AMinchia limestone.
This rock was in turn overlain by a thick bed of buff slate which also dips W. The
plateau is the northern continuation of that crossed between Chun-ho and La-shi-pa,
and also consists in the main of the limestones of the Kao-liang Series. ILjines of large

swallow holes mark underground streami channels. The soil is a bright red clay residual
from dissolved limestone. The rocks observed were a hard buff shale and limestone:
the dips seen along the track were generally to the W., but the beds are probably repeated
by fold or fault, or the thickness of the series would be enormous. On the western edge
of the downs, at 8800 feet, the dip is 600 W. In the descent to the W. the track passes
at 8300 feet a ridge of creamy white limestone with calcite veins an inch in thickness,

and this rock is associated witlh a limestone breccia similar to that of the Kao-liang
Series at Taio-cho-shui. At the height of 7400 feet a slaty shale and sandstone occur
in thin beds, fromn half an inch to an inch in thickness; their strike is to N.N.E. and

the dip 50? E.S.E. ; *then follow a limestone breccia and unduilating shales and limestones with the dip often to the E. TI'hese rocks are probably weathered slates and
quartzites belonging to the Kao-liang Series. The strike suddenlv changed to N.W.--S.E.

with a dip to the N.E., and after crossing somne brown sandstones and an outcrop of
crushed schist dipping E., we found at 7400 feet a Stromatopora limestone containing

pebbles of veined limestone, and also a few simple corals which we had no time to

extract. This limestone extend,s down the hill side for 1000 feet to the hamlet of
Lan-shueh-ko, at abouLt 6400 feet.
There a limestone (belonging to the Kao-liang Series), containing large quartz veins,
outcrops from beneath the Stromatopora limestone, and is well exposed on the strean
bed and western bank of the Lan-shueh-ko valley. This limestone is succeeded west-

ward on the soutlhern bank of the Yangtze bv a chloritic schist with a strike to N. bv
and a dip of 700 E. by N. The chloritic schist is interbedded with quartzite and purple
slate with miany quartz veins. The metamriorphic rocks extend westward from the
Lan-shueh-ko stream to beyond the great bend of the Yangtze at Shih-ku. The predominant rock is a granular chloritic schist, anid the field aspect of one variety suggests

that it had been a vesicular lava. This schist passes into black micaceous phyllite

and is interbedded with a saccharoidal limestone, of which some layers are massive and
others wrell stratified. The limestone is sometimes dark in colour owing to flake,s of

biotite and i,s interbedded wTith black biotit e-schist. The strike of the rockSs is meridional
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and the prevalent dip is steeply to the E. East of Shih-ku a torrent fan contains

boulders of limestone, hard blue quartzite, and granite. To the W. of this valley a
thick mass of white crystalline limestone dips to the W. and is exposed in some nmarble
crags undercut by the swirling Yangtze. The strike there is to the N.N.E. and the
dip 750 W. At Shih-ku (6200 feet) green chloritic schists are interbedded with
limestones.

At Shih-ku the Yangtze turns fronm its long straight south course from the N.N.W.
from Tibet and begins its extraordinarily sinuous course eastward across western

China. After this great bend the river continues the course of its tribuitary the lTsi-ma
llo, which appears to be along a powerful fault trendinig W.S.W. ; for ]ooking up th
valley of the Hsi-ma Ifo, a limestonie bar in the conspicuous isolated hill W. of Shih-ku

has a moderate dip to the N. in the base of the hill, whereas near the summit it is steep
tilted (fig. 1). The eastward extension of the Hlsi-nia Ho fautlt along the reach. of the

FiG. 1.-Great bend of Yangtze Kiang at Shih-ku, looking up valley of Hsi-iiua Ho to the
fauilt by the hill W. of Shih-ku.

Yangtze below Shih-ku explains some fractures seen in the cliffs N. of the river. A

the end of this reaclh the Yangtze, by aniother slharp bend, tnrns at a right angle northwvard and flows along the axis of an anticlinal.

North of the Hisi-ma Ho bridge at Shih-ku cliffs of limestone anid biotite schist are

traversed by faults ; tlle upper bed is a miassive limestone, below which is a craggy
limestone cointaining caves; still lower is a well-bedded limestone overlving a blue

sacchlaroidal holocrystalline limestonie. On the easterni bank of the Yangtze a long spur,
which descends to the Yangtze at the bend, has a synclinal structure v ith a fault along

the axis. Ascending the Yangtze valley from ?Shili-ku the sections at first are in
crystalline limestones interbedded. with biotite schist. As the craggy limestone seen
higlh. on the hfillside N. of the Hisi-ma Hfo bridge reaches the river level about two miles
up-stre.am t,he dip is northward, but the predominant strike alon.g th.e valley is :N.N.Wt.

parallel to the river; the dip on the western bank is to the W. and is sometimes as
high as 700, while the exposures seen on the eastern bank mostly dip E. On the eastern

wall of the valley the most conispicuous rock is a thick brown bed, wlhich, from its
resemblance to the mtaterial on the wrestern bankc, is doubtless a weathered biotite schist

interstratified with crystall.ine limestone. A mnile N. of Mu-chu-tai the bed of a river
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from the W. is littered with hornblende-granodiorite-porphyry, syTe
diabase, rbvolite (256), sericite-schist, and quartzite.

The rocks seen N. of Shih-ku lithologically agree with the Upper Eozoic

and the Mu-chu-tai river bed showed no material froni any other f

spurs on both sides of the valley aflorded clear evidence of folding anid f

of Mu-chu-tai thle river flows at the eastern enid of a high spur crossed

in the high bluLfi of limnestone above the river the strike varies from 35

70? W., to 100 witlh a dip of 750 W. ; while in thie opposite spur. oni the e
the Yanigtze the dip is to the E. An antriclinie occurs in this limestone b

on the wvestern balnlc. Later views to the N. showred agaiin the westward
on the westerni banlk and eastwvard dip on the eastern. bankl.

At Su-chai the bed of a tributarv contains boulders of contorted gr

chloriti.c sclhist with crystals of rmagnietite (240) ; and at the northern e

village is an altered trachlyte-tuLff (241), but neither limestone nor granit

bank a peak S.F. of Taliya shows a reversed overfold.

From opposite Akola or Gad-sze downstream to the limestone gorge the eastern bank
of the valley for four miles is apparently along a fault, owing to the straightness of the
line marking the abrupt truncation of the four sputrs, their faceted ends, anid absence of

outliers. PFrom Aklola, looking northwrard, a broad syncline and small secondary fold

occur E. of the river anid parallel to it. rhe Yanigtze lies along the axis of an anticline
as the dip on the western banik is wvesterly. The stream bed S. of the village of Cad-sze
(270 4' N.) yielded evidence of a change inl the composition of the range to the W., as
the bed of a tributary contained abundanit red sanidstones, pebbles of probably the
Minclia limestone, granite, hornstone, anid the Kao-liaig crvstalline linmestone. At

Gad-sze the rocks exposed in situt belong to the greeni schists the strike has been
altered to W.N.W., apparently by a fault as the rocks are seamed. with abundant quiartz

veins. The normal strike is still to N.N.W. withl a dip which, for the western bank, is
exceptional in direction, as it is 600 E.N.Fj.
From Gad-sze up the Yangtze valley to Chi-tien the rocks seen itn situ belong to the

green schist and crystallin-e limestone series. The hills to the W. include, in addition
to these rocks, some mica schist, anid a gneiss, like albite-gneiss, schistose quartzite,
like some of that in the Scottish Dalradians, various igneous rocks, including biotitegranite, pegmatite, syenite-porphyry, uralitised gabbro, and granite full of xenoliths;
also hornstone and baked epidotic grits from igneous contacts; and quartzite, purple
sandstone, occasional pebbles of red sandstone, and a purple grit resembling the Britislh
Torridonian sandstorne. A stream bed S. of Wui-cha yielded hornblende-quartz-syenite,

hornblendic-gran.ite-porphlyry, quartz-diorite, and a muscovite schist withi garnets
(252), while opposite Wu-cha the streanm from the W. had brought down syenite-por-

phyry (249). The exposures near the river are in the green-schist series and we saw
no certain specimens of the Minchia limestone or its associated black slate, though high
on the eastern plateau a bed of limestone with a low dip lies apparently unconformably
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on the crystalline limestone and biotite-schists. It mav be the Mincb

its identity is doubtful, as it was not, so far as we could see, associated w

and no specimnens of the Minchia limestone were found in the neigh
It is therefore more likely to be an ountlier of the Kao-liang limestone.

T'his part of the Yangtze valley is a faulted anticline. The fault is i

section near Chli-ho-lin, where the western bank of the river consists of

schists dipping steeply to the W., while at the same level o:n the eastern

limestone and biotite schist (whiclh on the western bank occur at h
eastward. Further N., near Wu-lu-tin, banded biotite-limestone occurs at the same

level on both banks, and oii both the dip is away from the river. East of the Yangtze
anticline a syncline forms the suimmit of the nmountain E. of Si-kic. This structure is
also seen to the IN. of Chi-tien; the prevalent dip is W. on the western side of the
Yangtze and E. near the river on the eastern side, with a large synlc]inal forming peaks
to the E. of the river.

The general strike N. of Gad-sze is to the N.N.W. until it bends to N.W. by W. to W0r.
by N. and dip S., near Wu-ho, and to W.S.W. with dip 30? S.S.E. near the Pa-lo HTo.
VON Loczy, who had travelled down the easterin bank of the Yangtze, had repre-

sented it as a valley formed in places along an anticline. This conclusioni we found
fullv supported by the evidence. We were therefore anxious to examine the parallel
part of the Mekong valley, as we expected to see the Yangtze farther N. during our
return journey.

From Chi-tieln the road across the Mekong-Yangtze divide to Wei-si follows up the

Chi-tien River on a course to W.S.W. On the southern side of the lower part of the
valley the crystalline limestones dip 400 W. Farther up, the folds trend W. until they
are bent abruptly to N.E. At the village of Be-ta, mica schists, in which the foliation
strikes to 300 W. of N. and dips S.W., and there are many faults, appear from beneath
the Kao-liang Series. Above Be-ta, mica schists of a crushed flaser type dip W. At
Lu-lu-wa, the next village, pllIlitic schist withl many quartz-veins and some flaggy
limestone strilke N.W. and dip S.W. This calcareous phyllitic stage is succeeded by
crumpled quartz-mica schist, and as the valley narrows to a ravine the river bed is
littered with igneous rocks (257), including biotite-granodiorite-porphyry, hornblende-

granodiorite and boulders of schistose-quartzite and garnetiferous mica schist. The
schists in situ there dip 400 S.W. The path climbs steeply to a level track at 7500 ft.,
after which it rises gently to the floor of an older valley at the height of 7800 ft. The

strike gradually returned to the widespread N.N.W. trend with a dip to the W.S.W.
The quartz veins in the garnetiferous mica schlist hlave been broken and the fragments

separated by crushed schist. At the height of 8000 ft. the patlh turns S.S.W. up a side
valley; the schists in it strike to 150 W. of N. and dip M. After passing the village
of Tai-sing-tang, with a strike of 200, we crossed hard bands of dark blue schist in a
wvhite mica schist with some garnetiferous schist and syenite (261). About five mliles
up this branch valley the rock is of a hard Moine-like. gneiss, with a strikSe N.N.WV. and
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dip W.S.W. ; the river flows through a narrow ravine, above which we s
on to the basin of ILi-tieri. Tts easterni wall trends to N. by W. and cut
as the dip is N.W. On the floor of this basin the miost conspicuous rocks are biotitequartz-diorite-porphyry, rlhyolite, epidotised trachyte or trachyte-tuff, and felsite (264).
The village of Li-tien, at the height of 9000 ft., is situated on decomposed outcrops of
the eruptive rocks.

The diorite--porphyry and granite are better preserved at 9400 ft. on the ascent of

the Li-ti-ping Pass; a coarse porphyry was seen at 9600 ft. ; at 10,200 ft., porphvry
with a purple base; a thick belt of banded hornstone at 10,700 ft. ; at 11,000 ft., schists
with a strike a little to the E. of N. ; at 11,250 f t., bufl medium-grained felspar porphyry ;

more hornstone is followed by an outcrop of a massive greeni epidote-schist, similar to
a rock that we had occasionally seen in the tributaries to the Yanigtze. At 11,400 ft.,
pink alnd gray porphyry are followed by a bed of limestone which is interstratified with

red and buff shales with a strike to 50 E. of N. These rocks agree lithologically with
those of the Miinichia Series. The top of the Li-ti-ping Pass at 11,600 ft. consists of a
ridge of porphyry. Thle descent westward is over decomposed ignieous rocks with
occasionial outcrops of flaggy limilestone, bluish gray felsite, an altered porphyritic spilite

(270) and dolerite (281). The track rises to a ridge W. of Siao-li-ti-ping at 11,400 ft.,
where the rock is a blue quartz-syenite-porphyry (272) associated at 11,500 ft. with
chert and hornfels (274A). The porphyry series provided most of the outcrops, but

at 11,000 ft. we reached a phyllite with many quartz veins. Its strike is to N.N.E.
with a dip of 300 to W.N.W. Fromi 10,800 ft. a long spur descends to S.W. by W.
towards Wei-si. The upper part consists of slate with a strike to N.N.W. and a steep

dip to the I3. On the lower part of this spur, at 8750 ft., rhyo]ite is intrusive into black
slate or phyllite ; at 8400 ft. this black slate occurs along the floor of the valley leading

westward to Wei-si, and iiitrusive into it are rhyolite, felsite (276), and a rock composed
of chalcedonic spherulites. This series continued till we reached the Ying-an River
at Wei-si, where the bridge is built of Minchia limestoie ; abunidance of this rock was
seen, but not in situ, on the lower slopes of the western bank rising up to Wei-si.
The Wei-si or Ying-anl River is a tributary to the Mekong, but flows to the N.IN..W.
Its valley is separated from the Melkong by a high ridge with a steep easteril scarp.

This ridge consists of coarse gneiss and schists like those of the Tapinig. Most of the
floor of the Wei-si basin conisists of confluent series of delta fans which have been de-

posited at the foot of the scarp. Looking northward, nunmerous parallel spurs project
into the valley fromn the eastern. plateaul; the dip in the spurs seen to the N. from
Wei-si is to the 1E., whereas in the hills E. of Wei-si the prevalent dips are N. or S. from
an upfold with an axis trending approximately E. and W.

The general evidence observed duiring the traverse from Chi-tien to Wei-si may be
summarised as follows : the rocks of the Ta-li series, seen along the Yangtze Kiang, rest
upon schists and gneisses, upon which, in the hlills E. of WVei-si, lie remnants of the

Minchia Series; this series has beenl intruded by various porphyries and some felsite.
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We saw no direcb evidence of the intrusion of the granite inito the M
only into the older schists and gneiss; but that the granite also is post-Minc:hia is
probable from the evidence seen farther to the N.

? 6. The Yiisq-an. R?ivoer to the MJekonq.

Amorngst other evidence of great chianges in the river system of this region is the fac

that nmany of the tributaries flow north-iward, in tlle direction opposite to that of th
river which they join. Thuts, the Ying-an River rises near a windgap S.S.?E. of Wei-si,
flows past that towin and reaches the Mekong after a northward flow in a direct linie of

25 miles. At Wei-si a broad valley separates the high gileiss range to the W. and the
hills formed of the AMinchia Series and igneous rocks near the Li-ti-ping.
The Ying-an River a little IN. of Wei-si flows past a bluff on the easterni bank of Minchia

limestone and buff shales which dip to the W. T'hese beds are much disturbed and have
beeni altered by the intrusion of rhyolite (285, 286). The shales and sanidstoiies are also
disturbed by some movenment which is probably a fault along the Wei-si valley. Farther
N. the Minchia limestonre and its shales strike N. by MW. and have resumned the eastward
dip which is usual on the eastern bank of the valley. At Si-ku-fu, three miles fromn Wei-si,

occur purple sandstone, purple grit, quartz-conglonmerate, anid altered Minchia limestone ; and on a stream bed are boulders of biotite-granite (291), granodiorite-porphyry
(290a), and quartz-dolerite (292a). The spur beyond Si-ku-fti consists of slate, shale,
and a sandstone which has been disturbed, for it contains many quartz veins; the

beds are either vertical or havre a steep easterly dip. In the next spur, sandstones and
shales dip steeply W. and the track passes over an exposure of a black shale containing
ironstone nodules and slicken-sided surfaces lustrous with graphite. This shale is
probablv a down-faulted Carboniferous bed; for N. of this outcrop are bu-ff sandston
anid purple shale, and a conglomerate which is nearly verdcal and contains pebbles of
Minchia limestone, so that it is later than the Minchia Series.

At Kiu-tsung the Minchia limestone is interbedded with red shale, red freestonie, green

cornstonie, and purple sandstone with a dip of 600 E. The genieral character of the
rocks in this part of the Ying-an Valley is strikingly like that of the Old Red Sandstone
of Souitlh Wales. Some of the quartz pebbles in the conglomerates, as at Ka-ka-tang, are
faceted by winld actiorn. The gneiss ridge of Wei-si sinks beneath these red beds. They

continue for some distance farther N., the chief variation being the occurrence of boulders

of rhyolite with porphvritic quartz in the stream beds, and the extensive developmen
of chlocolate shales associated with biff sandstone and quartz conglomerate; the preva
lent dip is to the WV. Some of the sandstones are seamed. witlh gash veinis of quart
along fractures. At 0-shia, red sandstone and gray grits with patches of manganese
dioxide and iron oxide strike N. A quicksilver mine is reported half a day's journey to
thle W7\. North of 0-shia, red and buff sandstone with some black shales are in terbedded

withl a banld of Minlchia limnestone 200 ft. inl thickness. Five miles dowrn the valley
VOL. ccxiii. -B 2 :
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fronm 0-shia the strike of the chocolate shales changes to E.S.E. with dip to N.; about
a mile farther on the strike is to S.E. witl. dip N.E.

About three miles fromi Ka-ka-tang the Ying-an slharply bends 'W. againist a cliff
of hard black jointed slate and an eartlhy black limestone witl. a strike to W.N.W.

and dip S.S.W., varying to strike N.W. and dip S.W., and later to strike to W. anid dip

N. We (lid nlot find any fossils in the slate, the litlhological resenlblance of which. is to
the Ordovician. On the nortlh-westerln mlargin of this outcrop the slates strike E. by

S., dip 700 S. by W., and disappear under fallen boulders of the Minchia limestone.
These boulders nmark the reappearanice of the cornstonie andc red sandstone series.
Opposite the village of Shia-fang we foulnd in the bed'i of a stream pebbles of kersantite

(299.), of yellow sandstone with casts of inldeterminable fossils, and of Minchia limestone.
Below this point the Yiing-an bends sniddenly W. and flows through a romantic canyon

to the Mekong; before the junctioni of the last tributary to the Ying-an the rocks on

the river bank are very contorted re(d and greeni slate. Red arid white sandstone,
Minchia limestone, and rhavolite (300, 301) were found on the river bed. Continuinig
W.S.W. thirough the gorge the prevalent dip is to the W. ; the eastern end of the gorge is

in purple san-dstone; then follows gray to pinik quartzite, whlich is traversed by fault
breccias resting on. a strong fault, with a hum-nmockv fault-plane ; the fault is normnal and
has its downithrow to the W.; the strike of the fault is 180 W. of N. Toward the wvestern

end of the gorge the rocks consist of black and green slates witlh a dip of 700 W., and a bar
of Alinchial limestone.

lere the Ying-an, With I its clear greenish water, enters the Mekonlg, of which the water,
at the timne of our visit, was of a deep Indiain red colour.

? 7. The MIe/cong Va,lle,y from. Ate Ying-a'ii to T'ze-ku.
North of the confluence with the Yinig-ain the Mekong valley lhas been cuLt through

gray shales and puirple sandstones interbedded with the Minchia limestone, which onl

the eastern bankc of the river strikes N. and dips E. On the western bankl the dip is
apparently S.W. ; the valley is situtate(l alonog an anticline which the difference in the
direction of dips ont both sides shows to hav;-\e been faulted along its axis. At .1P1u-chihsien the slates strike 'W.N.W. and dip 243? N. ; at Bad-chi, the next village to the N..
black anld chocolate-coloulred slates strike to N.E. by N. and dip 15? S.E. b3y E.; butl
as a little farther N. the dip is steeply N. a secon(lary anticline crosses the valley. Half
an hour's march N. of Bad-chi the S.E. dip was resumed ; we searched for fossils in somne
black slates, bult wvithout success. At Lo-chang on the w-estern bank thle dip is WY.;

at Lo-chi-kui oni the eastern banik the dip is :13; the valley is therefore along an anticline;

tlhe recent age of the lower part of the valley is shown by the occurrence of a higlh water
fall close to the river onl the eastern bank. North of Siao-wei-si is an outcrop of chloritic
schist covered by a litter of purple andl chocolate slates, blacic slate, and( Minchia
limestoyne.
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These chloritic schists disappear in less thani two miles to the N. at Paa rough craggy sandstone; theince on to Chu-ta (Ohu;ta of the Tndianl Survey map,

sheet China 92M) purple slate and false-bedded buff sandstone dip WV. and S.W. Large
boulders of contorted quartz-chlorite schist in a stream bed. at Chu-ta show that the

Kao-lianog schists occur in the hills to the E. North. of that villace the Melco1 g makes

two right-an.gl.ed bends near A.i--wa ; it flows fronm W. to E. at the foot of cliffs, whic

at the easternl part conistst of blaclk and green slates which strike 150 W. of N. and dip

8 'E E. At the base of the slates is a chloritic breccia conmposed of d6bris froml th

uniderlyinig chloritic schists, which contain large surfaces of clhlorite and dip from 70
to 800 wr. The slates rest on the schists discordantly. A conical hill on the western

banl appears to consist of schists with a high dip to the N., suggesting that, as at SiaoWei-si, the chloritic schists have been brought to the suirface bv an upfold on an E. to
W. linie. North of the Ai-wa bend the sandstones and shales of the Minchlia Series

reappear. One strike observed was to 40 E. of N. wvith the beds eithler vertical or dipping
from 70? *to 800 E. and -showing evidence of great disturbance. They are traversed by
an overthrust fault al)out two and a half miles S. of Ta-clhiao. Just S. of rra-chiao a

tributary conies in fromr the E. and near the confluence i.ndurated slates and quartzit

sLrike 40 E. of N. anid are traversed by a jointing like a second eleavage. Trhis disturban
however, is local, and as at Ta-chiao thte slates and sandstones dip 15? E. Around the

basin of Kang-pa occur cracked and veined purple sandstones and liver-coloured
quartzite, like that common in the English Tlriassic conglomerates. A little S. of Cha-

wa-tsiun a breccia of chlloritic schist indicates the proximity of the schists. Gypsum
is mined in the hills to the E1?., but caccording to the headman of the village it is not
associated with salt, of which none is knowin in this district. The local salt stupply is

brought fromii Ya-ka-lo, 100 miles to the N. We mnade frequient enquiries as to the
occurrenee of salt, as the best available clue as to whether aniy Permo-Triassic beds mnight

be included amonogst the red rocks of this area. In a wall at Shla-wa-tsun we were
cheere(d by finding a fossiliferous gray unveined limestone; we fo-and this rock in situ
at the height of 6500 ft., where it is assoeiated with a typical veined Minchia linmestone;
-some bands in the u-nveined limestone co:ntaiin crinoid stems, fragments of bryozoa,
corals and shells. These rocks strike from 200 to 30? and dip aboult 70? to E.S.E. Close
to the fossiliferous limnestone are conglomerate, purpl.e green black and buff slates of
the variety uisually associated with the Minchia limestone. T'he probability is that this
fossiliferous limestone is Carboniferous and *that it was deposited upon and enfolded
With the Minelhia Series.

The Mekong here emerges from a gorge in which it narrows to the most terrific rapid
which we saw along its course. This gorge has been cut through conglomerate and

black slate, whiclh (dip from 600 to 70? W. on both banks; the anticlinal axis of the
Mekong and a high-level vallev along it lie a short distance to the E. The gorge now
occupied by the M\ekong is obviously quite young, and is probably due to the diversion
of the river from its former course along the anticline by the disturbances which
2 E 2
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upraised the chloritic schists. The river has cut out a fresh course alono the relatively
soft black slates. Above this gorge the river has a wide eastward bend through a broad

basin, which is continuous with the high-level valley along tlhe anticline axis. The
beds on the eastern side of this basin dip 700 E., so that the river is again along the
anticlinal axis. Trhe purple slat-es have been crushed and veined, and a tributary from

the E. contain.s boulders of chiloritic schist and cobbles of granite, rhyolite with] flow
structure (311), hornstone, and altered rocks of the Minchia Series. On the nortlhern

bank of this river the purple and green slates, which are vertical, strike 20 W. of N.
At the village of Kuna, a mile farther N., similar rocks occur on a streamn bed witlh

abundant hornstone, granite, and porphyrry, which show that the rugged hills to the
E. of that village and above Yei-chihl consist largely of igneous rocks, and especially of
felspar-porphyry.

Alonig the Yangtze N. of Yei-chih black and purple shales arid purple grits dip to
the S. The Minchia limestonie is one of the commnionest rocks in the bed of a triblutary
two miles N. of Yei-chih; farther N. the porphyry becomes scarcer, and the billk of the

material on tlhie streama beds coinsists of black slate, quartz breccia, and Minchia limnestone. An intrusion of porphyry occurs a mile farther N. on a bend- of the Mekong,
and is associated- with black slate which has beein shattered and cemented by numerouis

quartz-veins; the Minchia limestone is altered and the black slates contorted. After

crossing chocolate sandstones and slates striking 250 E. of N., antd dippinig 300 W.N.W.,
for more than two miles, we reached the village of A-wa, near which is granodiorite

porphyry (316) with felspars ani inich in lengtlh, and banided rhyolite. On the river
bed are boulders of contorted schist like sonie of the Higlhland albite schists (315).
A cliff of purple slate is traversed by a series of horizontal faults which dip E., while the
rocks strike to 5'0 W. of N. Thience on to the village of I-li the rocks are greatly distturbed.
Quartz-veins in the slate and sandstone have been broken into eyes; some of the local
folds trend W. and E. Near 1-li is anothler outcrop of the coarse granodiorite-porphyry

(318), an(d that it is intrusive is indicated bv bouilders of hornstone, due to the alteration
of the sandstone. Above I-li is a higlh peak of porphyry, while the pebbles of slate and

hornstone in the stream fronm the E. are so sinall that they niust have been derived
from far upstream. Hforizontal faults were nioticed against T'o-pa-ko, arld on the floor
of the Mekong valley are high alluvial terraces. After roun1ding the bluff of Minchia

limestone anid of crushed green slate and vertical sandstonie and conglomerate we
reached the, village of Pu-ti, where the Mekong hias been forced into a horseshoe-bend

by the resistance of the coinglomerate. This rock contains muscovite-gneiss, quartzite,
clhert, black limestone, green schists, and various igneous rocks; but apparentlv none
of the porphyry so conspicuouLs in tlhis part of the Mekong vallev. The conglonmerate,
therefore, probablv belongs to the lower part of the Devoniani Series, anid the local
porphyry was probably intruded eithier later in the Devonian or Carboniferous.
In the day's march to Pu-ti we had been impressed writh the increasing intensity of
the disturbances in the rocks. Above Pu-ti the river mlakes a series of righlt-angled
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bends while the valley contracts to gorges, whlich are deeper and are separated by
basins that are smaller thiani those farther S. The Minchia Series continues anid it
includes occasional igneous rocks which have contributed the comiparatively scarce
igneous pebbles to the tributary streams. The absence of hornstone is further evidence

of the decrease in the igneouis rockss. The sudden bends in the course of the Mekong

appear due to disturbances byx which the normal mneridional strike is sudd(lenlv altere(d
to abouit W.N.W. to E.S.E., or even closer to an E. to W. trend. A little N. of Pu-ti

crushed porpyryry with green slates strike to W.N.W. and dip S.S.W. Fartlher on the
slates conitain many quartz veins, are vertical and are often crushed, and tlhey are in
places sub-schistose. At Pu-ti the slate is phyllitic and the Minchia limestone crushed.
At Nan-tao the chocolate slates are seamed witlh calcite veins and the rocks are near the
centre of a crushed anticline. The Nan-tao basin is small; above and below it the
course of the Mekong is very sinuous and the profiles of the opposite spurs overlap

repeatedly. North of Nan-tao the black slates and Minchia limestone on the eastern
bank of the Melkong both dip W. fronm 60' to 70?. At Lo-ta thle river emerges from a
gorge whichl in the lower part is across the strike of the rocks, xvhich is there generally

to 100 W. of N., and owing to the folding the dips are both to W. and E. Calcareous
grits, enclosing lenticular masses of limestone, contain numerous stems and some

arms of crinoids, which Dr. Bather reports as indeterminable, and shell fragments.

One band conitains a foraininifer, which Mr. R. B. Newton has identified as NYeosch-

?vcgerina. 'These limestoiles are therefore of Carboniferous age. The limestones are
unveined, often fissile, anid fine-grained, and pass to sandy flags; they are therefore
different in aspect fronm the Minchia linmestone. The gorge is in places so narrow that

the track passes above the river on a wooden platform fastenied to the limnestone cliff.
In the gorge the river mnakes a right-angled bend from the N. and there flows along the
strike of a series of quartzites, green grits, quartzitic sandstone, black, chocolate-

coloured and greeni slates, purple grits and thin-bedded limestone. The black slates
are in places interbedded with thini layers of quartzite. The strike varies only a few
degrees from N. ; the prevalent dip is to the E., thouglh the beds are often almost
vertical. Some of the conglomerates contain pebbles of limestone with crinloid stems,
which are probablv fragments of the Minchia limestone. Nortlh of the gorge at

Tseh-imn-po, whiclh is in the almost vertical quartzitic series, the river makes aniothe
bend to Tze-ku along rocks striking to 200 E.S.E. aind dipping 700 to N.N.E. ; these
rocks are traversed by a niearly horizontal fault withl a dip to the N., and due apparently
to a thrust from the N. Above Tze-ktu the river bank is strewni witlh boulders of coarsegrained purple porphvry and rhyolite (389E), which marks the beginning of another
extensive development of igneous rocks.

? 8. From the Mekong to Pehalo across the kSaiween-Mekong Dir.ide.

A&s we had n1ow mzarched for 60 miles along the easternl banks of the Ying-atn and
Mlekong we wrere anxious to reconnoitre the country farther W. We therefore crossed
thle Mlekong by the rope bridge at Tsed-rong, and owring to the kindness of Pere Ouvrard,
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who engaged three porters for us, we began a hasty excursion across the Mekong-Salween

divide. The river bank at Tsed-rong (6550 ft.) conisists of a pink anid black porphyry.
This rock extends up the hillside till, at 6800 ft., we reached black slate striking N. to S.

Green grits, pturple grits and slate succeeded at 7000 ft., and purple breccia at 7200 ft.

Porphyritic spilite (334) followed by red and green shales extend to 8400 ft. ; green andM

puirple slate oecurs at 8900 ft., black slate at 9200 and theni puirple and green slatLe
often in t1iin alternate bands, fornie(d the rest of the ascenrt to the first pass at 10,150 ft.
thence we (lescended to the LIo-shli (hii, wlhere it flows nortlhward to joill thle ,Mekong,

at Tsedl-roug. The descent to the river (9900 ft.) is over slates, whiel rest at the river
oni coarse biotite-gneiss and granitic gneiss. The lower part of the valley is on black
and red slate, but as we ascended to the W. schists and goeiss rose from the floor to formi.
the walls.

The first evi(lence of former glacial action is giveni by some moraines at 11,100 ft.,
which farther up the valley rest on beautifully glaciated surfaces of a gray to browinish
quartzose gneiss strikiing to N.W. At 12,000 ft. the characteristic rock is a gray schis-

tose quartzite, with some black schist, dipping 600 E. The quartzite Ihas been formed
froin a grit. The ascenit to the Si La pass is over schistose grits, which strike N. and

dip fromn 70? E. to vertical, anid fornm the peaks on both sides of the pass (14,000 ft.).
These peaks hiave been overfolded by pressure froimi the W. On the southern side of the
pass the folds are clearly showvn on the western face and th1e spur to the S.E. has a close
narrow doublefold (fig. 3, p. 235). 'The iintense folding does not apparently aflect the

founidation of the ranlge and is probably due to a movement of comparatively moder
geological date. The descent into the Seroua Lonmba or "Valley of Hail " is

precipitous ; at about 12,500 ft. the Si La schistose grits rest onX cry-stallin
like that at Ta-li-fu, initerbedded with black calc-biotite schist. This limestone series
dips to the E. and continues to the floor of the valley (11,500 ft.), -which is crossed by
huge nmorainies. We descended this valley for about two miles and then climnbed its
western wall-over quartz-schist and black mica-schist, with Ta-li niarble at about
11,700 ft., and over white schistose quartzite in layers from one-eighth to a quarter

of ani inch in thickniess, biotite- and muscovite-sclists aind a quartz-schist striking to
S.S.W. and dipping W.-to the pass at 13,600 ft. The western slope to Pehialo is
downr a steep dip slope with few exposures; the rocks seen were schist with granite
veins and bands of gneiss; Pehalo (8500 ft.) is on granite-gneiss. The steep descent

from the Mission to the river Do-yon crosses nmarble anld black schists dipp
crags of the sarmie rocks could be seen at the height of 2000 ft. above the river bed.
The boulders on the river include granite, micrographic granite (359), crystalline
limestone, hornstone, and a breccia with a black schistose matrix.

Famine rendered any stay in the Salween valley impossible and we therefore returneld
toward the Mekong by the Chamutong to Yang-tsa track, which we joined, N. of the huts
of Lompeur, at 9200 ft. West of the Salween the dips seen were to the S. of W., and
the hanging valleys there indicate that tGhe Salwreen valley is not appreciably, if any,
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older than that of the Mekong. The ridge W. of the Do-yon consists of brown schistose
grit and black schist. A moraine-like bar crosses the valley and inspection of this ridge

from above showed that it was due to a sudden change in the size of the valley owing
to a difference in the rocks. The burial of the rock face by drift has produced the
morainic aspect when- seen from the S. We crossed the Do-yon river at the height of
8180 ft. where the boulders included schistose breccia, cherty quartzite, a black massive
schistose grit and the Ta-li marble. The rocks beside the river belong to the Ta-li
marble series withl a dip to the S.W. ; this dip is clear in the southerni part of the section,

but is obscured in the northerni by vertical jointing due to lateral pressure. The route
continued along the eastern side of the river, crossing spurs and valleys from which
wvaterfalls leap straight into the river; the black schists near the river crossing strike

about E. and W., but as a rule the Do-yon Valley is along an anticline, witlh dips to
W. and E. Above the Ta-li nmarble, green schist like that E. of Shih-ku, is found at
9300 ft. A fractured black schist occurs at 11,400 ft., anhd gree- schist with quiartz
veins at 12,200 ft. The pass at 12,900 ft. is at the foot of the crags of banded crystalline
lime,stone of Mt. Francis Garnier, the dip is W., but some pinnacles owe their form to
pressure jointing and not to beddinig. Fromn this pass, the Jeu-dson La, the mnoraines

continue to the level of about 11,400 ft. down a valley cut out of biotite-granite-porphyry (374: 11,500 ft.), and the Si La schistose grits. Below 10,000 ft. the grit is succeeded
by calc-biotite-schist, coarse mica-schist, with muscovite-pegmiatite, anld greein marble;

the dip tis sometimes S.-W. and sometimes N.E. This schist series continiues eastward

to LJon-dre at 7400 [It. Thence the gorge of the Llonidre River gives an excellent sectio
of the ro(cks to the W. of the Mekoing. At IJon-dre the schists are replaced by gneiss
and foliate(ld biotite-granite with a strike of about 30? W. of N. and dip to 300 S. of WV.

'rhe gneiss is succeeded eastward by green slate, cherty sla,te, and hornstonle (380),
which is a baked grit and has been formied by contact alteration around intrusive nmasses
of biotite-granitle. The cetutre of the larger mnasses consists of biotite-hornblende-granite

with a greenish felspar and biotite in patches; the selvage in places is spessartite.

At the third crossing of the river, at 7000 ft., a white fine-grained felspathic sandston
or quartzite is followed by a purple sandstonie wrhich strikes to the E.N.E. anid dips S.

Tlhe eastern end of the gorge gives a deep sectioin through the red sandstones. 'rhe
strike is to 50 W. of N. and the dip varies from 750 W. to vertical and is in places inverted
by pressure from the W. The sandstone is cut through by numerous tlhrust-faults which
dip W. ; the beds above the fault plane have been thrust to the E. One of the more

powerftul vertical faults trends to 200 K. of N. The sandstone beside the faults contain

maniy gash-veins of quartz. On the northern bank a horizontal fault has a 12-fo
throw and a vertical fault has produced. large slicken-sided surfaces.
? 9. Fromn the Lon-dre Ri'ver up the Mekong to Kia-pieh.

From the moulth of the Lon-dre valley we turned northward along the western ban

of the Mekong to Yang-tsa, wvhere we cro,ssed the river by rope-bridge. Dulring the w

fromr Lon-dre to Yang-tsa we crossed a landslip cornposed of a greenish biotite-grani
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similar to that of the Lon-dre gorge; on onle torrent bed the stones consisted of 95 per

cent. of granite, 4 per cent. of red and white grit, wlhich showed no signs of contact
alteration, and I per cent. of Miinchia limnestone. Half a mile N. of this fan is an

exposure of biotite-granite-porphyry anid biotite-granite (344) associated with horni
and altered green rock. A little fartlher N. green breceia is faulted against t-he granite;
and still fartlher on,an altered red sandstone is seamed with quartz veins anld is partly

bleached. Half a mile farther N. red sandstone and shales with the Minchia limestonie
dip N.W., and again show signs of contact alteration. A fault trending N.E. and S.W.

throws the grits against black shale, the beds dippinig S. A little distance S. of Yang-ts
a small headland of black slate is traversed by a vein of iron ore along one of the Mekong

faults. South of this headland the proximity of the igneous rock is indicated by an outcrop of breccia like that at the bridge over 'the Do-youi River near Pehalo. Tlhe limestone

at the headlaind contains crystalline black calcite, aind the altered condition of the

Minchia limestone at Yang-tsa is probably, due to the porphyrv found in the drifts.
We hoped in the walk from Lon-dre to Yang-tsa to find clear evidence as to the age of
the greenish granite. The local porphyries are clearly intrusive in the Minchia Series,
and at two localities Awe saw features suggestive of a, felspar-porphyry being part of the
granite selvage, and. therefore that the porphyries initrusive in the Minchia Series are
off-shoots from the granites. 'We, however, found at 'this locality no clear evidence of
the granite being intrusive into the Minchia Series, in whichl we saw no granite veins or

contact metamorphismii produced bv the granite, and all the alteration seen miglht be
due to the porphyries.

The sections on the eastern bank of the Mekong near Jih-tze, the village opposite
Yang-tsa, show that tlhe sequence of the Minchia Series in that district is as follows in
descending order :-Red beds; Minchia limestone and blaclk shale; red sandstones and

shales; brown, buff and green sandstones; purple sandstone and slate; green grits
with material derived fronm the chloritic schists. This series is sometimes altered by an

intrusive felspar-porphyry, the red shales being turned into red jasper, the limeston
crystallised, and the sandstone clearly baked. A mass of green mudstone witlh shell
fragmen'ts and tuff (340) cap 'tle cliff a't J-ih-tze; and near the bend of the river fartlher

N. dykes of porphyritic spilite (463) ini the red safndston-e include baked fragments
of that roelc.

After passing the bend of the river we crossed 1500 feet of red sandstone thrown again]St

yellow grit by a fault which trends to about 350 W. of N.; the vellow grits are also
faulted against the green porphyry which passes into a greenish biotite-hornblende-

granite (464) that is 'traversed 'by crushed bands along E. to W. fatults. On the opposite
bank of the river the sandstone occurs opposite the granite, so that the river here probably

lies alonlg an E.-W. fault. The red sandstonte lies on top of the granite on the E. bank;
we had no time to climb up to the junction, but the fallen blocks of the red sandstone

showed no signs of congtact alterationa, nor cou ld we see from belowr any protrusions of

granite int,o the sanldstone. The red sanldstone is, however, a,ltered by intrusions of
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felspar porphyry, and before reaching a Tibetan village in a small irrigated oasis we
passed a vertical 8-feet dyke in the red anid grean shales; both rocks have been

so crushed that the margin of the dyke is indefinite. North of the Tibetan village
the track rises to a granite moorland, where hardened shale and Minchia limestone

lie directly on the granite. The limestone was not crystallised, but on the other hand
it contained no granitic detritus. The xenoliths in the granites did not, moreover,

appear to be of the red rock series; they included altered limestonie caught up in the
granite, which shows that the granite was intruded into the Upper Paleeozoic limestones.

Some of the adjacent limestones contain crinoid ossicles and indistinct bryozoa, corals
and shells. On the ridge S. of Kon-ya the shales strike to N.N.W. and have a steep dip

to E.N.E., and the anticlinal arrangement of the beds along the Mekong was well exposed.
Above the granite lies a brown bed, similar in appearance to rock seen farther N., which
proved to be ironstained limestone and black shale. This brown material is often

formed along fault planes and might imply a faulted junction between the granites
the overlying rocks.

On the descent to Kon-ya the Minchia limestone was seen underlyilg the black shales
and overlying red sandstones which rest upon the green grits. South of Kon-ya two
strike faults have strongly contorted the brown beds.

On its northern margin the Kon-ya biotite-hornblende-granite is intrusive into the
shales of the Minchia Series; this granite is intruded by an olivine-lamprophyre;
three tongues of white clay have no doubt been formed bv the decomposition of

apophyses from the granite. These tongues intrude into baked green grits, which are
covered by red slates and Minchia limestone ; this rock is succeeded by breccia, black
slate and coarsely porphyritic trachyte (402, 402b). The limestone contains crinoid and
shell fragments. The Mekong flow,, through a double horseshoe bend at the bottom of a

canyon, while the track rises over a succession of porphyries to the pass leading to Kiapieh. The ridge to the W. of this pass consists mainly of brown grits and sandstones
which dip W. and are traversed by two powerful strike faults. At the pass red slate dips

E. under the Minchia limestone and its black shales, whtich are capped bv porphyries.
The limestones and porphyries are faulted against the brown grits of the western spur.
On the westerii bank of the Mekong a massive grey limestonie rises into bold peaks, which
pass westward into the glacier-covered summits of the Do-kar-la.

? 10. Kia-pieh to A-tun-tze.

From Kia-pieh the track turns W. down a valley cut through the brown sandstones
which, on the southern side of the Kia-pieh valley, dip to the W. thouggh the general
dip of the shales on the northern side is to the E. Farther down this valley the brown
sandstones occur also on the northern side and there dip N.E. That this valley is
situated along a powerful fault is shown by large slicken-sided surfaces. Boulders of

limnestone are abundlant and include blocks of an unlveined limestone, which probably
VOL. CCXIII.--B. 2 F
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comes from the mountains on the western side of the Mekong. T'he Mekong clearly
follows a great fault which separates the linestone mass on the W.---which probably
belongs to the Kao-liang Series-from the Minchia Series anid gneiss on the E. Tn
additiort to the meridional Mekong faiult a series of faults ancd folds trend E. to W.
Hfuge masses of brown beds occur on. the valley floor; tlhey are shattered. and traversed
by many slicken-sides and may have reached their present place eitler by fault or landslip. T'he brown beds consist of iron-stained limnestone anid sandstone; sonle of this
material occurs in veins in the l.imestone; the chief bands of it are along large faults.
On the floor of the valley lie blocks of a crinoid limestone, some of whiichl are 20 ft. in
diameter; they are probably Minclhia limestone.

North of the Kia-pieh River a white mul.scovite-biotite gneiss (453) rises from under
the red shales anid sanidstones on both banks of the Mekong. Associated with it occurs
an altered peridotite (454). Chocolate shales at the next spur descend to the river level,
probably owing to faulting; but the track rises over gneiss, Minchia limnestone and shales
which dip E. to the -valley of Yung-kncun-ko, which is foll-owed by the track to A-tuln-tze.

The northern bank of the Yung-kun-ko Ho, where its ravine widens ouit into the valley
of the Mekong, shows contorted overfolds due to pressure fromi the W. W. of the
Mekong the beds dip to the N.W., probably owing to the cross faults which have brought
up the Yung-kun-ko gneiss. The gorge of the river traverses black shale, but on the
beds of the tributaries fromii the S. are large boulders of granite. A little E. of the first
tributary from the S. three faul]ts with a steep hade to the W. are seen on the northern

bank. The ravine continues to the E. and N.E. through the Minchia Series; a little S.
of the village of Kungha gray silvery mica-schist forms the end of the western spurs
and most of the slope on the eastern bank, where it is capped by red rocks of the Minchia

Series. The mica-schists strike N.W. and dip S.W. Near Kiuigha the schists are covered
by a red conglomerate including boulders of red jasper, varieties oI coarsely porphyritic

red and green. rhyolite (406) and quartz pebbles. But we saw in it neither of the local
granites; hence these rocks, like the later porphyries, were exposed later than the
conglomerate, and are intrusive into the Minchia Series. Passinig up a northern
tribu.tary to the Yung-kun-ko to the oasis o-f Chung-kung (9500 ft.) the mnica-schists on

the eastern bank strike N.N.E. and dip 600 to E.S.E. Trlhe western bank, however,
consists of the red beds of -the Minchia Series until the river tuirnis eastward and both
banks conisist of mica-schist. The next main turn of the valley to the N. leads to
A-tun-tze between. hills of mica-schist on the western bank] and of the Minchia Series
intruded by rhyolites to the E.

? 11. The Mountains Fast of A-tun-tze.

East of A-tun-tze (10,800 ft.) the Mekong-Yangtze (livide reaches its greatest
height S. of the Ba-tang district, and. we made an excursion into these mountains to
investigate their structure and the relations of a peak seen by Mr. (INGDON WARD.
The A-tunl-tze valley- is bounded on the K. by the steep wall of a plateau, from the edge
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of which, at the height of about 13,000 ft., the country rises through undulating downs

to the rough rocky peaks of the Mekong-Yangtze divide. At the foot of the valley
wall E. of A-tun-tze biotite-hornbleinde-granite (Z 35) ouitcrops beneath black slate and

green. grits. At 1.3,000 ft. we enitered a hanging valley, across the mouth of which lies
a smiall terminial inoraine containing boulders of schistose quartzite, rhyolite, and slate.
The bare hill face to the S. of the valley conrtained yellow weathered slheets of rhyolite
and stained slates. -Above the mnoraine the Jsu-stu valley continues eastward across
a series of slates and grits and then bends niorthward. It passes the foot of a band of
limestone which rises into a high pinnacle at the height of about 13,700 ft.

hrlie limestone is much altered and in the scar on the western] side of the valley it is
garnetiferous, owing probably to the effect of the intrusive rhyolite. Several wellpreserved terminal moraines cross the valley at just over 13,700,ft., and amongst them,
at 14,220 ft., behind a moraine-dam, is the lowest of four lakes. The Jsu-su valley

there trends from W.S.W. to E.N.E. at the foot of an even slope of a schistose rhyolite,
some of which hias a greasy aspect oni weathered surfaces. This rock is intrusive into
the Minchlia Series, which is represented by black slate, cleaved quartzite, green grits
with many quartz veins, and crushed and cleaved Minchia limestone, striking N.E.

by N. The limestone is also seen at the height of 15,600 ft. by Lake Tsu-na, of which
the outlet through a rockv gorge has been described by Mr. KINGDON WARD (Land of
the Blue Poppy, 1913, p. 170). Above Lake Tsu-na the slates of the Minchia Series

are intruded by a band of gabbro (419), which is also seen (Z 33 a, b, d) with dolerite
(Z 33 c) on the western side of the Jem-sa La Pass (16,800 ft.). The pass is a notch

formed by the weathering of the softer black slate, which strikes to 18 E. of N
is nearly vertical, but has a slight dip to the W. On the eastern side of the pass is a

high boss of rock intrusive in the slate. The descent of the eastern side is over black
slate, Minchia limestone and gabbro (Z 32, 436 b, 437). The limestone usually dips

E.; it has been cleaved and in places altered by silicification to a banded chert. It
has been intruded by rhyolite and dolerite (431); frequent slicken-sided surfaces show

the extenit to which the rocks have been faulted. At the eastern foot of the Jem-sa

La is the small Lake Tse-koni, in the valley of Mi-tu-tong. Both sides of this valley
consist in the main of the sedimenitary rocks of the Minchia Series, with an undulating
dip. On the ridge to the E. of the camp the rocks at the northerni end of the valley consist

of porphyry and dolerite, which abut against a thick series of red sandstones and slates
with a regular dip to the S. They are succeeded to the S. by the Minchia limestone
and farther S. the high peaks to the S. of the Ni-ma La or Chnu-ma La consist of red

shales and sandstones intruded by nmasses of kersantite (430, Z 31). At the northern
end of this section the rocks have been shattered by a great cruslh zone, which includes
huge lenticles of the igneous rocks. We did not reach this fault on the eastern side of
the valley, but the fault is clearly shown in photographs, anid we had to trust in the

identification of the rocks to those of similar appearance onl the w estermi side of thle
valleyr.
2 i' 2
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We saw no peak in the group higher than about 19,000 ft., but it is nevertheless the

highest part of the Mekong-Yangtze divide in Chinese Tibet. This group consists of
the Minchia Series intruded by abundant rhyolite, dolerite, and gabbro. The area

has been- intensely disturbed by faults arid overthrusts. One of the most strikling is
that which passes througlh the Jem-sa La auid throws the sandstones N. of Lake Tse-kon
against ignieous rocks. The cotintry has clearly been disturbed by folds on lines

trendiing E. to W. due to pressure fromn the N. The folding was followed by violenit

faults due to pressuire in the same direction. These transverse movements are clearly
later in age thani the N. to S. strike caused by the Indo-Malayan m-iovements.
A-tun-tze is separated from the Mekong by a mountain mass of which the most
remarkable peak is Mt. Regni, due W. of the town. The base of the range consists of
mica-schist, covered by Minchia limestone and black shale, which are overlain bv
basalt, which lies beneath tuffaceous trachyte (465) with a coarsely porplhvritic sanidine
trachyte (466) on the summit. The Minchia Series extends N. of Mt. Regni; for we
could recognise its usual rockl-association in a view of the mountains between Adong
and the Mekong vallev.

From A-tun-tze we turned south-eastward to reach Pei-ma Shan. The ascent past
Chih-sui led over the Minchia Series dipping E. with typical black slate and Minchia
limestone; this series has been invaded by the A-tun-tze granite, in contact with

which is a staurolite-hornfels (470). The ravine followed by the track exposes black
shale and green porphyry; and at 500 ft. below the pass occurs purple slate. The pass
leads over to the upper valley of the Yung-kun-ko bounded on the E. by a line of cliffs
of the yellow weathering rock which we had seen also S.E. of A-tun-tze, and which we
wvere now able to verify as rhyolite. It hias well marked banding and is intrusive into
the Minchia Series, for we crossed exposures of sandstones, red shale anid ban(led

limestone all showing evidence of contact alteration. The prevalent strike is

meridionial, but in the afternooni we reached a blue quartzite striking to the S.V.
and dipping S.E. This clhange was explained by an outcrop of gray dolerite (.504,

505) followed by green grits and black slate which strike S.E. and dip N.E.
Moraines with ice-scratched rocks occur in the angle between the two braniches of

the Yung-kun-ko river, at the height of 12,700 ft.; on the bed of the eastern branchl
are boulders of enstatite-granite-porphyry, limestones, sandstones and shales of tlle
Minchia Series, and a creami-coloured limestone belonginig to a later formationi.
Boulders also occur of a red conglomerate which contains abundant jasper and
porphyry, and one pebble of granite; but we saw in it no specimien of either the
dolerite or younger granite, which therefore probably had no outcrop during the
formation of the coniglomerate.

We followed up the western branch of the river. The ascent was first over a
biotite-hornblende-granite which contains many xenoliths of the Minchia Series, and is
clearly intrusive into it. During the ascenlt to the moraine-capped ridge which rises

southward to Pei-ma Shan, we crossed more baked rocks of the Mlinchia Series on thle
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edge of the granite. When we reached the pass (14,400 ft.) Pei-ma Shan was hidden

by clouds, but we saw to the E. a pinnacled range of cream-coloured limestone, from
which no doubt had come the boulders previously observed. At the pass is a brownish
biotite-granite-porphyry (500).
In the descenit to the valley of Janu-la, after leaving the granite-porphyry, we crossed

a massive limestone with few calcareous veins and some obscure crinoid stems. It

represents the Minchia limestone somewhat less veinied than usual, and the Upper

Devonian fossil (Uncintulus), subsequently found in the streami at Janu-la, doubtless
came from a band interbedded with this limestone. The cream-coloured limestone

range to the E. is cut through by a stream at Janu-la, of which the bed is littered with
boulders of this rock; in them is a coral which we at once recognised as sinmilar to the
Spongioinorphoid corals of the Triassic limestones of the Tyrol. It is associated

with brachiopods which have been determined by Dr. COWPER REED as Trriassic. The
dip in the Triassic part of the range is generally to the S.E. ; but its southern end

consists of rocks resembling those of the Minchia limestone with a dip to the S.W. or W.

East of Janu-la the Triassic limestones rest unconformably upon the Minchia Series.
Dr. CO'WPER REED has also identified some Upper Carboniferous fossils which were

collected from boulders farther down the Janu-la river.
? 12. Pei-ma Shan.

The south-western side of the Janu-la valley is a ridge 1000 ft. high, of which the

base consists of granite and the upper part of Devonian rocks and conglomerate.
Exposuires on it are scanty, as the hillside is covere(d by moraine matter, which in one
section was 150 ft. thick. To the S.W. of this ridge lies the Cho-ni valley, which leads

to the niorthern front of Pei-ma Shan. The valley is broad and glaciated, anid successive

terminal morainies ]ie across its floor. Descending obliquelv its northern side we crossed
coarse granite and felspar-porphyry, suteceeded to the W. by chocolate-coloured slates

which strike to 1700 and dip 800 S.E. Beside this slate is a yellow, crushed limestone
containiing blows of quartz; this rock is followed by granite, crushed slate, and
graphitic slate. These representatives of the Minchia Series rest to the W. against
a belt of black xnica-schist, like that of A-tun-tze. The schists are very conitorted and
become coarser toward the W., where, beside our camp, they pass into ordinary gneiss.

T he southern side of this valley is formed mainly of a ridge of schists, whiich at the
western end have been thrown by a reversed fault upon Devoniani rocks. A broad
intrusion of quartz-syenite-porphyry (494) traverses these Devornian slates, and on the
western side ends, also at a reversed fault, againist the mass of the Pei-ma Shanl

granite. This rock is a biotite-horiublende-granite, and it forms the axis of the

niorthern part of the range; its selvage is in places spessartite. It has been) subjected.
to heavy pressure since its intrusion. It shlows in places a pseudo-bedding due to
pressure); the dip of these planes is towards the E.; they are crossed by nearly
vert;ical joints with a very steep easterly dip. (Fig. 2-.)
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A depression in the ridge to the S. of the Cho-ni valley leads to

of which the upper part lies along the eastern foot of Pei-ma Sha

a right-angled turn to the E. So far as we could see, the centra
consists of granite the slates and Minchia limestone, which dip
eastern foothills, and farther E. the ridges are of mica-schist.
Cho-ni valley traverses the granite axis of the ranlge. The rock is
sometimnies having been converted into gneiss; in one place th
movements is shown by the inclusion of a slab of Devonian roc
granite.
E

W

_~~~~~~_

Ms dipW 's.dipE rh aL 9K,
FIG. 2.-S. side of Cho-ni valley, traversing N. end of Pei-mna Shail. M.S. mnica-schist. sl. slate.
gr. granite. rh. quartz-syenite-porphyry. g. north glacier of Pci-ma Shan. 1M1. inoraines. s. ssnowfield
on N. peak. a. pressure jointing. F1, F2 faults.

J.'ei-ma Shan appears, therefore, to consist mnainly of a Yrmass of granlite that was

initrusive into the Minchia Series. The granite has subsequently been affected by
intense earthl-movements due to pressure from the W., by which it hlas beeni, forced
along overthrust faults against the Devonian. sediments.

? 13. Janu-la to the Yabqtze at Chti-tsung.
In the descent of the Jaun-la River fronm ouir camip we passed fossiliferous Triassic
limestone, and saw its well-marked unconformnity on the Minchia limestone. The track

descends over syenitic gneiss (519), and at the beginninig of the ascent to the Janu-la'Tung-chu-linig divide it crosses a stream beside an exposure of oligoclase-basalt and
black slates, and rises over Min.chia lim:-lestone and its associated grits. These rocks are
followed by granite, while on the mioraine-covered moorliand above the scattered blocks
seen are porphyry and greern grits. At the height of 14,500 feet a stream has cut through

the moraine into chocolate-coloured shales and greeni and brown grits. Red sandstones
are abundant in the morainic naterial, but we found none of the Pei-m-a Shan granite.
IThe descent eastwvard from this divide is over a rock so similar to typical Old Pled
Sandstone that it increased the resemblanice of these mnisty moorlands to parts of the
Scottish Highlands. A thousand feet below the pass exposures of green grit and conglomzerate occur beneath a mora.ine with ice-scratched boulders. .Farther down the
slope exposures are mzore abundant anld show red. sanldstone, conglomerate, MNincehia.
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limestone, green porphyry, green shale, a yellowish-brown sandstone, and also some

indurated black alnd green shales which probably indicate the presence of thin intrusions.
The lowest glacial deposits seen are at about 13,500 feet. Below this level occur diabase

(527b), yellow sandstones, green shales anid. black slates, striking to 11.00 and. dipping
600 N.N.E. Some hard folded contorted. green slate,s, with a strike of .1350, indicate local
faulting which has brought up the green. grits. The first house E. of the pass, Ji-chia-po
(altitude 11,500 feet), stands beside the contact of hornblenide-granite (518) with the
D)evonian sedimenits. The route then descends steeply over green grits and slates to a
belt of schistose rhyolite (523). At 10,600 feet occutrs the Minchia limestone, and black
slates are associated with green porphyry. Farther down the valley is m:lore rhlyolite.

The river gorge is mainly cut through black slate, greeni shale and Min.chia limestone,
with an-otlher exposure of rhyolite crushed by faulting. A deep sinuous gorge has been
cut through green grits, black slate, Minchia limestone, calcified crush-rock (Z 43), and
some red and blue shales which dip eastward. Schistose rhyolite is exposed half a

mile up-streamr from the lhamlet of Tse-chio, below the famous lamasery of 'Tungchu-ling.

Just E. of Tse-chio is a belt of coarse red porphyry like that of K.on-ya (cf. p. 203).
East of it is a belt of mica-schist followed by Minchia limestone which dips to the W.Sr.W

The route down the vallev to Reni-kon-ka is over the Minchia Series; the beds are
repeated by folding and are traversed by powerful mieridional faults which are well shown

on the northern side of the lower end of the valley near Nru-inda. The Tung-chu-ling

River there turns northward through a gorge along a broken anticline; the dip away
from the river on its eastern banik is part of the synclinal fold of the Pang-tze-la hill.

East of the village of Reni-kon-ka further evidenice of this syncline is given by the
westerly dip of the Minchia limestone, below which, in an arid kloof, we came unexpectedly

on to biotite-granite (Z 42) and biotite-quartz-syenite (529d); some of the granite
is crushed and gneissose. On the dry bed of the kloof we founid a block of Ta-li marble.
HIere we left the direct route to Pang-tze-la anid tuirned S. to cross the mountains on a
route parallel to the Ya,ngtze. We left the Pang-tze-l]a track at about 8600 feet and

soon passed from graniite and schist to blaclc slates dipping southward. They are
followed by otlher imemibers of the same series, includiing Minchi.a limestonre, green

grits, and black slate. The slates are often. vertical or lhave a slight dip to the S.W..;
they are traversed by vein.s and blows of quartz. Beside the village of Ba-zin, oni the
fl.oor of the vall]ey (altitude 8100 feet) the red and green shales are silicified anld strike
to N. bv E. and dip 85? W. by N. In a further exposure the beds strike to N.N.W.
anid have been- overfolded by pressure from the W. Views from the hills show that the
Paiig-tze-la syncline continues iiorthward on the eastern side of the Yangtze. From
Ba-zin a track ascends the Sha-hi River with exposures of bedded red sandstone,
quartz-conglomerate, green beds, Minchia limestone and its accomnpanying black- slate.
Ju,st N. of the village of Sha-hli the valley rises in steps ovrer a mass of biotite-granite.
Thlis rock continues up-streamn beyond the village (9200 feet), where it is covtered by
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lhorizontal red sanidstoine capped by the Minichia limestone, which
either bank. The red sandstone is of the St. Bees Sandstone type and is over 100 feet in
thickness.

Oii the patlh to the Jin-go La tlle Minchia limestone is overlaini at 10,000 ft. by brown
grits and red sandstones; at 11,000 ft. occurs black slate, which is traversed by slicken-

si(led faults trending E. an-d MT. These slates are associated with porphyry aild then
follow Minchia limestone and black slates which dip N .W. The ascenrt of the Jin-go

La pass fromn about 12,000 to 13,500 ft. is successively over felspar-porphyry, green
grits, blue sandstone, quartz-porphyry, a red felspar-porphvry, and then a thick series

of red sandstones, blue quartzite and grits, anid green grits. The summit of the pass
(alt. 13,500 ft.) consists of black slate which is exposed beneath morainic drift. We had
seen from the N. a small glaciated corrie to the W. of the track. The glacial drift containis niumerous ice--scratched boulders and extends down the valley to the S. of the pass

to 11,800 ft.: the descent fronm the Jin-go La to Ka-ri was mainly over the Minchia

Series, represented by yellow sanidstone, bluish quartzite, and a blue quartzitic grit and
iintrusions of porphyritic biotite-graniite (Z 47). In one place a 4-foot dyke of the
granite has altered the blue grits into banded quartzite. Trhese intrusions are doubtless
offshoots from a mrass of graniite seen lower down the valley, beyond which is a long
dvke, abouLt 1-foot in width, of granite in Minchia limiestone. Porphyritic biotitegranophyre (Z 48) also occurs. South of Ka-ri* the rocks are Devonian sediments which
form the hills to the S. of the JYu-geh River, where there are numi-erous crags of Minchia
limestone dipping to the W.
T'he Ju-geh River conies from the N.W. along a valley eroded in an anticline. We
followed this river fronm the confluence of the Ka-ri River (8800 ft.) to PRon-shia. T1he
rocks along the valley are mainly sediinents of the Minchia Series intruded by various

porphyries. At the falls in the Ju-gehl River a little below its junction with the Ka-ri

River is an amygdaloidal porphyry associated with blue grits. Below this point the
valley alternately widens into a dale where it crosses the black slates and contracts to a
gorge where it cuts through the quartzites. I'he slates below the falls strike N.N.E.

by E. and dip W.N.W. by N. On the eastern bank of the river the rocks lhave been
distuirbed by a fault overthrust from the N. ; on its southern side the blue quartzites
are thrown into folds of wvhich that nearest the fault is overfolded to the S. 'I'lTese

rocks are followed by massive greeni grits and slates, which strilke S.W. and dip N.
Half a mile farther S. red shales and sandstones strike 100 and dip E. bv S. A couple of
miles farther S. the Minchia limestone dips to the N .E. ; then follow black slates which

strike N. by E. and then grits. Near Shiieh-sung, occurs amAygdaloidal traclhyte and the
Minchia limestone on both banks dips away froimi the river. T'he main valley is along
anl anticline, with a parallel sync]ine to the E. At Do-song (7800 ft.) the gelleral strike
of the district, namely, from N.N.W. to S.S.E., is resumed.; the dip is Mr. One clear
Near Ka-ri we found the oniy ancient stone implement, a quartz arrow head, seen dulring the
expedition.
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exposure showed a strike of 120 and a dip of 650 to E. by S. South of Do-soing are
extensive exposures of the green grits that underlie the Minchia limiestone; mnany of
the surfaces are slicken-sided anid somne black shale with the N.N.W. dip is intensely
cruslied. anid slicken-sided. A tributary fromri the W1. exposes tlhe Minichia limestone

and black slhale with a dip to the W. ; but we could see no porphyry boulders on the
streanm bed. About 5 mniles down streanm from Do-song the limestone containis obscure
fossils that might be crinioid stemiis and the roclc resembles the cream-coloured Li-kian g
limestone. We found no defi.nite evidence of the occurrence of 1'riassic rocks, for the

exposures to the S. consist of green shales striking from N.W. to S.E. and dipping S.W.,
of black shales and Minclhia limnestone which dip N.W., anid later of green grits whiclh
strike N.N.W. South of the hamlet of Kuan-sa the black shales and slates are extremely
contorted and dip S.W. Near Sa-ka-tinig some of the Minchia limestone and its black
shales are intensely contorted along parallel bands; the bed.s have mostly a gentle dip
to the S., which is broken repeatedly by contorted bands with a steep dip to the N.
these bands are comnposed of numerous small horizontal overfolds.

At Se-kon the black slate is capped by the Minchia linmestone and both dip W. Farther

S. are vertical green shales with a strilke fronm N. to S. In a tributary to the S. the
limnestone is banded and corrugated anld dips W. After crossing this river (6800 ft.)
l)lack shale and Minchia linestone strike to the N.N.E. and dip to the 1.S.E. A

large tributary joins the Ju-geh River. The structuire of the country to the W
JJu-geh is shown by the boulders on its bed; they are miostly of granite, gneis
granite-porphyry (552e) with a few of limestone and its associated grits.

The bend of the Ju-geh River W. of Ron-sha exposes the Minchia limiestone striking
N. anid dippinSg steeply to the W. A broad valley there joinls the Ju-geh River fronm the

W.S.W. and miost of the rocks on its bed are gneiss and granite. At Don-sha, the next
village down-stream, the green . grits have been thrown into a double overfold with a
dip to the W. ; but to the E. of these folds, anid apparently fauilted against them, is a
band of Minchia limestone with a dip to the E.

From Ron-sha wve began the ascent to the Ju-go Shan pass; the track rises over
green grits and shales which strike N.N.W. and dip E].S.E. T'hese rocks are exposed
at the village of Kwei-jen-yera, while both. banks of tbh.c valley show exposures of the
Minchia limestone.

Trhe suimnmit of the pass consists of green shale striking to N. by E., and. with a steep

(lip to E. by S. This pass, at the height of 12,000 ft., showed no trace of glacial action.
'l'he pass comrmiands a broad view to the S. over a dissected peneplane in which the N.
and S. ridges follow along th.e grain of the rocks, while the miajor E. to W. valleys have
been dissected along faults and folds. South of the pass the green slates show a well

miarked cleavage across the bedding. 'I'he traelc descends steeply to the Chi-tsung
River along a valley between Minchia limnestone on, botlh sides; the rock strikes to the
W.N.WV. and dips N. Farth.e.r S8. the dip is to th.e XVT. T1he limestone overlies red s:hale,
and on t;he southern sidle of the Chi-tsung valley it occurs in. two bands interbedded in
VOL.

CCXIII,---B.
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red shale, Our route tturned sharply to the 'E. along the va
to the Yangtze. The Chi-tsung Ho conmes fromn the Mekong divide, near the Li-ti-ping

Pass ; many of the boulders on its bed are of granite, but we saw none of gneiss or
crystalline schist.

Near Ta-cheng the rocks belong to the Minchia Series with a predonminant dip to
S. and S.W., owing to one of the E. to W. dislocations. The chief rocks there and at

Yen-in-wan consist of the Minchia limestone in two bands, which are intercalated in

a thick series of red shales wit:h. sonie greeni sliale. East of Yen-in-wan is an exposure
of mica-schist, which exten.ds up a tributary to the N. The slopes on the hillside above
it consist of the red shale under the Minchia limnestone, which rests directly on the
schists.

At the Chi-pieh-Na-pu bridge the rocks on the northern bank of thle river consist of

green and red shales and. strike from-ii N.W. to N.N.W. and dip about 60? S.W. Soulth
of the river the Minchia limestone and slates strile to the N.W. and dip N.E. The
beds are disturbed and include crushed slate and. green beds whicll dip W.
At the town of 'Ka-li-tsa or Ta-sa greeni grits dipping S.W. rest on graphitic anld

phyllitic-schists whiclh dip W.; these rocks are succeeded eastward by a quartzitic
schist which dips to the E. Trhe river contracts to a gorge and is broken. by rapids in

a gorge Cult through crystallinie limestones and schists, which strike to 1400 and dip S.W
These limestones form the precipices above the Yangtze at Chi-tsung (river altittude
6800 feet); they belong to the Ta-li Series.

? 14. Thte Yangtzefromt Clhi-tsung to Ch4i-tien.
South of Chi-tsung the track beside the river climbs over a ridge at 8000 feet of gray
corrugated schist which dips E. The Yangtze valley is there in a trough fault; the

band of crystalline limestone on its floor, havinig been nipped between two faults,
been bent into a synclinal. The main structure of the valley is, hoowever, generally anti-

clinal. The river valley continues southward, through biotuite-schist and crystalline
limestones which dip S. The beds of the streams from the W. include cobbles of granite,

red sandstones and green grits, but we saw no porplhyry. At Lung-pa Ho the bed of
the tributary from the W. is littered with boulders of granite anid tonalite-porphyry

(545b), bu t has no red sandstone, so that the Minchia Series is farther froin the river.
The spur to the S. of the stream there is an.ticlinal, and its southern slopes consist of
blue biotite-schist. In the next spur, where the schists strike N.N.W., the descent

to the wide basini of Te-lo is over a vast fan of outwash gravel, no doubt accumulated.
as a delta at the northern end of the Te-lo basin. The rocks consist of green schists

and limestone. Five spurs descend to the river from the 1E., and the dip in them is to
N. or N.E. As the Te-lo basin is contracted by the Pai-lien ridge the anticlinal struc-

ture is againl obvious, owing to th.e westerl.y dip of the rocks in the western ridge, anld
of the easterly dip onl the continuation of that ridlge on1 the eastern bank of the river.
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That the Yangtze is rapidly deepening its bed is shown by the freshness
holes 30 feet above the river level. From the Pai-lien ridge to Chi-tien occur green
schists which strike N.W. and dip N.E. The view to the hills S. of the Chi-tien basin

includes three ranges to the W. of the Yangtze, anid in all the dip is to the W. At the
northern corner of the Chi-tien basin, however, the black schists strike N.W. by N.
and dip N.E. by E. The track crosses a large delta fani in whichl the chief rocks are
red. grits and sandstone, green porphyry, green breccia, pink granite, and. black slate;
but we saw nio Minchia limestone. On the floor of the Chi-tien basin there are thick

deposits of red sands similar to those near tlhe Salween Bridge (cf. pp. 176, 225).
The view southward down the valley up which we had come on, the outward

journey from TLi-kiang, showed its anticlinal struceture, with a well marked dip aw
fromn the river on both- banks.

? 15. Li-kicang-fu to Yu`nq-chang-fu.

From Li-kiang the track to Ho-king crosses the alluvial plain to Tung-yuan-tsun
(8480 feet), a limestone ridge which is adorned with a conspicuous pagoda. The track
there turns S. along this ridge, passing to the E. of a conspicuous series of banded
limestonies which abut to the W. against the basalts that form the hills on the southern

side of the Li-kiang basin. The banded limestones so closely resemble those seen at
the north-eastern foot of the Li-kiang Snow Range that they are doubtless Devonian.

The basalts appear to overlie them. Above the banded limestone is a cream-coloured
limnestone which dips W. It contains some obscure fossils; but as we were making
a long march we had no time to collect more than a few shell and coral fragments which
are inideterminable. The lithological character of the rock renders it probable that
it is a continuation of the Triassic limestones of the Black Dragon Temple Range
(cf. p. 189). We contin-ued along the foot of the limestone range, but for several miles
of our march to Feng-ming-kai the journev was in the dark.
The road from Feng-ming-kai to Ho-king crosses alluvial plains and is paved with
limestone blocks of three different kinds-ordinary Minchia limestone, a banded limestone which is probably of the same age as that containing Idiostroma, and a crystalline
limestone like the Ta-li marble. A little E.N.E. of Ho-king the limestone range to
the W. is interrupted by a sudden E.-W. upfold by which the banded (? Idiostroma)
limestones are flung from a horizontal position with a N. to S. strike into an almost
vertical position, M ith a strike from W. to E. and a slight dip to the S. due to,overfolding

(fig. 9, p. 239). Parallel to this W.-E. fold is a series of faults. South of Ho-king the
river passes to the Yangtze through a gap around the eastern end of a ridge in which
the dips are to the W. The track to Ta-li-fu climnbs on to the western end of this
ridge over buff, black, and red shales to the bluish-gray Minchia limestone; the strike
is S.W. and dip S.E. The pagoda-crowned hill which rises from the plain below
conlsists of the banded limestone (probably Devonian), and its strike is from E3.
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W. and dip to the S., in accordance with the Ho-king fold. Higher on the range
(at 8800 feet) is a cherty cream-coloured limuestone with obscure fossils; it is probably
a continuation of the Triassic limestone of Li-kiang. The first pass, 9400 feet, is through
banded limestone with black shales which dip N.

Near the pass some of the limestone has been crushed to a breccia and the adjacent,

shales show a low di.p to the N. Soim-e of the limestone has weathered into a karst-]and
'but, as we passed its pinnacles, darkness fell upon us and we missed the next part of the
ro-ute in a long night march. It is clear, however, that in this locality there wvere lime-

stones wlhich 'belonged to at least three distinct series. A basal series of limestones
belonging to the Ta-li group, banded limestones which are Devonian, and an uppermost massive cream-coloured limestone which fronm the evidence near Li-kiang is probably
Triassic. These Triassic limestones appear to form the higher peaks to the W. and
S. WV. of ITo-lking and to the S. of them is a wide dissected plateau of the Devonians.

At Khreh-ni-s-owa (9200 ft.), where we resumred our march in the daylight, shales and(
muudstones just above the village contain a seam of earthy anthracite. A mnile up the

pass these beds are succeeded by greeni shale wlicll strikes S.S.W. and dips W.N.W.

Upon this shale lie dolerite, oligoclase-basalt, soine of which is vesicuilar with a red
spotted base, and layers of basaltic voleanic ash. These volcanic rocks are associated

with red shales which have been slickeni-sided by faulting. The basalts are followed by
purple shales with intrusive diabase. This association indicates that these rocks are

the southern continuatioln of the shale and volcanic series which we crossed to the S
of La-shi-pa (cf. p. 190). Some boulders of the Miinchia limestone occur at the fork

of this valley where a porphyritic spilite containis quartz-filled vesicles. The main track
rises over purple shale interbedded with lavas to the pass at 10,200 ft. We saw no trace
of any glacial deposits on the pass. The path descends over shales to a compact basalt
at 9900 ft. and massive and porphyritic spilite (555) at the village of Kuan-nan-po

(9700 ft.). The Minchia limestone outcrops at 9300 ft., but the main descent to the
Na-sui Ho or "Lost Water River," is over a banded vesicular basalt; at 8500 ft. a

volcanic neck with altered fragmental olivine-basait, wlhich is very vesicular (568 and

570). We crossedthe river at 8100 ft. ; on its bed are pebbles of ted sandstone and breccia,
altered Minchia limestone, and a coarse porphyritic basalt like that of Kien-chwan-

chow. The deep gorge of the Na-sui River cuts through the Minchia limestone, which
strikes to N.N.W. and dips W. ; the lower part of the valley is in massive white cherty

limestone and limestonie breccia, which are probably the southern extension of the Kaoliang limestones W. of La-shi-pa. At the mouth of the valley of the Na-sui Ho the hills

to the W. are volcanic, while the western wall of the main valley consists of contorted
crystalline limestones, which strike N. anid S. and dip 80? W. They represent an outcrop

of the limestones of Ta-li-fu. The route then crosses for some miles over a plain of
alluvium to Niu-kai, 6750 ft., which lies at the foot of the eastern wall of the valley.
The hot springs of Niu-kai probably rise along the bounding fault of this basin; they

smell of sulphur-dioxide, and t,heir hottest water was at 1740 F. The Pago)da Hill to
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the S. of Niu-kai has a steep western front covered by tufa, but most of it consists of

dark blue shale with some carbonate veins. The rout6 passes along the foot of
the hills on the eastern side of the alluvial basin; the hill fronlt is a weathered fault-

scarp, in which the beds dip E. while those at the southern end of the basin dip W. At

Si-ying-kai the bed of the river from the E. is littered with pebbles of Minchia limestonle
and of a conglomerate wvhich includes red sandstone and Minchia limestone. The streami
conies from a gorge with high dips to the W.N.W., but from Si-ying-kai south-ward the

prevalent dip is eastward in the hills to the E. of the basin. About 10 miles S. of Niuklai the track rises over some hills that project from the eastern side of the basin. These

hills include red and chocolate sandstones, green grits and Minchia limestone, but they
consist mainly of fine-grained gabbro and porphyritic spilite (583). The series is mnainly
volcanic anid includes coarse tuffs passing to agglomerate.

According to Mr. W. N. FERGUSSON, of the Imperial Salt Commission, some of tlle

volcanic rocks of this basin may be of modern date, as he considers the Lang-kilung
hot springs as of volcanic origin.

At the village of Sin-chang we reached the bank of the river whiich carries the discharge

from the Niu-kai basini through a gorge to the basin of Chung-so. This Chung-so gorge
gives an instructive section, *through the Minchia Series with its intrusive spilites and
flows of basalt. ln the upper part of the gorge the grits and shales have been baked.

East of the bridge at the guardhouse are beds of volcanic tuft and agglomerate with
flows of coarse purple spilite, some of which is coarsely porphyritic. Interstratified

with these rocks is a purple shale, dipping east'ward and traversed by a dyke. Farther
down the gorge, purple shales dip W. and are in-terstratified with coarse conglomerate ;

then follow vesicular basalt and Minchia linmestone, whiclh has been altered, and
red sandstone. The lower part of the gorge trends to the S.S.E. and is cut through

red and green shales which strike N.E. and dip N.W. At the mouth of the gorge

are diabase and shale. The track then continues along the embankment of the Chung-

so River, which is raised above the level of the adjacent flood plain. The floor of
the Chung-so basin is a wide alluvial plain which is bounded by hills to the E., N.

and W. These hills appear to consist of rocks of the Minchia limestone and diabase
series.

In Chuing-so a siliceous pudding stone is largely used for paving stones, and is probably
one of the Minchia conglomerates baked by the intrusive rocks. Our road to the S. lay

over the alluvium, but the nature of the neighbouring rocks may be judged by the
paving-stones which include augen-gneiss, Ta-li marble, and calc-biotite-schist. We

left the alluvial plain at Teng-chwan, to the S. of which occur coarse diabase and

variolite, and also augen-gneiss, which appears to form the bulk of the wvestern hills.
On the bed of streams S. of Teng-chwan are pyroxenite-gabbro (580, Z 70) and pyroxenite
(Z 69). The rocks exposed beside the track included gneiss, biotite-schist, and granite.

Most of the route, however, from a little S. of Teng-chwan to Ta-li was over the recent
deposit;s of the Ta-li plain.
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At Ta-li-fu we rejoined the road across southern Yiinnian of which the ge

already been described by VON Loczy ancd Mr. COGGIN BROWN, whose accoun

ment by a few notes. The river valley which. descends first S. a;nd then w

Sia-kwani, the commercial centre of this part ol Yunnan, is cut through gn
schist, and black schist, of which. thle strike is frolmi E. to W. These rocks
by veins of granite and upon them rest purple slate, wlich dips N.W. and N., and also
sandstones and grits; these red rocks clearly represent the Minchia Series, and rest

ulnconformably uipon the Eozoic. Before reaching the hamlet of IJo-kiang (4800 ft.)
we passed from the Devonian. rocks to schists, including a greenish. schlist like that at

Lan-shueh-ko, and to an auigen-gneiss striking N. to S. These metanmorphic rocks are

accompanied by Ta-li marble and bMack, schlist. In. the ascenit o-f tlle Yang-pi River
the rocks exposed as far as P'ing-po are gneiss an(d schist with some quartzitic gneiss,
also some blue schist and chloritic schist. Then at the sudden bend of the river W. of
Yang-pi the crystalline rocks are covered by a series of red and green sandstones and

grits, and chocolate-colouired shales beginnilng With a coarse basal conglomerate. The
grits resemble those of th.e Minchia Series, buit a little farther S. the Permo-Trias must
rest directly on the pre-Paleozoic. Somne specimens of the grits found on the river bed
contain the copper ores, malachite and aztirite,

From Yang-pi we marched for three days westward over the Permo-Triassic Red-rock
Series. They have been greatly distturbed as their dip is high ; sometimes it is vertical,

and the rocks are in places broken by pressure cracks, as, for example, W. of Tai-ping-pu.

VON Loczy, who crossed this belt of rocks to the N. of our route, represents on hiis
section some recumbent folds. Though we did not see hereabout an.y cases of such
extreme overfolding, the dip was in places slightly inverted, and we saw no reason to
distrust VON Loczy's section for the line he fol]lowed. East of Ku-Litung on the Yung-ping

River, the recent age of the earth-movernents is ini(dicated by seven parallel faults
traversing the drifts, which are probably Pliocen.e. At Shaii-yang, E. of the Mekong
River, the Red-rock Series is succeeded by the Kao-liang Series, whichi is there
represented by hard blue flags. The Mekong Gorge is in the Kao-liang Series, upon
which at Slhui-chai rest Carboniferou.s limestones containing crinloid stemlls, an

indeternminable coral, and brachiopods.* These rocks are overlain by wide sheets of

basalt, as N. of Ta-li-shao, with some olivine gabbro and tuffs. This basic series with.
some volcanic necks is extensivel]y developed between the Mekong and. the Yung-chang
basin.

At Yung-chang we rejoined the route by whiclh we had entered the country.

* Carboniferous fossils bave been recorrded from this locality and Ta-li-shao by VON Loczy (1893, p. 765)
aind Mr. COGGiN BROWN (1916, p. 237).
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PART III.---THE STRATIGRAPHICAL SUCCESSION.

1. The stratified rocks miiet with in our journey may be classified as follows
Kainozoic--

Pleistocene .. . Alluvial deposits and drifts on the floors of the valleyvs anid
basins, in delta fans, &c. Moraines in Chinese Tibet above
10,500 ft. Volcanic-Teng-yueh.

Pliocee. . . Lower lacustrine beds in basins. Red sands oni the floors of
the river valleys anid basins.
Middle or Lower

Kainozoic .. Volcanlic series of Tl?eig-yueh, and Li-kiaiig.
Mesozoic--

Upper Trias . . . Doloniiies and limestones of Janu-la, Lii-kiang, &c.

L-jower Trias . .. Red rock series of Yun-lung Salt Basin.
Paleozoic--

UTpper Periniani . Red rock series of Yun-lungt Salt Basil.
Upper Carboniferous Liniiestones with Productus, Neosclhwagerinia, lustlina<t, Fiene-

stella, &c. ; at Lota Gorge, Shui-chlai, Yang-tsen, &c.
Lower Carboniferous Limestones at A-shih-wo.

Devoniiani, UJpper . . Miuchia Series. Veined liiestone and black shlales, red an
green shales and sandstones; purple sanidstontes. ILimestone with Uncinulus at Janu-la.

IDevonian, Middle .. Stromatopora limestone; Idiostromta limestole; Janiu-la
limestone, &c.

Silurian. .Monograptus shales of Shilh-tien and Pei-ma.
Ordoviciani . o. owver Bala-Upper Llandeilo. (d-raptolitic shales of A-shihchai River. Ho-wani.
Archeozoic--

zArenig-Lower Llancdeilo. Shales and sanldstones of Pu-piao.

Kao-liang Series . . lllyllites anid chloritic schiists, quartzites, crystallinie limi1e
stone and li-mestolne breccia Slhweli-Salween divide
Melcong Valley E. of Bridge and E. of Fei-lung Bridge;
W. of La-shi-pa; nr. Ntiu-kai; Siao-wei-si; S.E. of
A-tuni-tze; N.E. of Yung-chanig.
Eozoic-- -

Ta-li Series .. .. Si La schistose quartzites and grits, Crystalline limllestonies
and biotite-schists of Yang-tze above Shih-ku, W. of
Si La, &c.

Taping Series . . . Gneisses, with some schists and crystalline limestone. Taping
VTalley; Ho-wan; W. of rI'sed-ronlg; W. of Tfa-li; Li-tien
basin; WYei-si; WY. of A-tun-tze; N.E. of Pei-ma Shan.
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Eozotc.

'T'rhe oldest known rocks in Yunnian and the adjacent territories are a thick series of
coarse gnieisses. The most extensive development of them we saw was in the Taping
valley between the Irawadi near Bhamo and Teng-yueh. The rocks include biotite-

quartz-gneiss, garnetiferous gneiss, hornblenide and biotite-schists, intrusive granites
soniie pegmatite. The rocks as a whole are similar to those of the Lewisian gneiss of

Scotland, the Ottawa gneiss of Canada, the Swaziland system of S. Africa, the B3engal

gneisses of India, and the Mogoke and Martaban gnieisses of Burlm-a. They are
associated with bands of crystalline limestone, contaiining diopside and various green
anid black streaks due to forsterite and graphite. These liinestones are well seen ill

the Taping valley at miiiles 30 and 48--50 from Bhamo.
The strike of the foliation in the rocks along the Taping is usually between E.N.E.

anld N.E., but occasionially it is as far from the average as N.N.W.

These rocks are also exposed W. of the Mekong, near Tsed-rong, where they are

represented by coarse biotite-gneiss and amiphibolites. 'Thev hiave a wide extension

to the W. of the Salween. We saw theni also between Teng-yLeh and the Shweli;
near Ho-wan; in the Li-tien. basini; W. of Wei-si; and W. of Ta-li Lake.

'rhe division containing a predominance ofL coarse guieiss is succeeded by rocks which,
though still holocrystallin-e, are wNrell stratified. 'T'hey correspond to the Dalradians of

Scotland, the older Hluronian, of Canada, and the Dharwars of In.dia. This series in
Yunnan may be conveniently grouped as the T'a-li Series, as they form the eastern

slopes of the Tsang Shan ranige W. of Ta-li-fu. Trheir best known rock is the Ta-li marble.
The characteristic rocks of the T'a-li Series are biotite-calc-schist, biotite-schlist, and

crystalline limestonie, which is usually saccharoidal and contains green and dark streaks
wh-iich. cause the landscapes for which the Ta-li. mnarble is famous.

TI'le Ta-li series occurs on the mountains along the western side of the Ta-li Lake.
T'hey mnust outcrop near Ho-king, as they are there used for paving stones along the

Yangtze Kianig, N. of Shih-ku, they present the aspect of a nornmal sedimientary series;
they form the lower rocks in the " Valley o[ Hail," the Seroua Loml-bwa, on the western

side of the Si lia; they also form the peak of Mt. Francis Garmier.
The range crossed by the Si ]La consists of a thick series of schistose grits and schistose
quartzites which overlie the Ta-li limestones and biotite-schists. West and S.W. of
A-tun:-tze are outcrops of a mnica-schist which from its lithological character is referable
to the Eozoic division.

The Archzeozoic Group.

'The holocrystalliine m-1etamnorphic rocks are succeeded by a wic'espread series of unf

siliferous slates, phyllites, quartzites, and crystallinie limestones. The alterationi of
the sedimenitary rocks of this series has n.ot gonie further than into phyllites and slaty
chloritic schists.

Mr. COoGIN BROWVN (1913-1, p. 188; 1916, p. 212) grouped these rocks as the
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Kao-liang Series. There is no conclusive evidence of the precise age. It mlay, perhaps,
be Lower Paleozoic; or it may be pre-Paleozoic, corresponding to the non-foliated
pre-Cainbrian systems; these rocks are somewhat more altered than the Keweenawan of

Caniada, the Torridonian of Scotland, the Vindhyan of India. The Kao-liang beds
resemiible lithologically the pre-Cambrian slates rather than the ulncleaved Tlorridonlian
sandstones. They are older than the earliest known fossiliferous rocks of the region--

the Ordovician at Pu-piao, and the Camnbrian of easterii YuLnnan. Hence we regard

the K.ao-liang series as corresponding to one of the later pre-Cambrian (livisions, sonlewhat earlier than the 'rorridonian or Keweenawan.

This series in north-western Yunnan is best represented in the mountains of the ShweliSalween divide, where they are crossed by the niain road from Teng-yueh to Ta-li,

between the Taping and the Salween. The rocks there are mainly phyllitic slates anid

quartzites with some liinestones. The Kao-lianig Series may also include tlhe chloritic

schists which occur along the Mekong and the Yangtze. The relations of these schists
to the overlying rocks were at no place clearly seen; but at Lan-shueh-ko they underlie
the Stromnatopora limestoine, and near Ai-wa, onl thle MekXong, N. of Siao-wei-si, they
are below the Minchia Series, of whlich the basal beds are made up of material derived
from the chloritic schists.
Ordovician.

Thrhe presencie of Ordovicianl fossils at Pu-piao was discove:red by voN\ Loczy in. 1880

(1893, p. 767). TIhe beds have been described nmore fully, wvith lists of the fossils, by
COGGIN BROWN. They are steeply tilted sandstones and shales, which form an ilnlier

in the Upper Paleozoic. The fossils have been determnined by Dr. COWPER REED,
and they show that the horizons represented are the Upper Areniig an(d Lower Llandeilo
(BROWN, 1913--3, p. 330).
Somne hard, jointed, unfossiliferous shales W. of Ho-wan resemble Ordovician rocks;
these shales are near anl outcrop of gneiss and underlie the Minchia Series. Similar shales
anid sandstones, which, owing to their difference from the rocks of the Minchia Series,
are probably pre-Devonian, occur on the Yinig-an River, at the bend about 11 miles

N.W. of Wei-si. Hard greenislh shales on the western slopes of the Kho-li-tsun basin
may be an indurated variety of the Minchia Series, or are perhaps Lower Paleozoic.
We found some graptolitic shales belonging to a higher Ordovician horizon than

that at Pu-piao when crossing tlhe deep valley of the A-shih-chai River (the southleril
branch of the Ho-wan HIo) N. of the village of Cheng-m-u-pa. The determination of

the fossils by Dr. ELLES (Appendix II, p. 290) shows that they belong to the zon-e of

Clinacograptus peltifer, at the junction of the Llanldeilo and Bala Beds.
Silurtan.
Mr. COGGIN BROWN (1913-3, pp. 331, 334) has described. occurrenices of Silurian shale
with graptohit;es belonging, to the Llandovery Series at Shih-tien, 22 miles S.E. of
Pu-piao, andl at Pei-ma, 10 miles farther S.
VOL.

CCXIIJ.--B.

2

I-
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Middle Devontian.

The most definitely deterrminable Devoniiani rocks, which we sav are coral-bearing

Iiinestonies near Li-kiang. A cor al reef of Strornatopora vesiculosa occurs at Lan-shueh-ko
a day's mnarch W. of Li-kian1g-fu, aiid E. of the great benFd of the Yangtze Kiang at

Shih-ku. Its fossils are described in Appencdix III, pp. 291-3, and are referred to
the Middle Devoniail.

To the N.W. of Li-kiancg-fu at the northern eind of the Yu-lung Shali is a widespread
limestone oectcrrinig in thini beds, whiclh give a miiarkedly stratified aspect tto its outerops.
The limestone is often dark and bituminous, and usually free fro-m calcite veins. 'We
found in a moraine on the Yu-lung Shan a block of this limestone containing Idiostromta,

which is described in Appendix III, pp. 293-4, and referred to the Aliddle Devoniiaii.
These limestolnes also form-l the northernl part of the ranige of the Black Drag,on Temlple,
N. of Li-kiang-fu. Bedded limestones, which appear to belong to this horizon, occur
beneath the Triassic limiestonies S. of L.i-kian:g-fut, W. of the track to Ho-king. The
pagoda-crowned hill, S. of Ho-kiing, conisists of rocks similar in aspect.

The M1intchua Series.
The rocks grouped as the Minichia Series cover an extenisive area in north-western
Yunnan. The characteristic feature of this series is the association of a dark gray

to bluish limestone, with white calcite veins along a network of cracks, with black shale,

purple, red and green sandstones and grits, some of which are indurated into quartzites,
and with purple, red, and green1 shales wlhich are occasionally phyllitic. For this group
of rocks we adopt the iiame of the Miinchia Series, after the tribe in whose territory it is

widely developedt. These rocks are ofteni associated with various porphyries and coarse
porphyritic basalts and diabase, sometimes in dykes, but sometimes effusive. The

series as a whole is unfossiliferous ; the limestone has been largely recrystallised ;
occasionally contains obscure crinoid stems, w-hich give no clue as to age. The associated shales contain rare and indeterminable shell fragments; the only fossil fronm

the Minchia Series whose ideintification is reliable is that by Dr. Reed of an LUpper
Devonian Uncinutlubs.

The upper part of ani intrusive limburgite W. of Li-kiang yielded some niodules of a
tubular coral which had beeni catught up fronm the Minchia limiestone. This coral, in the
large size of its corallites and the form anid size of the nodules, agrees with Pleurodictyunm.

A sectioni through one specimen showed a curved structure like that of the wornm

(Hicetes), which is so constantly commensal with Pleurodictyum. The coral is only
a cast and its identification is necessarily doubtful, but its resemblance to Pleurodictgumn
supports the Devonian age of the Minchia Series.

The Minchia Series lies below thick sheets of diabase, and below shales and bedded

limestones wrhich contain shell fragmnents, bryozoa, and foraminif era, in wrhich the
minute structure is remnarkably well preserved. The fossil shells inl these upper
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limestones have been determined by Dr. REED as Carboniferous and some foraminifera
by Mr. R. B. NEWTON as Fusdlina and Neoschwvagerina. Mr. COGGIN BROWN has collected,

at several localities, fossils which Dr. REED has determined as Permo-Carboniferous.
Below the Minchia Series near the Salween Bridge is a massive brecciated dolomitic

limestone which is more fully altered than the veined limestonle. This brecciated limestone we refer to the Kao-liang Series.

Mr. COGG0IN BROWN (1916, p. 226) has described the Minchia limestone as the " Olde
Paleozoic Limestone," llmeaning thereby, as is shown by his reference (ibid., p. 228),
Devonian or perhaps Lower Carboniferous, as the horizon above it is called Permo-

Carboniferous. The Minchia Series is certainly older than the Carboniferous, for it
underlies the Lower Carboniferous at A-shih-wo (cf. p. 178). Mr. COGGIN BROWN
(ibid., p. 227) has noted the marked resemblance of the veined limestone to the Plateau
Ljimestone of the Shan States, which is proved by fossils found at one locality to be
Devonian.

The Minchia Series is post-Ordovician, for both at Pu-piao and by the A-shilh-chai.
River the Ordovician beds underlie it uncon.formably. The age of this series is therefore
limited to either the Silurian or the Devonian. Its Silurian age was suggested by two
considerations. The first is the general resemblance of this series, with its beds of

rarely fossiliferous limestone and red quartzites, to the Muth Series of Spiti (Cf. HAYD
1904, p. 24) in the central Himalaya. The second is the possibility that the Minchia

Series might be earlier than the Middle Devonian and separated from the limestones.
of that epoch by a strong unconformity; this conclusion was suggested by the presence

in the Stromatopora limestone at Lan-shueh-ko of a veined limestone pebble, which was

at first regarded as *the Minchia limestone; if it were so, the Minchia limestone would
have been fractured .and veined before the deposition of the Stromatopora limestonie.
As, however, that coral reef lies against a bank o[ older limestones, the pebble may
have come from them.
The post-Silurian age of the Minchia limestone, is indicated by the following facts

First, the nearest Silurian beds to the Minchia Series are the graptolitic slates at Shih-

tien, about 22 miles S.S.E. of Pu-piao, which underlie a limestone that, according to
Mr. BROWN's description (1913-3, p. 331), appears *to be the Minchia limestone.
These graptolitic slates being Llandovery in age, do not, however, preclude the Minchia
beds belonging to the Middle or Upper Silurian. Secondly, farther to the S.E. the

Silurian beds of Tongking and eastern Yuinnan offer no resemblance to the Minchia
Series, while the Devonian there are shallow water or terrestrial beds, and. are consistent

witlh geographical conditions in nortth-western Yun-Lnan suitable for the deposition of
the Minchia Series. Thirdly, we failed to find graptolites i.n the black shales associated
with the limestone, a negative argumen.t whicli, if worth anything, would be against
the Silurian age of the series, wlhereas the only fossils found are Devonian in affinity.
Fourthly, the abundance of associated igneous rocks an.d frequent interstratification
with diabase are also considerations in favour of a Devonian as against a Silurian age.
'2112
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We, moreover, regard the Minchia Series as Upper Devonian. It is the most wide-

spread formation that we saw in Yunnan.. We mn.et it first near Yung-chang, whence
it extends northwards as far as A-tun-tze, where it forms the mounitainous country

between the Mekong and Yangtze. It forms the foundation of the plateau. W. of
Li-ki.ang, whence it extends southward in the ranges between Ho-king, Niu-kai, and

Cht ng-so, and as far S. as Yang-pi. Farther N. it rests on the gneisses and schists,
as near Wei-si; and schists outtcrop froim below it at intervals along tlle Melkong and
Yangtze valleys as far N. as A-tun-tze.

The sequence of beds on the Minchia limnestone is very variable, but the following,

in descending order, is the genieral successionl on the Mekong near Yang-tsa and
Kon-ya:-

Green shale and fine sandstone (witlh indeterminable -fossil shells).
Red shal]e and sandstone.
Minellia linmestone and blackl shales.

Red sandstone and slhale.
Green grits.

T'he Minchia limestone sometimes occulrs in more than one band. In some localities
the limestone is associated with purple sandstones and slates; in others with brown
sandstone, and in some districts with interbedded volcanic rocks, including tuffs,
agglomerates, and flows of dolerite, spilite, and rhvolite. A coarse conglomerate is
often present at the base of the series, and is especially developed at Pu-ti, where it
forms the horseshoe meander of the Mekong. The conglomerates are important as

they show the age of the igneous rocks, since those of which pebbles are found in t
conglomerate are earlier than the Minchia Series.

Carboniferous.

The Carboniferous System is represented in southern and eastern Yunnan by

scattered outcrops of Fusulina and Productus limestones. Carboniferous and Permian
marine rocks, according to Mr. COGGIN BROWN, cover a wide area to the E. and N.E.

of Lake Ta-li, and around Yunnan-fu; but in north-western Ytunnan these systems
are scantily developed. The occurrence of Upper Paleozoic fossiliferous limestones are

isolated, so that their relative ages are uncertain; but they include relics of a widespread sheet of Upper Carboniferous (Uralian) limestones. The chief localities at
which we found rocks which we refer to the Carboniferous System are as follows -

A-shih-wo, in the lower part of the valley W. of the village, which is four miles S.
of Yung-chang. The fossiliferous rocks consist of two limestones containing many
fossils of which we had only time to collect or observe a few from the lower limestone;

they include Fenestella, a crinoid like Amphoracrinus, a few corals, anld brachiopods.
The last have been described by Dr. COWPER REED (Appendix I, pp. 269 and 270), and
he identifies thenm as Upper Carboniferous. Below the lower limestone is a sheet of
diabase. The limestones overlie the Minlchia Series.
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At Shui-chai, W. of the Mekong Bridge, is a yellow sandy limestone withl crinoids,
and fragments of brachiopods and corals.

T'he Lo-ta Gorge, above To-pa-ko on the Mekong, is cut through a thick limestone
series containinig fragments o:f criinoids and a few foraminifera whiclh we determined in
the field as Schwagerina ; the best specimnienis occurred on the face of a band of liirie-

stone, and as the caravan was far ahead it was impossible to collect them. A poor
specimen lhas beeni identified by Mr. 'R. B. NEWTON as Neo-schwagerina, so that the
age is either Carboniferous or Permian.

In the descent from the pass (9600 ft.) crossed on the road from Lan-ping to
Kien-chwan, to the W. of Yang-tsen at the level of about 8900 ft., are sonme gray and

pink limestones, with fragments of braclhiopods, bryozoa and foramin.ifera; the microscopic structure of the fossil fragments in these limestones is well preserved. Mr. R. B.
NEWTON has identified a Fusulina so that the age is Carboniferous or Permian. Massive

red sandstones, with a conglomerate conitaining pebbles of the Minchia limestone
occur about 400 ft. below these fossiliferous limestones ; the conglomerate marks
an unconformity between the Carboniferous and Minchia Series.

At Janu-la a dark bituminous. limestone yielded some brachiopods which. Dr. CowPER

REED hias identified as Upper Carboniferous. Some sandstones at the south-eastern
corner of the basin of :Kho-li-tsun, which is S.E. of the Ye-lu Shan, and on the western
side of the pass half a day's march farthler E., contain iindeternminable plant remains;
they are probabl]y Carboniferous as they outcrop on the outer margin of the PermoTriassic Red-rock Series. If so, they indicate land conditions toward the end of the
Carboniferous.

The paucity of fossil]s in the Carboniferous and Minchia Series in contrast to the rich
faunas of southern and south-eastern Yunnan anid of the Shan States recalls the
explanation offered by M. DEPRAT (1912, p. 144) of the diminution northward of fossils
in Yunnan. He attributes this fact to the destruction of the fossils by the increasing
dynamo-metamorphism of the beds ; the excellent preservation of the fossil fragments
in these scattered limestone outcrops as far N. as Lo-ta is, however, fatal to that
hypothesis. The rarity of fossils in the Carboniferous, and especially in the Minchia
Series, may be due to their deposition in conditiolns similar to the Cement-stones of tlle

Lower Carboniferous of Scotland. Fossiliferous beds are scarce in that series, and the
coinnionest are earthy limestones containing crinoid stems. The Minchia Series, with

its variously coloured shales and sandstones, appears to have been laid down in shal.low
lagoons in which lived few aiiiinals that have left definite fossils. L. VON Loczy (1893,
p. 815) has emphasised the repetitioni of Flysch-like beds in this region; and the
Flysch is a series of sedimenits deposited under conditions unsuited to the preservation
of fossils.

Permo-Triassic Systems.
The Carboniferous was succeeded in north-western Yunnan by a widespread series of

red roc.ks, which are economnically important for their beds of salt. The Red-rock Series
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occupies three basins; the largest extends from near Lan-pinig on the N.W. pa
men-ching and Yun-lung---once the chief salt centre----across the Yung-chang-Ta-li

road, and from near the Yung-ping River on the W. to Yanig-pi onl the E. The extent
of red beds in this basin is about 1300 square miles. A second basin lies farther E.
near Yunnan-fu. A third basiln occurs at Ya-ka-lo on the Mekong, S.W. of Ba-tang.
The rocks are chiefly red shales and sandstones, somne of aqueous and some of subaerial

origin. We saw no trace of marine rocks in the series; but the proximity of the sea
during the deposition of part of these rocks is indicated by the thick beds of rock-salt
and gypsum.. 'he rocks, as a whlole, are strikingly similar to those of the British Trias.
One of the most widelv used freestones, wlichl is cult into slabs and arehes for graves, would

be indistinguishable in hand specimens from the St. Bees Sandstone of the English
Bunter. Some of the red marns are similar to the Ketuper marns.
The age of this series is fixed, in the absence of fossils, by its stratigraphical relations.
It rests against the Carboniferous along its northern margin betMTeen Lan-ping and
Yang-tsen, and clearly overlies the fossiliferous Carboniferous limestone near Shuii-chai,

and, according to DESGODINS and voN Loczy (in voN Loczy, 189.3, p. 723), also near
Ya-ka-lo. Mr. COGGIN BROWN (1920, pp. 56--58) refers these beds to the lpper Permiani
and Lower Trias, and that aue seems most probable. Their deposition earlier than
the marine Trias of north-western Yunnan agrees with the phlysical hiistory; for the
marine limestones of Li-kiang and Janu-la and the salt-bearing red beds of Ya-kca-io
and the Yuun-lung basin indicate such different geographical conditions that these two
series of roelcs were probablv formed at different times.

Uipper Triassic Marine Limestones.
The upper part of the snow peak of Li-kiang, the southern end of the Black Dragon
Temple Range near Li-kiang, the summit of the ranges S. of Li-kiang and IHo-king, and

a rugged white limestone range at Janu-la, to the N.E. olf Iei-mia Shan, consist of
massive unfoliated limestone. This rock beside the 1'emple of the Black Dragona at
Li-kiang contains large blocks of af coespitose reef-coral, whiclh has been identified as

Thecosmilia cf. fenestrata (REUSS), and as of Triassic age; the Janu-la limilestones
contain a series of brachiopods wlhich lhave been determined by Dr. COWPER REED as
Upper Triassic (Appendix I).

VON Locz7Y (1893, pp. 737-8) discovered some nmarinie Trias on the plateau
Chung-tien E. of the Yangtze, whlich he identified as Middle Trias, and therefore as

representing a marine transgression corresponding to the Muschelka]lk of Germany.
Prof. DIENER (1912, p. 151) has, liowever, referred VON Loczy's fossils to the Upper
T'rias; and this age agrees better with the physical geology of the district.
Lower or Middle IKainozoic.

After the Trias there is a long gap unrepresented or only doubtfully represented in

northl-western Yunnan. Some Rhaetic beds c>ontaining plants occur1 in western
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Szechwan (VON RIICHTIIOFEN, 1912, vol. III, pp. 143, 155 and pl. 11; and F. PELOURD)E,
in Legelndre, 1916, p. 228); and the possible occurrence of marine Cretaceous on thle

eastern frontier of Yunlnan is indicated by anl ammionite recorded by MONOD (Cf. p. 257)
as Schloenbachia. A doubtful impressioni of an ammonite has been recorded from near

Ta-clhien-lu (BONVALOT, 1892, p. 486).
We found no evidenice of either the Jurassic or Cretaceous Systems, alnd the only
lower or Middle Kainozoic represenitatives are the volcanic rocks, of which those at
Tenig-yueh lhave been described by R. C. BUR'TON (1913) from material collected by
Mr. C0CGG1N BROWN.
This volcanic field is of interest as the niorthern cied of the volcanic l'ine that crosses

Central Burmna, where it is represented by Mt. Popa, and that continues southward to
the volcanic chain of the Eastern Archipelago. Trhe eruptions from Mt. Popa lasted

till historic timcs. There is no conclusive evidence as to the age of the older eruptions
of the Teng-yueh district. Trhe latest of themn are probablv contemporary with part

of those of Mt. Popa; but as the earlier andesites have a steep dip, and accordinig to

Mr. COGGIN BROWN (1913-i, p. 194) are in places eveni vertical, as they are very dissected
an(d altered, and as all traces of the contemporary craters have completely disappeared,

they are clearly of considerable antiquity. The older lava flows are cut across by the
walls of the Nan-tien basin and must be older tlhan that basin. They are, therefore,
early Pliocene or pre-Pliocenie. Volcanic eruptions often occur along the mnargini of a

folded belt during the reaction from the folding after the pressure has ceased. 1.f so
the older Teng-yueh eruptions may be Miocene and may correspond in time witlh the

great basaltic eruptionis of northern and eastern China.

Upper Kainozoic.
We made no attempt, through lack of timne, to secure palsontological evidence as
to the age of the deposits oni the floor of the great basins of YuLnnan. The deposits must
belong to some part, of the IJpper Kainozoic fromz analogy wvith the fossiliferous deposits

from S.E. YUNNAN and the adjacent parts of T'ongking, identified by M. MANSJUY (ill
DEPRAT, 1912, pp. 225-7; MANSUY, 1912, pp. 16--18), anid those fronm the western basins
of Clhina described by SCHLOSSER (1903, pp. 218-9).
I'he Upper Kainozoic beds include four main types (loess and red beds, gravels,
moraines, and volcanic), exclusive of the local drift deposits which hlave nlo special
bearing on the geological history of the region.
The oldest deposits are the red sands and loess on the floors of the maini valleys anld
basins. They are well developed niear the Salweern Bridge, where they form a series of

high red hills. They are residual from a sheet of aeoliail deposits, which we crossed on
the sides of the valley to the height of 900 ft. above the river. We saw nio fossils in
th1ese sands. Theyr were clearly formed in part as confluent delta fans, which wrere
depo.sited at the mouths of the tribultariets to thle Salwreen and wvere once lunited into a
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c,ontiniuous sheet. T'he sands miust lhave been laid. down in a tinme of an. arid climate

after the formlation of the Salweeni valley. The deposits show that after tlhe formiation
of the Salweein valley the climate for a while was dry, the river was then uinable to keep

its valley clear, and the red sands wvere spread ov er its floor by irregular floods of water.

Subsequently the clinate becamne wetter anrd the river mnore powerful. It tlherefore
(leepened its bed and reduiced the sheet of red sand to scattered hills.

Simnilar deposits occutr oni the floor of the Mekong valley, in the Chiu-chou basin S.

Fei-lung bridge; there the alternation of coarse beds of botulders and re(d sands sh

that torrential floo(ds happen-ied at initervals ; during the dry perio(ds wind and sluggis
wvater buirie(d t;he boulder beds and uniited the fans into a continuous slheet.
Red silts occur on the floor of the old lake basinis along the course of the Lo-nia
Hlo. They once filled the basini at YuLn-lullg wvhere a ridge of red sands, which rise 600 ft.
above the river, has been left by their denudation across the nortlhern part of the basin.
Near the head of the Lo-niia I-lo these beds cover a wide basin above its entry into the
gorges near the harnlet of Shih-ten-chiuai. B3eds of the samlle character occur in the upper
Mekong near Ba-dia and Nan-tao.

In connection witlh these beds may be noticed the huge bank of coarse gravel at the
n1orthern encd of the Te-lo basin, on the Yangtze Kianig above Chi-tien. From Chi-tsung
southward the river flows tlhrough a deep narro-w va:lley, whiclh suddenly expands to a
broad flat-floored basin. The d1escen6 into the T'e-lo basiin is over a vast bank of outwash
gravel. The lower beds in these basins are probably Pliocene, while the upper beds are
clearly Pleistocene. The moraines ancl glacial drifts deposited arouind the higher
mounitains of Clhinese Tibet, in land now below the level of glacial action, are probably
also Pleistocenle.

PART I V.-GLACIAL G:EOLOGY.
The existence of sniowfields and glaciers on tlhe highler nmountains of Chinlese Tibet

hias lolng been known. Travellers along the mnain road from southern Chilna to Lhasa
saw large glaciers on the nmountainis to the N. of themn between Ta-hchienlla afnd Ba-tanlg;

these glaciers were deseribed by GILL4 (1 880, vol. II, p. 167) and in greater detail by VON

Loczy (1893, pp. 710, 711, 714, etC.). A. LITTLE (190)5, p. 207) gave that mlountaini
chaini the name of Ta-shueh-shan or the " Great Sniow Ranige." Another series of
glaciers lies on the eastern front of the Ka-kar-po Mountains, where they have been

especially described by Mr. KINGDON WA11lD (1913-1, p. 55, pD. xix, opp. p. 150; an
1916, pp. 57-61 ). Glaciers and snowfields on the moutntains between the Trawadi and
the Salween hiave been mentioned by WARD (1923, p. 9) and BRUNHU13ER (1912, map
W. of 250 45' and 260 15') ; on the northerln end of the range between the Salween and

the Mekong by TEICHMAN (1922, p. 214); on the mountains E. and S.E. of A-tun-tze by
R. L. JACK (1904, p. 177), LEGENDRE (1913, pp. 286, 293) and WARD (1922, p. 364);
andc for the mountains of Li-kiangt by }'OR-REST (1908, PP. 257, 263) and DAVIES (1909,
pl. xxxvi, opp. p. 154).
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The former greater extensioni of glacial action in Chinese Tibet has also

and has an important bearing on the age and nature of the latest earth movements in

this region. The glacial geology may be expected to show whether there have been
any recent regional movements of elevation or depression, and if so whether they have
been differenitial.

The largest glaciers that we saw are on the Do-kar-la and. the eastern slope of Ka-kar-po,

where the sniow-line is at about 19,000 feet. The snout of Ward's glacier is at 9000 feet
(Ward, 191.6-1, p. 59). The glaciers and snowfields oni the Yu-lung Shan or Li-kiang
Snow Peak we saw only through occasional breaks in the clouds; its chief glacier now

ends, according to HANDEL-MAZZETTI (1919, p. 264, amnended by letter), at about
13,100 feet. On the eastern side of Pei-ma Shan are two large glaciers which en.d. at
about 14,500 feet, while the perpetual. snow-line on the eastern slope is at about 19,000 feet.

In the mountain group to the E. of Atun-tze are a number of small corrie glaciers
at levels as low as 17,000 feet.

Evidence of the former greater glaciation of the district was first reported, with an

precision by vox Loczy (1893, pp. 699, 701, 710, 713, 71.4, 71.7), who described moraine

at several local]ities on the southern sides of the Ta-shueh-shan to the W. of Ta-chien-lu
at levels usually varying from 13,000 to 15,000 feet, while the existing glaciers end

there at, levels between 16,400 and 18,000 feet. VON LoczY (1893, p. 694).also supported
the identification by BABER (1882, pp. 48--49) of a moraine in the Lu-hu Valley at the
level of just below 5000 feet. ITANDEL-MAzZETTI (1919, p. 264) reports the occurrence
of moraines on the Li-kiang Peak at the level of 11,000 feet. Photographs in BACOT'8s
"Tibet Revolte' " (1912, opp. pp. 78, 88, 112, and 140) show glaciated forms in the
neighbourhood of the Ta-shueh-shan mountains aind near Sampiling. LEGENDRE
(1916, pp. 230, 275) records moraines to the E. of the Yangtze at the levels of from

13,100 to 14,700 feet. Mr. WARD (1922, pp. 364, 368) has described moraines E. of

the Yangtze, oni the mountains W. of Mu-li at the altitude of 14,000 feet. He has als
discovered moraines in the mountains E. of A.-tun-tze (VWTard, 1913-1, p. 113).
We found traces of former glaciation in many localities; the lowest levels varied
from 13,500 to 10,500 feet. Glacial drifts were seen only in the neighbourhood of

mounltains witlh sufficient high slopes to have nourishled extensive snowfields. The
chief high-level valley on the eastern side of the Li-kiang snow niountain is bounded
oni its northern side by a mxagnificent moraine, whiclh rests abruptly at its western end
against the foot of the lirnestone cliffs of the upper part of the range; thence the moraine

extends eastward. as a high straight linle till it curvos round to the S. The moraine
on the southerni. side of the valley is less regular, anid is covered by forest. The
lowest level at which. we saw this moraine was 10,500 feet. The glacier which deposited
this moraine must therefore have extended 2500 feet below its present level.

The valleys that lead up to tlhe Salween-Mekong divide near Tsed-rong have typical
river-cut con.tours to about three miles E. of the tSi La pass ; there, at the level of a

little belowr 11,000 feet the valley changes from a V-shaped to a UT-shaped section
with somneirregular drifts on its floor. The banks of dri-ft were so denludedanld
VOL.
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overgrown that their nature was uncertain; but a little farther up the valley, the floor

of whiclh was in places covered by hard sheets of avalanche sniow, typical moraines lie
on ice-scratched roclc surfaces. From that level (11,200 feet) the moraines continiue to

near the summiit of the Si La (14,000 feet). Moraines also occur along the valley at the
western foot of the Si La down to the level of about 11,000 feet, and on the western
side of that vall]ey conspicuouls moraines rest in corries at the height of about 12,500 feet.
At six miles N.W. of the Si La, moraines occur near the sumnmit of the Jeu-dson-la
(12,900 feet), at the foot of Mt. Francis Garnier, and exteiid downi the valley to tlle
E. of that pass at least as low as 11,800 feet; others may be hidden in the dense forests
lower down the valley.
Near A-tun-tze we saw no glacial drifts on the floor of the main valley, but a typical
moraine occurs at the level of 13,000 feet across the mouth of the JsU-sul valley, which
ends as a hanging valley 2200 feet above A-tun-tze. Denuded moraines were passed

until., above the height of 13,700 feet, the valley is crossed by a series of well-preserv
termninal moraines, with four small lakes in the hollow; nmorainic drift extends up the

valley at the foot of the Jem-sa La.* Both walls of tlhe valley show ice-worn surfaces
and the ridge to the N. of the valley has been overridden bv ice. To the E. of the

Jem-sa, TLa the moraines are less extensive, though. they surround a smnall lake at t
level of 15,700 feet on the valley floor. The main snowfields were apparentl.y on
the western front, though the glaciers ha-ve existed longest in the corries on the
eastern face.

South-east of A-tuin-tze we miet with n1o trace of glacial action until we reached the
fork of the Yung-kun-ko River at the level of 12,700 feet, where there are sonic low
denuded moraines containing ice-scratched boulders. The track to Tung-chl-ling,
up the southern branch of the Yung-kun-ko valley, ascends to a conspictIous moraine
which is crossed at the pass at the height of 14,400 feet; it continues westerlv, and wvas

probably the main terminal nmoraine of the niorth-eastern glaciers of Pei-nma Shanl.
Denuded moraines occur to the S.IE. of this pass to Janu-la, at the level of 13,500 feet.
The floor of the Cho-ni valley, which descends eastward froma the northern end of

Pei-ma Shan, is crossed by a series of typical terminal moraines, of wlicih the lowest

that we passed was at the height of 13,800 feet. The glaciers of the northern Pei-mia
Shan once extended. for several miles to the N.E. and E. of their present range.

South of Janu-la the next morainic drift seen was at the height of 14,500 feet, on
the moorlands that separate the Janu-la River from the streams that flow past Tung-

chu-Iling. As our search. in thes& moraines for rocks from Pei-nia Shan was in vain,
its glaciers apparently did not reach this divide, anid the moraines there were probably
d.ue to glaciers from an independent centre oni the mnountains to the N. The l.owest
observed moraines in this locality are on the south-eastern slope at 13,500 feet.
* M. G. Peronne of A-tun-tze has recently visited the x-alley S. of a second Lake Tsu-na to the N. of

A-tun-tze and he tells us by letter (9th August, 1923) that the three valleys descending the western slope
of the range N, of t;he Jem-sa La and immaediately S. of this Lake Tlsu na are glaciated.
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On the niorthern side of the range crosse(d by the Jin-go L&a, S.
depressions su.ggested from a distance the former presence of corrie glaciers, and the

suimmit of the Jin-go La (13,500 feet) is covered by mnorainies, and glacial drift descends
the southern slope towards Ka-ri to the height of 1.2,000 feet.

Oni the next high pass to the S., the Ju-go Shani (altittude 12,000 feet), we found nlo
traces of glacial action.

So far as our observations go, the former glaciation of N.W. Yunnan was due to a
series of isolated glacial centres around peaks which have considerable areas above the
level of 14,000 feet. The following list states the lowest levels of the glacial drifts seen.
The variation appears to be due mainly to the size of the formerly adjacent snowfields.

List of Lowest Moraines seen.

10,500 feet at the N.E. side of Yu-lung Shan, N.W. of Li-kiang-fu.
11,000 feet in valleys E. and W. of Si La.

12,000 feet at KS. side of Jin-go La, S. of Sha-hi.

12,400 feet miouth of Jsu-su Valley, E. of A-tun-tze.
12,700 feet in valley of the Yung-kun-ko, S. of A-tun-tze.
13,500 feet on divide N.W. of Tung-chu-ling.
13,500 feet in valley E. of Pei-ina Shan at Janu-la.

The glacial evidence bears upon imiportant physiographic problems as to the earth
movements and climatic history of south-western China. VoN Loczy (1893, p. 725),

impressed by the general plateau character of the area, attributed this feature to glacial

planation ; but the plateau structure existed miuch earlier than the glaciers which
deposited the moraines. They were formed by glaciers which flowed down valleys

that were already in existence. These valleys have been moulded by the ice, but were
pre-glacial.

These Pleistocene glaciers give evidence as to the earth-movements in south-western
China. The reduction in size of the glaciers of this region may have resulted fronm

either a reduction of precipitation or fromi a fall in teniperature due to some general

climatic change or from a variation in level. Mr. KINGDON WARD (1916, pp. 64-65)
made the interesting suggestioni that the diminution of the glaciers on the mountains

near the Mekong and Yangtze was due to a decrease in the precipitation ox4ing to a recent
uplift of the Irawadi-Salween divide ; its uprise would hiave (leprived the inountains
to the E. of some of the precipitation which they had previously received. This view

assumed that the glaciers oin the Jrawadi-Sahxeen divide had not shared in the general
reduction in size. They would, on the contrary, have grown and probably be still

growirng. Mr. WARD'S observations durinog hiis journey in 1922 from the Melkong to the

Upper Irawadi shiow, however, that the western glaciers liave also dwindled (WARD,
1923, p. 12) ; and that fact is inconsi,stent with1 th1e later uplift of the mountains along
the Burmese fronstier.
2mI2
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PARt V.---PETROLOGY OF TIlE Th,NEoIJS RoCKS.
The igneous rocks along the rotute traversed prov-ed to be of remnarkable variety.

As preliminary to a (letailed accounit of the rockl:s, sonme referenice to their general

relations is given here. T'hle rocks may be classified as followIs
Section 1.-Granites; biotite-granite; biot-ite-hornbleride-granite; granophyre.

Quartz-syenite. Sy-enite.
IHornblen(le-grainodiorite.
Quiartz-diorite. Quartz-monzonite.

Section 2.-13iotite- granite-porphyry; muscovite-granite-porphyry; hornblendegranite-porplyry; enstatite-granite-porphyry.

Bioti te-granodiorite; horublende-granodiorite; enstatite-granodiorite.
Quartz-syenite- and syenite-porpbyry.

Quartz-diorite-porphyry and aplite.
Tonalite-porphyry.

Section 3. -Rhyolite and feflsite.
Section 4.-- Trachyte.
Section 5.-Spilite.

Section 6.--Gabbro and olivine-gabbro.
Dolerite and olivine-dolerite.

Quartz-dolerite.
Diabase.

Section 7.-Andesite and basalt.

Hyalo-andesite. Oligoclase-, anidesine-, alnd olivine-basalts.
Section 8.-Kersantite.
Spessartrte.
Basic TIanmprophyre.

Section 9.--Pyroxenite-gabbro.
Pyroxenite.

Ultra-basic olivine-gabbro.
Limburgite.

Trhe rock types are therefore very vtaried, and they belong to at leaSst five ages.
(1) The pre-Paleozoic igneous rocks are represented by granites, granitic-gneisses,

amphibolites, etc., which are not included in the previous list.
(2) Some pre-Upper Devonian igneous rocks are represented by pebbles in the
Devonian conglomnerates. They include granites and porphyries.
(3) lUpper Devonian: Minchia KSeries. Tlhe Minchia Seriets is associated with intrusive
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graniites, syenites, etc. ; deep-seated porphyries, kersantites, and spessa

sive flows, especially of rhyolite, spilite and trachyte. In the upper part
Series are also widespread sheets of diabase.
(4) The Carboniferous, and. perhaps also the Permian Series are associated with. basic

roces, including intruisions of gabbro, flows of various basalts, sheets of basaltic tuffs
and, as near T'a-li-sshao, with volcanie necks.

(5) Kainozoic.---A series of lavas, rangings from hyalo-anidesites to olivine basalts of
Lower to Upper Kainiozoic age, occur aroudn(I Teng-yueli.

Devonian, Igneous Series.-Devonian igneous activity in this area was unexpected.
Carboniferous aned Permian ignieous rocks in S.AY. China were already well kniown.
M. DEPRAT (1912, pp. 228-237) has described from the neighbourhood of Yunnan-fu

Middle Carboniferous basalts (labradorites, with 48 per ceni.t. SiO2) and Upper Permian
basalts, dolerites, andesites, and basaltic tufts.

Mr. COGGIN BROWN (1920 and 1922-1, pp. 74, 82) has recorded fronm the same district
an extensive basic volcanic series both in the Permian and the Carboniferous, and also
spherulitic andesites and amygdaloidal lavas in the Permian; but he does not record
Devonian ignieous rocks.
In northern Tongking, however, there is a group of eruptive rocks, including a " micro-

granite or rhyolite " and a diabasic " microgabbro,." wlhich were regarded as post-Rhaetic,

but according to M. DEPRAT (1915, pp. 112-114) are certainly pre-U7ralian (Upper
Carboniferous). He suggests their Moscovian (Middle Carboniferous) age. As they
include a more acid type than the Moscovian of eastern Yunnan, they may represent
the Minchia Series.

Colonel AZEMA, working with Prof. LACROIX, has described varied igneouLs rocks

collected by M. LEGENDRE (in LEGENDRE, 1916, pp. 201-216) from a belt of country
E. of our route. They include biotite-granite, aplite, and rhyolite; diorite, kersantite,

and andesite; gabbro, norite, diabase, olivine-diabase, basalt, and melaphyre. The
alkalinie rocks are represented by aegyrine-granite and nepheline-syenite. As t;o the
age of these rocks there is little definite evidence, except for the rhyolite, whichl is
recorded as intrusive into the Rhoetic. The general list resembles that of the rocks
whiclh we refer to the Minchia Series, but if M. LEGENDRE'S field evidence be correct
the rhyolite cannot be earlier than Jurassic.

As the well-established Devonian sequence in eastern Yuinnani includes no evidence
of igneous activity, the reference to the Minchia Series of a verv varied series of igneous

rocks may suggest doubt as to its age. The porphyry, spilite, and rhyolite clearly
belong to the Minchia Series, for they are associated from Li-kiang to A-tun-tze. The
granites are intrusive into the older grits, but we could not at first find clear evidence
of their intrusion into the Minchia Series; it was possible that they might be pre-Minchia

in age, and the metamorphism of the Minchia beds might be due to the porphyries;
but later field evidence left no doubt that the granites are intrusive inlto the Minchia
Series. This fact does not, however, prove the post-Minchia age of the igneouls rocks;
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for the volcanic rocks of the upper part of the Minchia Series, incl

tuffs anid trachytes o-f A-tun-tze anid Li-kianig, are doubtless sup)erfi
of the granodiorites anid porphyries.
The Minchia igneous series is predominantly sub-acid, whereas the Carboniferous

igneous rocks are basic. The absence of the Minchia type in S.E. Yunnan is an indication that during the volcanic activity in N.W. Yunnan the S.E. part of the provinee
was covered by the sea and undergoing quiet sedimentation.

The area where M. LEGENDRE inade hiis collection is part of the same igneous province

as north-western YunLnan; and it may inielude an Upper Devonian series of biotitegranites, and diorite anid kersantites; a Middle Carboniferous basic series (gabbro and
basalts), and also Juirassic or later rhyolites.
No analyses of the rocks we collected have yet been made, but their genleral chemical
characters are obvious from their constituent mineral species. The rocks as a whole

are alkali-calcic, but occasionally alkalic rocks are present. M. LEGENDRE collected
an tegyrine-granite and a nepheline-syenite; and in our series albite and oligoclase are
widespread, as in the spilites and basalts.

The igneous rocks are very different as a whole from those of western India and tropical

East Africa, which are much later thain most of the igneous rocks of Yunnan; but
some resemblance to the East African province is indicated by a few Kainozoic rocks,
such as a limburgite, whichi is similar to that of Rodriguez Island. The poverty of

S.W. China in Kainozoic volcanic rocks prevents, however, the occurrence there of anv
full representation of the varied Cretaceous and Kainozoic igneous rocks of East
Africa.

PART VI.--TECTONIC GEOLOGY.

The geological structuire of Chinese Tibet and the adjacent districts in Eastern llndia
is complicated owing to their compression during mountain formation at several far

separate geological periods. It is not easy to distinguish the effects of the different
movements.

The oldest compression of the area is indicated by the foliation of the metamorphic rocks.

The pressure appears to have acted in genieral from W. or E. ; but in the northern areas
the strike of the foliation swings round to N.W.-S.E., though in. places it has the general
meridional *trend. The strike of the older rocks in Inido-China appears to be predominantly N.-S. This direction was founld by VON LoczY (1893, Atlas maps B. IV,

B. V, and B. VI) to be the rule along the Yangtze between Shih-ku and Ba-tang, and
also between Ba-tang arid ra-chien-lu. Along the belt S. of Ta-chien-lu LEGENDRE

(1916, pp. 53, 89, 184, 199, &c.) has reported nmany N. to S. strikes and " tectonic
accidents ; but in some cases the strike has veered to N.W.-S.E., and it is especially

noteworthy that between tlhe Ya Ho and the T'ong Ho the folds go W.-E.. in continuation
of the trend of the Ta-shuleh Shari.

South of *the Taping,, in the Northern Shan States, the strike in the Mogok gneiss
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and schists on the western bank of the Irawadi is N.-S., and it is the same in places in

the Chaung-Magyi slates and quartzites (T. H. LA TOUCHE, 1913, pp. 32, 49) ; south
of the Ruby Mines the strike is S.W.. and in places it is S.E. (ibid., p. 49). In northern
Burma the strikes are often N.-S., but at Putao they were found by Mr. MURRAY STUART
(1919, pl. 38) to have curved round to roughly N.W.-S.E. In southern Burma, BLEECK

(1913, p. 50) records the main strikes as varying between N.N.W. and N.N.E. in Tavoy,
and one of us found them to be predominantly N.W.-S.E. in the Dawna Range, near the

Siamese frontier E. of Moulmein. To the W. of Chiniese Tibet, in upper Assam, J. M.
MACLAREN (1904, pp. 182, 183, 186) records the strikes as varying from N.W.-S.E. to
N.E.-S.W.; and J. COGGIN BROWN (1912, pp. 249-251) found the same variation in
the Dilhang Valley; hence in eastern Assam the Himalayan lines cut across the strikes due

to the earlier movements. South of Central Assam, in the Mikir Hills, F. H. SMITH
(1898, p. 77) found the strikes very variable, but they were mostly E.-W. Farther W.,

in Sikkim, the strike in the gneisses and associated rocks) according to P. N. ROSE (1891,
p. 21), is mainly W.-E., at right angles to the main ridges, though parallel to the secondary

spurs developed along the strikes. The predominant N. to S. direction holds in Central
Yunnan, also along the Yangtze above Shih-ku, in the Tsang Shan of Ta-li, and in the
gneiss range of Wei-si. The strike of the foliation along the Taping Valley is, however,
from W.S.W. to E.N.E. The Taping strike is therefore across that predominant in
Indo-China, but is parallel to the Sinian Mountain lines of VON RICRTHOFEN (1877,
Vol. I, pl. 3) in south-eastern Tibet. The Taping strike and those parallel with it, as
in the Shan States, may represent the early Sinian System.

A second period of early mountain formation has been claimed by M. E. DEPRAT

(1915, p. 120), who has described in north-western Tongking a Lower Paleozoic but
pre-Silurian thrust-plane, of which the strike coincides with thrust-planes that he

assigned to the early Kainozoic. The re-identification of some of the rocks by MM.

JACOB and BOURRET (1920, pp. 26-27) has, however, simplified the interpretation of this
area by removing this surprising coincidence of thrust-planes at the samie locality with
the same direction of movement, at such far distant dates.

Accordingly the second period of mountain.compression of which there is adequate
evidence is the Hercynian. It produced the Indo-Malayan Mountain system-the
Hiniterindisch system of VON RICHTHOFEN (1877, vol. I, pl. TfII ; 1882, vol. II, p. 28).

There is abundantt evidence as to the trend of these mountains, as their roots have been
well exposed by denudation. This ITido-Malayaiu mountain chain trends across IndoChina fromt N.N.W. to S.S.E.; anl.d ranges from Central Tibet to the Malay Peninsula.*
The Indo-Malayan movements have contributed to western Yunnan its predominant
geological structure. To the W. is the great pre-Paleozoic massif of eastern Assam
and north-eastern Burnma. To the E. is the similar massif of the Ya-lung and western
* It includes the Mekong group or " Faisceau " of DEPRAT (1912, I, p. 300), which be represents as
continuous from Tibet to S. of 20? N. DE LAUNAY (1911, pl. IV) continues the chain, with some breaks,
throttgrh the Malay Peninsula,
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Szechuani. Between these two areas of mietamorphic rocks is the long wide basin

mainly occupied by the Minchia Series with its veined limestone, variegated shales and
sandstones, and many igneous rocks. The Minclhia Series generally has a hliglh dip,
and its predominant strike is meridionial duie to powerful pressure from W. or E. The
strike is diverted for short lengths owing to the movements of the country along cross
faults. The Hercynian age of these movements is shown by their being post-Carboniferous and pre-Upper Permiana. The Indo-Malayan Mountains are therefore part of the
great Altaid Mountain System of SuEss.

The third period of mountain compression. is the Himalayan, in the early or middle
Kainozoic. Direct evidence as to the date of these movements is limited in Yunnan

by the patucitv of rocks belonging to the -younger geological systems. There are no
knowni Jurassic, Cretaceous or Kainozoic marine rocks in the Ytinnani highlands, though

they are well developed in some adjacent lands. The region appears therefore to have
been a tableland that has remainied high above sea-level since the Paleozoic. The most

widespread post-Hercyniiani rocks in the province are thie salt-bearing red series which is
assigned to the UIpper Permian and the Triassic. They have beenl described in the extreme

north-western Chinese Tibet at Ya-ka-lo near Ba-tang (DESGODINS, 1876, pp. 493-6,

and VON LoczY, 1893, p. 723). The-y oCcupY the vast salt basin of western Yunnan.
That these rocks are violentlv contorted and dislocated has been shown bv VON Loczy,

COGGIN BROWN (1920, p. 167) aInd by DEPRAT (1912, pp. 261-272) for Yunnan, and by
VON RICEITHOFEN (1912, vol. 3, p. 191) for easterni Szechuan. We saw no cases of such

complete inversion as those recorded by vON Loczy (1893, p. 763 and pl. IX, profile 4,
sect. HI) both E. anid W. of Huan-li-pu; but Mr. W. N. FERGUSON, of the Imperial Salt
Commission, tells us that the normal succession of the salt deposits, fronm gypsum at the

base through rock-salt to sulphate of soda at the top, is in places reversed by a complete
invTersion of the beds. We saw, however, a few miles S. of VON Loczy' s overf old, that
the beds were in. places vertical and. even bent over to a reversed dip, and that they are
there so crushed that they have acquired. a pressure jointing across the bedding.
The strikes in the Permo-Triassic Series are extremely variable. The predominant
direction along the western edge is N. and S., but strikes at right angles thereto are
conmmoni, as just N. of Shih-men-ching on the Lo-ma Ho about five miles N. of the town;

also along the northern edge of the basin near Lan-ping and S. of the Yelu Shan. The
great variationl in strike indicates compressioni of the basin from all sides. These strikes
therefore give uncertain evidence as to the direction of the general pressure on the
region.

The folds in the Permo-Trias are clearly post-Triassic and are also pre-Pliocene. In

the absence of evidence of fold-mountain formation between the Hercynian and the
Kainozoic tlhe folds in the Red-rock Series ay be assigned to the Himalayan System.
Evidence of Himalayan movements and overfolds is widespread through northwestern Yunnan. The chief glacier valley of the Yu-lung Shan (N.W. of Li-kiang-ful)
cuts through an isodline, dipping Mr. in a muassive limest one, of which t,he age is probably
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Triassic. The limestones at the southern end of the Black Dragon Temple R-ange
immediately N. of Li-kiang-fu appear from their fossil corals to be Triassic. This

limestone has not been altered as much as the Minchia limestone has been by the
Hercynian movemeents; and the steep dip of the Triassic limestone was dou:btless due

to pressure from the same direction as the Yu-lung Shan isocline.
O:n the Si La (14,000 feet), between the Salween and the Mekonig, the rocks S. of the
pass have been bent into an isocline by pressure from the W. (figs. 3, 4, and 5). The rocks

FIG. 3.-Disturbances of overfolds looking S. from the Si La.

on the western precipices S. of the pass show smnaller overfolds, which graduLally disappe

eastward. The rocks inavolved are the Si La schistose grits, which are pre-Paleozoic.

The age of the rock therefore gives no direct evidence as to the date of its folding; but

FIG. 4.-Folding S. of the Si La in Schistose Quartzites. (Another view of part of
section in fig. 3.)

these folds are not seen in the lower parts of the mountains and are apparently due to

the buckling of a superficial layer whichl included the summits of the existing peaks
and ranges. The superficial corrugationi by the Hercynian movements has been longor

FIG. 5.-Looking N. from Si La to Peak Genestier, showing a thrEst from W.
VOL.
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since worn away. The Si La isoclines are therefore to be attributed to the Himalayan
movements.

Overfolding and small thrust-plan-es, due to pressure from ' W. to E., are common
throughout western Yunnan. Amongst others. noted were a recumbent fold in crushed
granite porphyry just W. of tlhe summit of the Shweli-Salweeu divide on the Teng-yueh
road; a series of small overfolds E. of Kho-li-tsun ; an inverted isocline, dipping eastward, in the syncline E. of the Yangtze betw-eeci Shih-ku andl. Cihi-tien in the mountain
opposite Akola. fn the mountains E. of A-tuii-tze, along the southern side of the
Jsu-su vallev, the lower beds have been tilted till their dip is reversed; and above a

distinct thrust-plane, which rises from W. to E., the upper beds having been folded an.
conitorted. In the same distriet a shatter-belt can be traced froma the Jem-sa La to the
north-western side of the Mitutong basin; masses of igneouts rock remain iln this shatterbelt as colossal " augen " surrounded bv brecciated material.

Faults in N.W. Yunnan are innumerable (fig. 6). They may be divided inlto two mlaill

groups, one trending N.-S. and the other about W.S.W.-E.N.E. The direction of bo

sets is variable; many of the meridional faults lie between 1 0? W. of N., as in the Li-tie
fault, and 300 W. of N. in the faullt along the valley we descended N.E. of Pey-yuLn-chani
The iniost, important faults are those of the meridionial group. The faults are some-

times inferred, as from a suddeni change of the rocks at a scarp-like wall; for example, a
fault along the scarp-like eastern side of the Shweli valley m-ay be deduced fronm the abrupt,

junction between the granites and Kainozoic basalts to the W. of it anid the Kao-liang

beds of the Shweli-Salween divide. Similarly the abrupt endings of the Minchia Series

against the Kao-liang Series, N. of the Salween Bridge, and also against the mica-schists,

in the valley of A-tun-tze, may be regarded as due to faulted junctions. Direct evidence
of faults is abundant, but it is usually the smaller ones of which both sides are seen in

contact; these faults are usually parallel to the major faults. As instances of well

exposed faults may be mentioned a series on -the banks of a tributary to the Lo-ma Ho

N.E. of Pey-yull-ehang; they strike 300 W. of N., hade gently southward, and have larg
slidkensided surfaces. Some of the minor faults parallel to the main Yangtze fault are
well. shown at Shih-ku, where three parallel. faults with, the dowvn-throw E. are conspicuous

in the limestone cliffs N. of the town. The faults on the Ying-an River below Weiare associated with shales like those of the Coal Measures, which have probably been
faulted down. East of the Si La the schists are cointorted and broken off along a fault
which dips steeply E. In the Lon-dre gorge, on the western bank of the Mekong S.

of Yang-tsa, a series of faults is well exposed, owing to the colour differences between th

rocks. Some of these fauLlts are nearly hlorizontal and. the beds above them have been

pushed eastward up a gentle rise, inl one case for 1.2 feet. Similar faults, due to thrust

from the N., a few miles farther N., in the cliffs of the Mekong above Yang-tsa, are show

on fig. 7. A conspicuous fault parallel to the Mekong occurs oni the eastern cliffs above
the river opposite this locality. Farther N on the bank of the Mekonlg, a little S. of
Yang-tsa, a fau.lt; parallel to the river is marked by a thin ironstone vein along it. Th:ie
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formation of ironstone along meridional faullts occurs on a greater scale N. of Kon-ya,

wlhere different rocks of the Minchia Series are separated by broad bands of brown

ironstone fault-breccia. Farther N. a nmeridional fault rtuns beside the Mekong and

s

N

Y(G.

7.-H

from the North.

near Kia-pieh itl has thrown the Minchia Series against the linmestone that forms the
hills NV. of the river.

The mi-eridional faults of this district are slhown. in the lower part of the Yung-kun-ko

gorge; thie cliff on th.e niorthernl bank of the river, a little E. of where the gorge wvidens
W

E
F _

-F

ove
FIG. 8.-Reverse faults with gash veins of quartz (q) on the Yung-kun-ko River near
junction with the Mekong.

into the Mekonig vallev, is tra-versed by three reversed faults with a steep hade to the W.,
and(i associated with curved but otherwise horizontal quartz veins. The beds have been

heaved eastward. Maniy faults are shown by their effect upon the rocks. For example,
at the hlead of the branch of the Yung-kun-ko River, N. of the pass leading to Janu-la,
are some bands of smashed aplite.

Jointing due to pressture across the foliation of the schists is seen, e.g., beside the
footbridge o-ver the Do-yong River, on the track from Chamutong to Yang-tsa, N. of
Pehalo. On the iorth-eastern side of Pei-ma Shan some of the quartz-porphyry has

been smashed, and a comlplex series of N. and S. faults cro,ss the ridge between the
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C(ho-ni valley and the next valley to the S. A vertical. pressure-jointing cuts obli
across the bedding of the Permo-Triassic sandstones near Tai-ping-pu on the way
Yanig-pi to the Mekong Bridge.

Transverse faults, many of which are approximately at right, angles to the meridi

series, are recognisable by indirect evidence and by numerous expo,sures of the small

faults. Thus, on the nortlhern side of the Lani-ping basin the older rocks have
traversed by E. to M. faults. Further E., approximately on the sanme line, the lin

stones near Ho-king, after a long strilce from N. to S., are suddenly flunig upward a

overtilted witlh a reversed dip S. (fig. 9). The uptilted. limb of this fold is cuit acros
S

~~~~~N

FIG. 9.-Uplift of limestones W. of Ho-king. Lower rocks Mid Devonian, upper rocks Triassic.

three horizontal faults in which the movement has been from N. to S. At Tze-k.cu a small
thrust-plane, dippinig 10? NN., has heaved the beds above it southward. North of Kon-ya
the granite has been smashed in belts alonig E. and MT. faults. Along the Jsu-su valley,
E. of A-tun-tze, in addition. to the powerful N. and S. faults, by wxhich the quartz-porphyry

has been faulted against the altered. Minchia limestone, there is a series of faults trending

E. and WT. The movement aloilg one of them lhas formed a shatter belt through the
Jem-sa La. On the Ju-geh River S. of Ka-ri, an E. to WT. fault with a steep hade to
the IN. is obviously a reversed fault due to pressure from the N. ; for the beds on the
southern side have been thrown into a series of overfolds and contortions which die out

to the S. (Fig. 10). Farther S. down the river, about two miles N. of Se-kon, red shales
N.NW
-

S.S.E.
/

_-)

FIG. 10.-Reverse fault in the Minchia Series on J

with a gentle dip S. are broken by repeated steep

northern side of each fold consists of repeated narro

That some Yunnan faults are of recenit age is show

faults in some beds of coarse gravel, at the height of

Ku-tung; these gravels are probably of Pliocene ag
by small parallel faullts.

Thle Yunnan faults are of at least five ages. Som
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Hercynian; and in each. of these groups there have probably been re-

times. Manv of the faults are lon:g post-Hercynian; one set is du1e

tilting during the compressioin of the region by the Himalayan
sets one earlier and. the other later than the Plioce:ne red sands miay be assignied. to

normal faulting on or after release fromn the Himalayan. com.pression. IThe later faul-ts
mav be divided into two nmain groups, the meridional and the cross-couLrse series trendinr

W. and E. This division miay have been partly de-termiined by the originial grain of the
counltry. The pressure apparently cane from sonie point W. of N., for the nain- mountain
line through the eastern Himalaya and the ra-shueh Shan trends to the N. of E. The

cross-course fauLlts are among thle tectonic featuires parallel to the Ta-shiieh Shan, anmd

ready yielding along the strike of the Indo-Malayan folds led at the same time to the
renewal anid extension of the older meridional faulting.
PART VII.--PHYSIOGRAPHY.
? A.-The Yunnan Peneplane.

VON Loczy's suggestion (1899, p. 725) that Chinese Tibet had been levelled bv
was based on his recognition of the country as a dissected plateau. The surface of
Chinese Tibet slopes downwrard from the Ta-shueh Shani and mountains W. of them to

southern Yunnan and Burma. The main level of the Yunnan plateau near A-tun-tze
is about 15,000 feet; 30 miles S. ab the J-in-go La, S. of Sha-hi, it is about 1.4,000 feet;
35 miles farthier S., beside the Jugo Shan and W. of that mountain in the Kobuta Range,
the level is from 13,000 to 12,000 feet; in the W\ ei-si district it is 1,000 feet ; iear
Lan-ping and the range S. of Kien-chwan it is 10,000 feetj; and between Ta-li and

Yung-chang it is about 8,000 feet. This plateau is now dissected by a labyrinth of
gorges, and a traveller who crossed the country in misty weather might reject its plateau
structure as ludicrouis ; but the views from the pealks show that the couintry is a dissected

peneplane, as innumerable ridges rise to the same geiieral level. The peneplane was,
however, never conmplete; the existen-ce of a still higher plane is indicated by ridges

and peaks, which include platforms at about 17,000 feet near A-tun-tze, summits of
15,000 feet in the Lo-ta Shan, the corresponding peak at 14,800 feet W. of the Salween,

and heights of 14,000 feet in the Tsang Shan W. of Ta-li. Above this higher plateau
rise the peaks of Ka-kar-po (over 22,000 feet), the mountains E. of A-tun-tze,
19 000 feet and the Yu-lung Shan, N.W. of Li-kiang, 19,350 feet.
There are three main plateau surfaces in Yunnan, each of which slopes souLthward

from *the hiighest belt of Chinese TiLibet. The ancient plateaus had no general slope
downward to the W., for Ka-kar-po, on tlhe divide beetween the Irawadi and the
Salween, is higher than the mountains W. of A-tunt-tze or than Pei-ma Shan. Farther
S., according to the heights adopted on the map (J. W. and C. J. CGREGORY, 1923),
Maya and Nalolaka (28? 4' N) are both at the height of 14,760 feet; but farther S.,
Nangei, 16,400 fieet, W. of the Mekong, is agai.n higher thanl Lo-pi-pema, 14,760 feet,
the highest corresponding peak E. of the Yangtze. Farther down the slope a summit
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of 13,270 feet W. of the Salween at 270 3' N., though higher than
feet near the Li-ti-pinig Pass E. of the Mekong, is much lower than thiie Chata Shan
(1.8,700 feet) within the bend of the Yangtze. Along the parallel of 260L N. the heights
rise eastward fronm 14,820 feet on the Trawadi-Salween divide to 15,800 feet on the

Salween-Mekong divide, and 15,090 feet on the Lo-tue Shan, W. of Shih-ku. At 260 7'

the lpsimiiaw Bium, 13,300 feet, is lower than the 15,200 feet height E. of the Mekong.
Farther S. the heights along the K.ao-liang Shan, wlhich forms the Shweli-Salween

divide, rise to 14,440 feet and are higher than anv peak-s on the same latitude to the
E. Although the summits do not descend to the W. the level of the rivers decreases

steadily westward, as remarked by Mr. KINGDON WARD (1923, p. 17). The Salween
is the lowest; its level is 2,300 feet at the Salween Bridge, while the Mekonig is crossed

by the same road at 4,400 feet, and farther E. the Yang-pi. is crossed at 5,200 feet. In
Chinese Tibet, however, the Salween is the highest river of the three; for, according
to TEICHMAN (1922, nmap), Di, on the Salweeni just S. of 290 N., is at 10,500 feet, the
Mekong at 290 is at 7,907 feet, and the Yangtze must be much lower tlha the Salween
as Ba-tang, which stands higher thaii the Yangtze, is only at 9,000 feet. The fact that

farther S. the floors of the western valleys are lower than those of the eastern valleys
is explicable by the greater corrosion by the westerni rivers owing to the numerous
factors that may be grouped as the aceidenits of denudation. There is no general westward descent of the plateau surface (fig. 11).
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According to M. DEPRAT (1912, pp. 301., 302, 258), whose view has, been adopted by
MIr. CoGOGIN BROWN (1920, P. 5), central Yunnan, from near Lii-kiang past Ta-li-ful to
Yunnan-fu, iss crossed bY a mountain line due to folding *from the N. by Miocene
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movements ; it has been called the Yunnan Arc. There are along thi
above the oldest peneplane, and we did not see there any chain of fold-mountains. The
high1. ground S. of Ta-li-fu seenms to be part of a plateau which has been left upstanding
by the denudation of the land on both sides. The beds have been tilted. during the

THimalayan movements, but if the YuLnnan Arc ever existed, it mnst have been
completely swept away by post-Miocene denudation.

This Yunnan Arc corresponds to the "Y unnan-Bogen" of VON RICuTnOFuEN, who
adopted a very different interpretation of this area. HFe (1900, pp. 899, 916, 919)
introduced this name for one of the steps between the successive bloclcs which, according

to his theory, form eastern Asia. He regarded the northern part of Yunnian as a horst
left upraised owing to the subsidence of the countrv to the S., and the curved band
between the northern plateauL anid the southern lowlands was the Yunnan Arc. We

failed to see, however, any curved bounding faullts, or other suchl southern boundary of
the plateau of northern Yunnan, as wvould be expected. if the Yunlnan Arc were the
boun-darv of a horst.

The most conspicnous plateau of north-western Yunnan. is post-Miocene. The
question naturally arises whether one of the three peneplane s-urfaces (cf. p. 240) of
Chinese Tibet represents the great Cretaceous peneplane, which. is widespread around

the Indian Ocean, in Africa, India, and Anstralia, and is represented in China by the
Pei-tai stage of Prof. BAILEY WILLIS (1907, p. 100). That Cretaceons peneplane formed
the surface upon which was spread out the Deccan Traps, *the older alkaline lavas
(Kapitian) of East Africa, and the lower Kainozoic lavas of Australia. There is,
however, but scan-ty evidence of any correspondinig rocks in nortlh-western Ynnnan.
The higher ranges, such as the Tsang Shan W. of Ta-li, doubtless represent, a pre-Miocene
peneplane and may date baclk to the CretaceonLs. If so, late Cretaceous or early Kainozoic
rocks may occur on some of the higher peaks wlich have survived from that surface
but unless the area happened to have been a volcanic field, no rocks sufficiently durable

for survival in such exposed positions may have been present. The only rocks which
are clearly Lower Kainozoic are the older lavas of Teng-yueh.. They were poured out
over a plain which now stands at the level of about 4200 to 5500 feet. This old land
sutrface may have been the continuation of the peneplane of the Northern Shan States,
whlich has been cut in part in Jurassic rocks; and as no post-Juras'sic marine rocks exist

tlhere, that peneplane wvas probably Cretaceous. It is therefore probable that the

great Cretaceous peneplane around the Indian Ocean may be represenited in the.
Northern Shan States, and by the surface below the older lavas of Teng-yueh, aild
perhaps also by the high-level peneplane of which scattered fragmenits are still
discernible in Chinese Tibet.

? B. -The Basins 0f N. TV. Yun}nan.
The most direct evidence for the age of the main Yuniian plateau is afforded by the
deep basinIs which form the chtief seats of population in the countlry. These basins are
wvell known in south-eastern Yunnan,) where thley are t avTersed by the railway from
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Tong-king to Yunnan-fu. They contain fossils of Upper Pliocene anid post-Pliocenie

age (I)EPRAT, 1 912, pp. 225-7 ; MANSUY, 1912, pp. 16-18). The great basins in Szechuan
and other provinces of western China containing the Pliocene and Pleistocene mammals,
lescribed by SCHLOSSER (1903, pp. 19, 218-9), are no doubt of the same age. In northwestern Yunnan similar basins occur, but no fossils from them have been specifically

identified; buLt their formation may be assigned to the Pliocene from analogy with
those of Szechuan and south-eastern Yunnan.

The structure of these basins, which are conspicuous features in both the political and

physical geography of south-western China, throws important light on its late geological

hiistory. DEPRAT (1912, pp. 303-316, f. 12, p. 263) has shown that some of these basins
in Tong-king and south-eastern YYunnan were formed by subsidence along recent faults
which are chiefly mieridional, though some trend N.W. to S.E. Some of the basins are
broad and are sunklands; others are long and narrow and are rift-valleys. It was

impossible in the time at our disposal to determine to what extent the basins of north-

western Yunnan are bounded by faults. The scarps formed by faults are quickly- worn
back, as the rocks along a fauLlt-plane are necessarily fractured by the movemnenit and

a bank of fallen fragm.ents soon covers the fault line. No doubt detailed search along
the spurs or ini. the beds of tributary streamis will lead to the discovery of some of the
faults, if the basins were fault-formed.

For the distinctioni betweein slopes due to erosion- and those due to fracture we hlad
to trust to the criteria which one of us lhad used in LEast Africa in 1893, where the faults

were founid sufficiently ofteni to prove the reliabili.ty of these criteria. They are as
follows:--

(I) If a hill front extend in a long even line, which is often straight for considerable

distances and changes its course only at a slharp angle, except when it curves around somne

hard block of rock, just as a crack in a piece of wood curves around. a knot;
(2) if the spurs projecting from such a hill front are cut off along a regoular line, at
which each of them may end in a triangular facet;

(3) if there are no projecting hummocks or outliers at the foot of the scarp, anid if rock
nounds on the floor of the basin are absent or exceptional, a sheet of unbrokeni alluviuim
extending from the foot of the scarp; and

(4) if the hill front. cuts abruptly across the grain of the rockstheni we conclude that the hill front and the basin beside it are tectonic in origin.
Fl ault scarps may be worn back regularly, but they are at length destroyed by enlarge-

inent of the gullies that form upon them; but if the general slope of the country is away
from the edge of the basin the scarp may retain its regularity for a long time as it is only

cut back by weathering. The tectonic origin of a basin traversed -by an active river
imay be soon obscured. The river, in its shifting cou:rse, will attack both banks and cut
them back into deep bays with sinuous mnargins. and as the land on both sides of an old
valley usually has long s:lopes towards it, the lateral. drainage will ~collect into large
tributaries, wThich will. excavate wide valleys separated by long irregular spurs. The
VOL. CCXJJJI.-B. 2 L
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topography of areas under stclh conditions is so mnoulded by deniudatiorn that o;nly

detailed mapping can deterinime the primary origin of the valleys.
According to the above criteria several of the basins we traversed are certainly, anld
others probably, of tectonic origin.

1. The Taping Basin.-The largest of the basins which we traversed lies along the
upper part of the Taping River, W. and S.W. of Teng-yueh. This basin is double.
The lowver or Ka-nai stb-basin is at the level of about 2900 feet; it is 30 miles lorng an-d
from 3 to 5 Iniles broad; it trends from S.W. to N.E. froin Man-hsien to above Iai-n8ai;

it there ends against some hills of granite, gneiss, and schistose-quartzite, flanked by

beds of loess and gravel. The upper or Nan-tien sub-basin,, the level of which at the
western end is about 3600 feet, is 25 miles long by 1- wide; it appears more sinuous and
less regular than the K:a-nai sub-basin as its trend varies from S.W.-N.E. at the western
end to S.-N. at the upper end. The walls of otlh sub-basins consist of gneiss, granite

and schists, with some volcanic rocks at the northlern end near Teng-yueh. The strike
of the rocks is in general 600 E. of N., and continues that which has determnined the course
of the Taping Valley from Ka-nai to the Irawadi. The Nan-tien sub-basin therefore
cuts across the grain of the country. A hummock of granite rises above the floor of the

basin at the village of Pang-pa-lu; many fans of sand anid gravel project from the sides,
but as a whole the floor is level and covered with rice-fields. The basin was probably
once occupied by a lake, which had its outlet down the Taping River. The only fossil

that has yet been found in the beds was ani elephant's tooth, which J. ANDERSON (1871,

p. 81) said was certainly ancient. Mr. COGGIN BROWN (1913, p. 201) qIuotes the occu
rence of some lignitic shale. Somue red sands and loess on- the floor and flanks of the

-basin indicate formnation un-der climatic conditions drier than those of tlhe present day;
these beds agree lithologically with those that were formed in south-eastern Yuniian in

the Pliocene. The fine clays are, however, doubtless lacustrine, as was recognised by

J. ANDERSON (1871, p. 83) for the adjacent Hlotha basin, and by Mr. COGGIN BROWN
(1913, pp. 200, 203) for the Taping and Teng-yueh basins.
The nature of the Ka-nai-Nan-tien basin indicates its t,ectonic origin. Its walls hav7e

the aspect of disseeted fault-scarps, with the fault-trace buried by banks of talus and

loamn. The basin cuts across the foliation of the rocks, so that it cannot be explained by
denudation along the strike. The banks have been carved by streanis into spurs, eaci
series of which ends abruptly in line; thus from a point S.W. of Ka-nai we counted teni

spurs all cut off along a straight line. The spurs, moreover, are over-steepened at their
ends; and the removal of the lower part can be -more easily explained by faulting than

by denudation. The southern slopes at the western end of the Nan-tien basin are long
and gentle, until they are cut off abruptly at the edge of the basin ; while a little farther

E. the main origiinal slopes are southward from the basin with a short steep descent to
its floor. The basin there lies below what was originally the highest ground.

East of Ka-nai a valley to the N. cuts across a series of spurs on a line varying fror
about 100 to 200 W&. of N.; hence thiFs branch of the basin was probably along a branch
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fault. A map of the Naian-tien sub-basin represents its course as curved,

denudation of the drifts which filled it; but the boundaries of the rock ba
rectilinear, with a sharp change of trend 4 mi-iles N.E. of Nan-tien.

2. Pu-piao Basin.--The basin, of Pu-piao lies at the foot of a mountain mass about
7000 feet high, N.E. of the Salween Bridge. The floor of the basin is at the height of
about 4400 feet. The southern wall of this basin trends approximately from N.W.

to S.E. ; it exposes a varied series of rocks and is in line with the gap through which
the Pu-piao River descends to the Salween. The wall has been deeply eroded, bult the
spurs end on a regular line beyond which there are no outliers. This basin was formed

between a pair of faults which trend across those of the meridional series. It may be
due to denudation along a course determined by pre-existing faults, but was probably
of d.irect tectonic origin and due to the down-faulting of the floor.

3. The Yuinq-chang Basin.-=lhe Yung-chang basin, one of the most imnportant Shan
settlements in this part of Yunnan, is about 15 miles in length and 4 miles wide. Its

floor at Yung-chang is at the height of 5500 feet. The floor deseends gently to the S.E.
and drains through. the Wan-tien River to the Salween. The upper part of the basin
trends from N.N.E. to S.S.W. ; i.t is bounded by straight-fronted mountains composed of

red shales an-d. sandstones. On the eastern side the basin is separated fromn the Mekong
by rugged hills of olivine-gabbro, oligoclase-basalt, diabase, spessartite and tulff,
associated with Carboniferous limestones and shales.
The basin at its lower end, for about 4 miles S.W. of Yung-chang, trends from N.W.
to S.E., so that, like that of the Taping, it is L-shaped in plan. We saw this basin best
along its nor.th-western wall, which, from its straight course, the independence of its
trend of the grain- of the rocks,. the absence of outliers, and the regular ending of the
spurs presents the characteristics of a faullt-searp. The basin has probably been formed
by direct subsidence and not by erosion along the fault plane.

4. The Basin of Kien-chwan.-Kien-chwan-chow stands in a large basin trending
N.-S. Its length is about ten miles and its breadth about three. Its character suggests
either that it is older or that it has been more altered by river action than the Taping
or Yung-chang basins. Its floor is buried by thick beds of red sand and its western
wall has been breached by many valleys. According to most authorities the basin
discharges to the Yang-pi. At the northern end of the basin, though the walls on both
sides are steep, the floor is irregular, with many volcanic hills. Some former springs
have deposited tufa mounds along the western side of the valley, as at the temple three
miles S. of Kien-chwan. The basin is also subject to earthquakes, and Mr. GEORGE
FORREST told us that one of them broke down part of the city wall of Kien-chwan about
1897. As the tufa springs and this earthquake were probably originated along a fault
their occurrence supports the tectonic origin of the basin. It was part of a great tectonic

valley through which the Yangtze above Shih-ku flowed southward past Niu-kai and
Ta-li-fu. This vrall.ey has been long subject t;o powerful rivrer action, and its original fault

scarps have been worn and obscured. Subsequently a change in the drain.age systemn
-2"L 2
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diverted the Yangtze and left the pass between it and the Kien-chwNan basin as a
windgap,* with a lake uporn the divide.
5. The Li-tien Basin, which includes some of the sourees o:f the Chi-tieii Ho that joins
the Yangtze at Chi-tien, is small, about three miles from E. to W. and two miles wide.

Its eastern and western walls are scarp-like; its eastern wall is especially straight and
regular, and trends from N. by W. to S. -by K. The rocks in the wall and in the country
around the basin mostly dip N.W. -The northern and southern walls are irregular;

and so also is the floor, on the western side of which are hummoeks of quartz-syenite
and diorite-porphyry. It is therefore a less typical tectonic basin than most of those
pre-viously described. Its outlet is through a narrow gorge that may have been cut by

overflow from a lake that occupied the basin. As all the material from the basin could
not have been carried away through this gorge, the basin is obviously tectonic.

6. Niu-kai and Lang-kiung Basin.---From Niu-kai to Lang-kiung extends a meridional
basin, twelve miiles in lenrgthi by three mniles forn K. to W. It discharges through the
Chutng-so River, which escapes from the south-western corner and reaches Lake Ta-li.

T'he floor is mostly a wide sheet of gravel and allutvium, which ends both to E. and W.

at the foot of well defined fault-scarps. We examinled the westernl wall near its northern

end where it consists of a metamorphic marble, with a steep dip. On the eastern wall
the strike is at a high angle to the fault-scarp, and the prevalent dip is N. The basin ends
to the N. against volcanic hills, where the Na-sui Ho or " Lost Water River " discharges

from a mnountain gorge into the basin. The southern end consists of hills of porphyritic-

spilite and diabase, which project froml the eastern wal- of the valley and divert the
river to the western edge of the basin. On botlh sides are hot springs; one group occurs

beside the market town of Niu-kai, and Mr. W. N. FERGUSSON told us that there is a
group near the town of Lang-kiung-hsien. In the Pagoda Hill S. of Niu-kai, terraces
of calcareous tufa occur beside the boundary fault. Looking S. from Pagoda Hill a

long succession of spurs can be seen to the S., and they are all cut off abruptly to t

along a straight line. Looking northward along this line from farther S. a fault
seen separating the westward dipping rocks in the Niu-kai Hills from those which
sharply to the E. on the eastern side of the Si-ying-kai River. The dip is S. along
truncated spurs in the south-eastern part of the basin.

7. Ta-li Basin is the best known in north-western Yunnan. It extends for about
33 miles in length from N.N.W. to S.S.E. It begins to the N. with two blunt branches
which are bounded by high cliffs. The basin widens southward, sometimes suddenly
by cross scarps; but the eastern and western walls are mainly straight and parallel.
To the south the basin ends abruptly near Sia-kwan against hills trending from E.N.E.
to W.S.W. The southern part of the basin is occupied by Ta-li Lake, which now discharges to the Yang-pi, but probably once had its outlet to the Red River through a
broad windgap in line with the lake. The high western wall of the basin consists
* BACOT, 1912, p. 306, says that the Moso have a tradition that the Yangtze once continued through
this windgap and joined the Mekong.
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main.ly of gneisses, schists and granulites, which form the high Tsang Shan (altitude
13,000 feet) W. of T'a-li-fu.

The tectonic origini of Ta-li basin. is indicated by the parallelism of its sides, which cut
across the country independently of the strike of the rocks. This independence is

well shown on the north-eastern side of the lake. East of T'eng-chwan is a high mountain
mass; it is succeeded to the S. by low downs; then, opposite the sudden expansion in
the width of the basin by the recession of the *western wal], a large valley passes off
to E.S.E., and south of it the country rises to high downs. The eastern wall of the
'ra-li basin cuts straight across these three different highlands. Tlle eastern wall farther

S. truncates a succession of spurs, and on the opposite side. of the lake, S. of the Muslim
village of Ola-sha, the spurs from the Tsang Shan are faceted by the western margin
of the basin. A further indication of the tectonic origin of the valley is the great depth

of the alluvium, which is so thick that no outliers or islands of the older rocks rise above
either the plain or the lake.

8. Li-kiang Basin.---ahe Li-kiang basin is unusually irregutlar in form; the alluvial
plains on its floor have the shape of the letter 1H, and Li-kiang-fu stands near the minddle

of the cross bar. The western arm of the basin, at the foot of the Yu-lung Shan or Snowy
Range of Li-kiang, is about three miles across. The western wall is occasionally bent
sharply along cross fractures. The western sub-basin ends to the N. at a range of hills

which project from the Yu-lung Shan; to the S. against the volcanic rocks of the An-

tani-ndii and Nan Shan Range; and to the E. at the Black Drag,on Temple Range and at,
the lower hills in line with that ranige S. of Li-kiang-fu. The eastern arm of the basini
lies between the range of the Black Dragoni Temple on the W. and the long line of hills
which separates the basin from the Yangtze Kiang. This branch of the basin becomes
broader and its floor more regular toward the S., around the important walled city of

Ho-king (altitude 7400 ft.). North of this town are some shallow lakes. The drainage
from the whole of the Li-kiang basin is through an outlet at its south-eastern corner to
the Yangtze.

The tectonic origin of the Li-kiang basin is indicated by the straightness of its walls and

their independence of the structure of the adjacent hills. The walls, moreover, often
cut across the spurs, leaving them truncated by well preserved facets that show the recent

age of the faults. That the basin is comparatively young and that the movements mnay
be still in progress is indicated by frequent sharp earthquakes. They apparently seldom

do serious structural damage; but their strength and frequency were remarked to
us both by Mr. GEORGE FORREST and Rev. PETER KLAVER, head of the Mission at
Li-kiang-fu.
? C.--Te Mountain Structutre.

The mountain structure and physical geography of south-western China are determined by bands of mountainous highland separated by deep parallel river valleys.
The moulntains and valleys trend in general froml N.N.W. to S.S.E. From the valleys
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the intervening country appears as a series of lofty mountains. When they were

examinied it was found that the strike of their rocks was in gen-eral parallel to the t

of the mountains, and that the rocks had been, steeply tilted and folded by pow
mountain-forming movements. VON RICHRTHOEN (1877, pl. III, and 1882, p. 28)
Freconised that these mountains and their rocks strike aeross Further India towards

the Malay Peninsul.a. He therefore ealled these mountains the " Hinterindiseh
System, and rightly attributed their formation to a period long antecedent to the

Himalaya. These Indo-Malayan mou-ntains -for-mn the axis of the south-eastern penins
of Asia. They belong to the Altaid Moinitain System o:l' SUESS (1901; cf. GREGORY,
1915, pp. 497-509).

The age of the movements which formed -the Indo-Malayan mountains and impressed

upon Indo-China its older grain was post-Carboniferous. For the tilted rocks incl-Lide
infolds of Carboniferous, as, N. of Treng-yueh, at A-shihi-wo near Yung-chang, at Shuichai, W. of the Mekong Bridge, and in the Lo-ta CGorge on the Mekong (latitude 270

54' N.). The movements were pre-Tlriassic, for some Triassic limestones, which are

comparatively little disturbed and in places retain, a gentle dip, were found by VON
IoczY at Chung-tien, E. of the Yangtze, and by ouarselves at Janu-la, S. S.E. of A-tun-tze.

Th'le red beds of the Salt Basin, though. often violently tilted, are less altered than the
similar beds in the lViiinchia Series, and their strikes are less regular than those due to the

Indo-Malayan miovements. Marine Permian rocks have been described by Mr. COGGIN

BROWN (1914, pp. 109-112; 1923, p. 319) as occurring farther E. in Yunnan, and
Dr. F. R. C. REED has identifned sonme fossils as Permian from Feng-mna-chang.
The relation of the existing relief of Yunnan to the Tndo-Malayan mountains is purely
secondary. Thley have been worn down to a peneplane, which was subsequenatly dis-

sected by parallel river valleys. The existing mountains are residual, and were carved

by denudation out of the plain formed across the fo-undation of the Indo-Malayan
mountains. The valleys which have produced the existing relief are due to corrosion by

rivers and are in, general parallel to the strike of the rocks.
There are in the existing relief traces of earth movements across the Indo-Malayan

lines. The most conspicuous is the great Ta-shueh Shan Ranige which runs from

Ba-tang E.N.E. to Ta-chien-lu. Its peaks rise to heights of over 24,000 ft. and support
wide snowfields and glaciers. This mo-untain chain formns the divide between Chinese
Tibet and the main plateau of Tibet. Its geological structure is best known from the
work of VON Loczy, who, at a time when the country was open to travellers, passed
along the road at its southern foot. HTe showed that it is composed of metamorphic

and plutonic rocks, which are wholly or mainly pre-Paleozoic; they strike across the
present chain al]most at right angles. The chain is therefore due to agencies much later

than the Indo-Malayan compression, to which is probably due the strike of its rocks.
South of the Ta-shuelh Shan rise many snow-covered mountains of which the alignment
is uIncertain. According to Mr. KINGDON WARD (1922, PP. 367, 369) there are ;'scores'
of snow.capped summits twhich, though their presen1t ali.gnmnent is N.-S., may be the
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stumps of shattered ranges that had a different trenid. The difficulty in determining

their distribution is clue to the passes being closed by snow in winter, an.d to the peaks

being usually invisible in summer owing to continuous clouds. The na'me Yunnan
iiieans " South of the Cloudland."

The known heights suggest that there are two series of especially high peaks to the S
of the Ta-shueh Shail and parallel with it. The northerln series includes Ka-kar-po,
Pei-ma Shan, the mountains E. of A-tun-tze, and the mnany 19,000-20,000 ft. peaks EJ.

of the Yangtze, which RIcHARD (1908, P. 107) has called the Alps of Szechuan. Tyhe
southern series in 26? 40' N. includes the highest sumimits on the Nmai Hka-SalwATeenl

divide and of the Kao-iiang Shan, on the SalweenlMekong divide, and continues through
Lotuie Shan (over 15,000 ft.) W. of Shih-ku, aind the Yu-lung Shan of Li-kiang. The
distributioni of the peaks, though still inadequately known, is not explained by the
denudation of the Indo-Malayan mountains.
The prominence of the. meridional highlands between the valleys naturally led to the

-conclusion that tIere was no extension of the Himalaya in these Alps of Szeclhuali.
That view has been genierally adopted, as by voN RIICHTHOFEN (1877, 1, p. 272, pl. III!;
and 1912, III, p. 356) ; DESGODINS (1885, p. 284); VON Loczy (1893, pp. 816-7), who
first coInn1ectGed the inountains of Indo-China with the Kuen-lun; SuEss (cf. GREGORY,
1915); BURRARV and HAYDEN (1907, pt. 2, pp. 81-82, chart XVII); DE LAUNAY

(1911, pl. VII) IX); DEPRAT (1912, p. 300, fig. 15); and ARLDT (1919, p. 785).
Tllhe opposite conclusion has been adopted by various authorities. Travellers in the

district have recognised the W. to E. alignmnent of the ridges and peaks, -and have
explained that arrangement as due to an eastward prolongationi of the Himalayan

lines. The late PRINCE KROPOTKIN (1904, pp. 333-4) and A. LITTLE (1905, opp. p. 19)
both maintained the eastern extenision of the Himalaya* through Chinese Tibet.
The Yunnan Arc of DEPRAT (1912, pp. 301, 302), whiCh is accepted by Mr. COGGIN
BROWN (19320, P. 5), is represented as a fold-mnountain line formed across the Hercynian
lines by pressure fromn the N. at the date of the Him-alayan folding; it is regarded
therefore by M. DE3PRAT as synchronous with the Himalaya but not a continiuation of

them. M. BACOT (1912, p. 257) refers to the Salweeii near Drongieu as cutting through
a second Himalayan chain. Mr. GEORGE FORREST referred to the Snow Range at
Li-k:iang as the easterni end of the Himalaya.

Biological evidence is more significant than topographic features dependent on ancient

Hercynian structures; Mr. KINGDON WARD (1919; 1921, pp. 54, 55) has advanced
evidence from plaint distribution in favour of the former extension of the Himalaya
* This use of the term Himalaya has reference to the Himalayan System, not to the Himalayan Chaini.
According to many authorities, such as GODWIN-AUSTEN an-d Sir E. BuRRARD, the Himnalayan Chain lies
wholly between the Indus and the Dihang. The Himalayani System is much wider and includes colntemporary corresponding chains to N., W., and E. This use of the term " Himalaya " is analogous to the
distinction in Europe between3 the Alpinl C:hain and the Alpine System, of which the Alps form one of the
constituenlt chains.
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eastward throUgh Chinese Tibet into wvesterin China ; and he quotes Sir 1. B. B

that the distributioni of the rhododendron floras shows that a botanical divide runs
frorn S.W. to N.E. between Yunnan and Szechuan.
The topographic evidence, as shown by the rivers, certaiilly appears at first sight

inieonsistent wvith any great strLuctural linle passing through Chinese Tibet from W.

1E. Sir SYDNEY BURRARD (in BURRARD & HAYDEN, Pt. II, 1907, pp. 81-2, 92, and 1
anid pl. 17) has given his high support to the view that the Irawadi-Salweein divide
the direct continiuation of the Ninchin-thangla Range, which runs on a curve E. and W
betweeni the uppermost Salween anad the rrlsang-po. Accordini to this view the meidional eastern conitiniuation of the Ninchin-thanlg]a Rlange wouLld sever the Himnalaya
from the mnountain:s of Chinese Tibet, and the Himalaya would end eastward at the
cross valley of the Dihang. This viewv was put forward in 1907, before reliable deter-

inination of the great height of Namneha Barw;Nra (25,455 ft.). The lnew information as

to the structure of the country to the E. of the Dihang suiggests that Kangri Karpo
(20,326 ft.) is the easterin extension of Namicha Barwa, and that thie mainl IHimialayan
line passes S.E. fromn Kangri Karpo to Aguia (19,688 ft.), where it again turns eastward
to the Salween. 'rtllis range E. of Aguia is in line, across the three rivers, with the

'Ta-shueh Shiami. A series of high peaks tlherefore links Namcha Barwa witlh the Tashueh Shan.

'I'he topographiy, as shown by KISHEN SINGNH (Rec. Surv. India, VIII, pt. 2, 1915,
map No. XV), indicates the miodern development of the river valleys where the hieads
of the Irawvadi and tbhe Zayul Chu comile near the Salween. Unfortunately little is knownn

as to the geology of that area; but the informiiatioin available renders improbable tlte
assuim1eCd southward conitilnuity of the Ninchin-thangla to the W. of the Salween. It
is true that Mr. MIJRRAY STUART (191.9, pl. 38), in h:is account of the lead mines of

Iutlao, has show,,Tn that in that area (North, Barma, around 97-"- E., 272? N.), the prePLaleozoic rocks trenid from N.A. to S.E. ; but that strike is probably an ancienit feature
datinig fromn tlhe Hercynian or the even earlier Sinian mxiovemenits and due to the Indo-

Malayan mnountain lines curving to the W. as they enter Tibet. The course of the
Ninchin-thangla, as marked on Sir SYDNEY BURRARD:'S 7map (op. Cit., pl. 17), may correctly represent1 the alignment of the ancient Hercynian mountains, but not of the
younger Himalayan ranges. The Irawadi-Salween divide is a secondary watershed,

consequent, directly and inidirectly, upon the Hercynian strikes. The existence of the
Salwveen, Mekong and Yangtze valleys is no mnore conclusive against the former continuity of a mtiou-ntain line across them, than the passage of the Dihang through the
H4imalaya in northern Assam is proof that the H1imalaya there reach their eastern
end ; or thani the passage of the Arunt across the miiain chain E1. of Mt. Everest, or of the

tributaries of the Indus from Tibet into India, proves the (discontiinuity of the central
and western Himalaya. 'The break in the strike near Ba-tang is similar to that along
the J~udicaria linre, parallel to the Trienlt vralley in the south-eastern Alps.
The mnost, direct geological evidlence of mwountlaini lin1es trendling W.T and E. across the
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Hercynian strike is given by inliers of older rocks in positions indicating up

iing W. and E. (fig. 12). The evidence of faults is less easy to interpret b

whatever direction the pressure may have come, fresh faulting would tend t
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there was a western component in the Himalayan compression of the district. Hence
overfolding and faulting due to pressure from the W. is attributable to Himalayan
movements, although they acted upon the area as a whole from N. to S.

ryhere is abundant evidence of fractures on W.-E. lines. Faults and shatlter-belts,
such as that passing through the Jem-sa La, occur at right angles to the northern pressure. However, at the present stage of our knowledge of the area, the most reliable
evidence is the arrangement of the inliers of older rocks. The Ta-shueh Shan from

Ba-tang to Ta-chien-lu appears to consist of Eozoic and Archeozoic (Kao-liang) rocks,
like the central axis of the Himalaya. The existence of this chain, with peaks from 24,000
to perhaps 25,000 feet in height, is all the more significant of a tectonic uplift, because

its course is almost at right angles to the strike of its rocks. This chain is in line with
high but little known mountains to the W., which connect it through Namcha Barwa
with the central axis of the Himalaya.

At the southern foot of the Ta-shueh Shan lies a band which must be due to relative
subsidenice, as it contains younger rocks. This band crosses the Mekong at Ya-ka-lo

at the Permo-Triassic salt-bearing beds, with Carboniferous rocks from which fossils

were collected by the Abbe Desgodin. Due E. of this basin, to the E. of the Yangtze,
is a lenticular area at Shen-te, Ku-tu La, Den-gu La and Tz-de, at which vON Loczy

(1893, pp. 730-732) obtained Carboniferous fossils, incluiding Athyris, Productus, corals,
and foraminifera. Farther E., near Ta-chien-Iu, according to LEGENDRE (1916, map,

N. sheet), a band of Rhatic rocks lies at the southern foot of the Ta-shueh Shan. On
the northern side of the Ta-Shueh Shan an extension of the Jurassic or Cretaceous rocks

of Central Tibet may be indicated by the fossil from near Ta-chien-lu recorded as a

doubtful Amnmolnite by BONVALOT (1]892, p. 486). To the S.S.W. of the Permo-Triassic
basin of Ya-ka-lo the Salween-Mekong divide is crossed by a pass, the Beda La, at the
height of 15,200 feet (F. M. BAILEY, 1912, p. 337). North of the Beda La TEICHMAN
(1922, map) marks the Salween-Mekong divide as rising to a " Snow Range," and the

few traverses across this belt indicate that it is exceptionally high and rugged.* The
Salween, for example, falls 2500 feet in 80 nmiles (30 feet to the mile) in the belt W. of
Ba-tang, between Tsawa Dzong S. of 300 N. and Di at the foot of the Beda La; whereas
to the S. of -this belt the Yangtze in the 60 miles from Chit-sung to Shih-ku falls only
500 feet, and the Mekong in the 80 miles N. of Siao-wei-si falls 1000 feet.
South of the Beda La, the Salween-Mekong divide rises to the lofty peaks of Ka-karpo, much over 20,000 feet higlh. According to Mr. KINGDON WARD (1916-1, p. 58) the
rocks of Ka-kar-po include granite and metamorphic rocks, and to the S. of it, Doker-la
(WARD, 1913-1, p. 103) consists of granite to the E. and limestone to the W. Apparently
Ka-kar-po consists of older rocks, with limestones referable to the Kao-liang Series on
the eastern front; these limestones probably belong to the same horizon as those on

* Kishen Sinigh, Great Tibet and Mongolia, Map No. 2, 1884, Records Surv. India, VIII, pt. II, 191

p. 274 and Map XV. Atma Ram, 1 892, Tibet and Western China, Sheet No. 2, ibid., p. 409, map XXI
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the westerni side of the Mekong opposite Kia-pieh. The gorge of the Salween W. of
Ka-kar-po is in part at least in purple slate (WARD, 1913-1, p. 83); and W. of the

Salween, at Gomba La and the pass of Tsukue, Dr. HANDEL-MAZZETTI (1919, p. 260)
has recorded gneiss and " ur-kalk " or archean limestone.
Farther S. along the Salween-Mekong watershed the gneisses occur under the Kao-

liang Series at much lower levels, as they are exposed only on the floor of the valley
WV. of Tsed-rong; hence the ridge of gneisses pitches S. Farther S. both sides of the

Mekong valley are formed of the Minchia Series; the older rocks reappear to the S. of

VON Loczy's Carboniferous area from Schiente to Tzde; for VON Loczy (1893, p. 733)
found at Panto (280 35' N.) and at Alikung (280 25' N.) (ibid., p. 734) his " Older
Paleozoic Limestones " with indeterminable crinoid stems and sub-metamorphic Paleozoic beds. They belong to the Minchia Series and rest on schists. A second exposure

at 280, at Chung-tien, contains the Upper Triassic limestone; for voN Loczy recorded
Carboniferous rocks, apparently unfossiliferous, extending thence for some miles farther
S. (VON Loczy, 1893, p. 741). The old gneisses and schists reappear at Le-suti, where

the beds are traversed by two fauLlts, of which the eastern has thrust the schists over the
Carboniferous. East of Le-suti is a wide area of the older gneisses.
We crossed the country on a line roughly parallel to VON Loczy's and farther to the W.

South of the uplift marked by the gneisses and schists of Pei-ma Shan and A-tun-tze
we found a broad belt with only the Minchia Series opposite to and corresponding in
position with voN Loczy's older and submetamorphic Paleozoics; and W. of Tung-

chien, where he found marine Trias, are some limestones about 5 miles below Do-sung,

which we regarded as probably Triassic, though we found no fossils in them. Just S.
of these limestones, and in line with Tung-chien, are repeated overthrusts and overfolds

due to pressure from the N. Opposite, again, to the gneisses of Le-suti outcrop the
gneisses E. of Li-tien and in the range above Wei-si. The next belt to the S., which

includes the Li-kiang basin, is again one of depression; and only younger rocks belonging to the Trias and Minchia Series are seen in it. The Eozoic and Archeozoic rocks
reappear to the S., to the W. of Teng-chwan; they form the Tsang Shan W. of Ta-li,
and we found them on about the same parallel near Ho-wan.

The evidence is necessarily incomplete while such large areas remain geologically

unknown; but it is significant that in the belt we examined there is the same succession
of outcrops of older rocks, separated by geological depressions which contain younger
rocks, as VON Loczy observed in the parallel belt E. of the Yangtze. The inliers of

older rocks occur in series trending W. and E., and though greatly influenced by the
Hercynian structures, they occur in positions consistent with their uplift along axes
which are a direct continuation of the Himalayan folds.
? D.--Cornparison of the Himalayan Sequence wvith that of Chinese lTibet.

It may be objected that there is no resemblance between the geological structure of
C:hinese Tibet and of the Himalaya; and a geological section N. and S. through north2 M 2
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western Yunnan is very different from one through the Central Himalaya. The typical
Himalayan structure may be summarised as follows. To the S. is a band of foothills,
the Siwaliks, formed of Pliocene sandstones which have been disturbed only by the
later Himalayan movements, though they have been thereby greatly faulted and in
places even over-folded. North of these foothills the southern front of the western

Himalaya includes violently dislocated and tilted marine limestones of Middle Eocene
age. Their typical mnember is a Nummulitic limestone. The disturbance of these
beds shows that they are older than the main Himalayan uplifts. North of the Eocene
belt is the main axis of the Himalaya, consisting of Eozoic gneisses and granites with
some Upper Paleozoic rocks on the southern flanks. Finally, to the N. of the pre-

Paleozoic mass of the Himalaya lie broad sheets of Triassic and Jurassic rocks, with
some Cretaceous and Eocene.
This sequence is quite different from that on a parallel line across Chinese Tibet;

but the comparison between two such sections would be inconclusive. An earthmovement from N. to S. in Yunnan would have produced an essentially different structure from that in the Awestern Himalaya, because it would have acted upon different
materials. Sections through parts of the Himalaya show a close resemblance to one
across Chinese Tibet. In the eastern Himalaya there are no nummulitic limestones
and some sections would give the same sequence as in Yunnan. Thus, in Assam, a
section would begin on the S. with a low-lying plain of Pliocelle freshwater sediments
only locally disturbed. These beds are faulted against Upper Paleozoic rocks that
rest unconformably on the metamorphic series of the Himalayan axis, at the northern
foot of which lie the Tibetan ranges containing Jurassic limestones. In Yunnan, along
some lines, the section would similarly begin on the S. with Pliocene freshwater deposits
occupying basins formed by subsidence and corresponding both in position and age withthe Siwaliks. North of these beds are severely folded Upper Paleozoics, Devonian and

Carboniferous. Then follows the highest main range, the Ta-shueh Shan, which is

composed of metamorphic rocks; on the plains to the N. of it are extensive deposits
of limestone, recorded, for example, byTEICHMAN (1922-], pp. 178,213) and COALES (1919,
pp. 239, 240). The age of these limestones is unknown. TEICHMAN remarks their
assQciation with red and green shales and sandstones, so they may belong to the Minchia

Series; but they may include eastern extensions of the Jurassic limestones of Western
Tibet.

The comparison between north-western Yunnan and the Himalaya should be made
between parts of that chain where its trend is transverse to the ordinary pre-

Himalayan strikes in Kashmir. No argument against the extension of the Himalayan
line eastward of Assam is valid unless it recognises that the Himalayan movements
had there to adapt themselves to the structure left by the Hercynian movements.
When that fact is allowed for, a striking similarity between the Himalayan and Yunnan
sequences is apparent.
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? E.-The Chinese Continuation of the Himalayan Line.

The possible further extension of the Himalayan line eastward of Chinese Tibet we
do not discuss in detail, as it would involve consideration of the geological structure of
parts of central and south-eastern China ; but we may refer briefly to the three possible
lines of extension. The Great Khingan Mountains, which were regarded by KROPOTKIN

(1904, pp. 333-4) as the Himalayan continuation, are fundamentally distinct in structure;
they are due to a great fault or monoclinal fold by which parts of the plateau of eastern
Asia have sunk to form the lowlands of north-eastern China. A second view, that the

Himalayan contintuation is through the Yun-ling Shan of western Szechuan, has been
suggested by Mr. KINGDON WARD (1919, pp. 238-9; 1921, p. 55), and has more topographic evidence in its support; but those mountains appear to be the dissected ends

of an area with strikes belonging to the Kwenlun system, and we are not aware of any
evidence for a Kainozoic fold-mountain line traversing this region along or parallel to the
Yun-ling Shan. The only fold-mountains in eastern China of the trend and date of the

Himalaya are the Nan Shan of southern China, between the Yangtze and the Si-kiang.
The evidence is inadequate to justify more than a preliminary hypothesis to suggest
research, but some of the information available is suggestive. The famous mercury
mines of Kwei-chow occur along this line; and, as one of us has previously pointed
out,* all the chief mercury mining fields occur in rocks which have been violently dislocated and usually overthrust by mountain-forming movements of about the same
age as the Himalayan. Mercury ores in the quantities that have been found along the
Nan Shan of Kwei-chow are known elsewhere only in dislocated fold-mountains of the

Middle Kainozoic; and TEGENGREN (1920, pp. 4-6) reports that the mines there occur
in fractured Kainozoic anticlines. The mercury mines therefore suggest the occurrence
of a modern chain of fold-mountains through Kwei-chow.

More precise evidence has come from the work of the French geologists in Frenclh
Indo-China. VON LoczY (1893, p. 744) in 1880 had discovered Carboniferous rocks thrust
over the Trias on the northern side of the Yangtze Kiang in north-western Yunnan.

LANTENOIS in 1907 described the relations of the rocks in southern Yunnan as having
many " contacts anormaux " (e.g., LANTENOIS, 1907, pp. 314, 319, 322, 339-41, etc.)
and some of these abnormalities were due to pressure from the N. DE LAUNAY, in
1911, accepted the view that a belt of country in southern China and northern Tongking
has been thrust southward against the old South China mass. This view is, however,

best known from the elaborate maps and sections prepared by M. DEPRAT (1912, 1915)
who represents large tracts of Szechuan as having been pushed, like the Alpine
"Decken," southward into Yunnan and North Tongking.
M. DEPRAT'S work has been severely criticised by his compatriots and it is at
present under detailed revision. The re-examination of the ground has led to the
rejection of some of his conclusions; hence until the revision is completed it is necessary
* ' Journ. Cbern. Soc.,' vol. CXXI, 1922, p. 769.
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to suspend judgment on his work, except where it has been already confirmed.* One
improbability in M. DEPRAT'S work has been removed by the re-survey, which has,
however, fully confirmed the conclusion that N. Tongking and probably therefore
also S. Yunnan and S.E. China have been subject to thrust-planing and folding of
Alpine intensity, by pressure acting generally from N. to S. The work of M. JACOB

and BOURRET (1920, p. 36) in N. Tongking and of M. DUSSAULT (1921) in western
'T'ongkinig have shown that in the areas re-surveyed M. DEPRAT underrated the extenit
of the junctions due to overthrusting. That the great earth-movemenrts demonstrated
were Kainozoic in age also admits of no doubt, though they may be earlier than the date
assigned by M. DEPRAT.

The work of the French geologists in French Indo-China therefore supports the view
that the mountainous country known as the Nan Shan of Souithern China represents an
Alpine fold-mountain band, due to pressure from the N. (ranging from N.W. to N.E.)
during the Middle Kainozoic. The folding along this line is more intense than any knowil
along the Burmese or Malay Arcs. It is therefore probable that the Nan Shan includes
the eastern continLuation of the main axis of the IHfimalayan System.

We conclude therefore that, just as in Europe the Alpine line subdivides around the
Hungarian plain and the Balkanis, so in Asia the Himalayan line forks around the
ancient Indo-Chinese massif.

? F.-The Physiographic History of Chinese Tibet in relation to that of Central China
and Tongking.
The physiography of Chinese Tibet is due mainly to features formed at five stages.
The first is indicated by the remnants of a great peneplane which had been formed across

the site of the Indo-Malayan Mountains and had reduced south-eastern and central
Asia to a mature topography of gentle down-like uplands and broad valleys. This
peneplane was formed by post-Hercynian denudation acting throughout Mesozoic times.
The peneplane was practically completed in the Cretaceous, but its formation may have
lasted into the early Kainozoic. The country was probably then at only a moderate
elevation above the sea, for a gulf that crossed central Tibet in the Upper Jurassic still
* According to M. DEPRAT, a belt of vast " Decken " overthlrusts, comparable to those claimed for the

Alps, extends across S.E. Szechuan, near the southern great bend of the Yangtze (about 103? E., 260 N.)
through the country N. and E. of Yunnan-ftu, Kwei-chow andc northern Tongking; and the compression and

disturbance in that belt is equal in intensity to that of the Himalaya, and it is the only belt in eastern
China with a Himalayan structure. According to M. DEPRAT, the movements were of very recent dato.
He says (1915, p. 81): "L'Asie sud-orientale entiere du Tibet an Pacifique et an golf e du Bengale est donc

en.trainee dans Uni mouvement d'une ampleur enorme, peut-etre en voie de ralentissemernt 'a l'heure
actuelle, mais qui a une epoque tres recente etait encore tres rapide." Our observations indicate that the
disturbed belt was further N. in western and central Yunnan thani. M. DEPRAT suggested, and the date
of the movement was earlier. We may also remark that the essential facts shown in the section of the
iKiao-ting tShan, the chain on the overthrust belt of which M\. DEPRAT'S description is most precise, may
be e:xplained by overfolding with less extensive thrulst planes thanl are required by huis interpretation.
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existed in the Cretaceous, though it was smaller in size and shallower. The Cretaceous
sea certainly reached the coasts of southern India and covered an extensive area in
western Burma; but China was mainly, if not wholly, land.*

The second stage was that of the Himalayan uplifts ; as they uptilted the Numnmnulitic

linmestones along the southern flanks of the Himalaya they were later than the Middle
Eocene. The movements probably lasted from the Upper Eocene through the Oligocene
into the Miocene; the last of them happened in the Pliocene, as they faulted and tilted

the Siwalik beds. The uplifts buckled the southern margin of Tibet, but left central,
Tibet as a region of high plains, which still retained the gentle relief due to the Mesozoic
planation. The earlier Himalayan uplifts converted the narrow sea, which had persisted

from the Jurassic to the Eocene, into land valleys, dow'n which the main rivers probably
flowed from W. to E.t The drainage from the great basin of east central Asia,
between the newly uplifted Himalaya to the S. and the older Kwenlun Mountains to the

N., was probably across China by a river which was the progenitor of the Yangtze Kiang.
The chief development in the third stage was the formation of meridional fractures
across the Himalaya which enabled much of the Tibetan drainage to escape southward.

At the same time great basins wvere made by subsidence along faults and mon-oclinal
folds, and the rivers which discharged into the basins dug deep valleys into the borders
of the sunklands. The basins then made or enlarged include the Indo-Gangetic plain,
the Irawadi basin (which had been in part an Eocene and Miocene gulf), the basin of

Szechuan, the basins in south-eastern Yunnan described by DEPRAT (1912, pp. 303-316)
and those in the north-western districts described on pp. 242--247. The age of these
basins was probably not earlier than the Pliocene ; for no marine Miocene deposits have
been found in them except in those of the Irawadi and lower Indus.
The fourth stage was the deposition of a thick series of red sands and loess in the basins
formed in the preceding stage, as well as the older part of the loess on the plains of

northern China. Thick deposits of red sand also occur in some of the river valleys of

western Yunnan, so that those valleys must have been formed by this stage. The older
fossils found in the beds on the floor of these basins are Upper Pliocene in age. That the
climate was then arid is indicated by the nature of the deposits; but as the basins were
irrigated by drainage from the hills, the vegetation was sufficient to produce deposits
of brown coal.

The fifth stage accompanied the development of a wetter climate, during which the
valleys were enlarged owing to the increased power of the rivers, and the glaciers around
the higher peaks were larger than they are now. That further faulting occurred during

this period is shown by faults in the Pliocene drifts near Ku-tung, as well as by many of
the fault scarps being but slightly worn.
* A reported but doubtful Schloenbachia from Kwei-chow is quoted by DEPRAT (1912, p. 219) from G. H.
Monod, Bull. Econ. Indo-Chine; another dubious ammonite was reported by BONVALOT (1892, p. 286) from
near Ta-chien-lu.

t- Tbis course for the continuation of the Tsang-po was suggested by R. D. OLDHAM in HAYDEN, 1907, p. 7.
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This succession of events is essentially similar to that described by Prof. BAILEY

WILLIS (1907, pp. 98-105) from northern and central China, and for Tongking by
French geologists of the Service Geologique Indo-Chine.
Prof. BAILEY WILLIS divided the physiographic history of northern and central China
into four stages; the first he named the Pei-tai, during which was formed the Cretaceous
and early Kainozoic peneplane; second the Tanghien, a period of great erosion; third,
the Hin-chou, the chief deposition of loess; fourth, the Fon-ho, beginning in the Pliocene
but mainly Pleistocene, and marked by great continental uplift, during which the rivers
further deepened their valleys, but there was comparatively little land sculpture.
The succession described by Prof. BAILEY WILLIS is in the main consistent with the
evidence in Yunnan, except as regards his interpretation of the last period, the Fon-ho.
According to him central China had been worn down to a low plain which lasted into the
Pleistocene (Quaternary), when it was raised by a regional uplift of about 12,000 feet

(BAILEY WILLIS, 1907, pp. 108, 111). This uplift is regarded as also having affected
the regions to the N. and W.; in fact, according to this view, the great mountains of
western China and the Tibetan tableland of east central Asia were raised from a little
above sea-level during the age of man.
The similarities between the history of Yunnan and of central China are so close that
if BAILEY WILLIS'S view be adopted for North China and the middle part of the Yangtze

basin, the plateau of Yunnan and the suirrounding regions should also have been uplifted

during the Pleistocene. We saw, however, no evidence of any such great regional uplift.
There is, for example, no evidence of any Upper Kainozoic marine deposits either in

Yunnan or the surrounding countries. Marine deposits belonging to the Eocene and

Miocene extend far up the Irawadi valley; but the Pliocene deposits there are terrestrial
or fresh-water. The Pliocene and later beds in the basins of Yunnan are also terrestrial
or fresh-water.

Secondly, raised beaches are inconspicuous in this part of Asia and indicate uplifts
of only a slight amount. If there had been an uplift of the plateau to the extent of
several thousand feet, some greater uplift of the adjacent coasts would have been
expected.

Thirdly, any great Pleistocene uplift of the region is contradicted by the glacial
history. If the country had been rising, the glaciers should have increased in size.
The heavier precipitation during the early Pleistocene naturally enlarged the glaciers,
but they have been diminishing throughout the region during the later Pleistocene.
The argumenrts in favour of a continental uplift of W. central China rest mainly on

two considerations. Firstly, that great peneplanes are only formed at low levels;
and secondly, that the deep gorges of the Yangtze Kiang are so young that they indicate
a recent geographical revolution in the country, and must be due to antecedent rivers
having maintained their courses through deepened channels during the slow uplift
of the coutnlry. It does not seemz to us thatb either consideration is valid. Some of the
most even of the great plains of the world appear to have been developed at high levels.
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The plain of the Eastern Sudan along the White Nile and the Bahr el Ghazl is situated
at the level of about 1200 ft. ; that plain appears to have been formed by the prolonged
action of wind and rivers on the high plateau of central Africa. If the base level of the
rivers be upheld by distance from the seas or by rock barriers, a peneplane may be formed
high above sea level.

In the absence of any direct evidence of great recent uplift, such as the presence of
marine deposits on the plateau, of beaches on the marginal lands, or great warping
of the surface, it appears more probable that the plains of Yunnan and Chinese Tibet

were formed high above sea level, than that east cenitral and south-eastern Asia should
have been uplifted 10,000 ft. within the human period. The dissection of this

country by young canyons would have resulted from the lowering of the base level
of the rivers, on the formation of the great sunklands in the early or middle Pliocene.
Before the great basin of Szechuan was made by subsidence the rivers from Chinese

Tibet and Yunnan would have flowed across its site to the edge of the plateau near
the present boundary of the Chinese highlands. The formation of the basin of
Szechuan would have produced a great lake, with an outlet eastward. The outflowing
river by deepening its bed would have cut the modern gorges of the Yangtze and thus

have drained the lake of Szechuan. The lake need never have been as deep as the
existing basin; for the subsidence was doubtless slow, and the outflow from the lakes
and swamps in the sinking ground would have cut down the outlet at the same rate.

The cutting of the Yangtze gorges was probably concurrent with the sinking of the
Szechuan basin. The formation of that basin lowered the base level of the rivers
which drainied into it, and enabled themn to cut their deep gorges through the western
plateaus.

This succession of events is similar to that which has been observed in Tongking and
south-eastern Yunnan. According to M. DEPRAT (1912, pp. 551-1; also 1915, pp. 77-8)
the stages there are as follows
Corresponding
Stage.

Latet Pleistocene . 5. Deepening of all the canyons... . .
4. Beginning of excavation of the canyons of the Yangtze

and its tributaries LFon-ho;

3. Continued excavation of valleys..
2. Valleys widened and their gradients steepened.I
1. Excavation of high-level valleys of Yangtze and its tributaries J

Older Pleistocene . Cycle of Lin-ngan. Accumulation of pebble beds and loess in Hin-chou.
the basins

Upper Pliocene . 3. Mountains broken into blocks by cross-faults and basins formed
by subsidence

Stage of 2. Land between the mature valleys reduced to Tang-hien.

Tsouei-wei- narrow crests

i carn l.l Epeirogenetic uplift. .........J

VOL.

(ccxHJ.-B.

2

Nr
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Corresponding
Stage.

Lower Pliocene and Stag of r2. Long period of peneplanation; o0l surfaces )

late Miocene Kiao-ting- * upraised 4500 or 6000 tn. Pei.tai

chann 1. Wide uplift at end of Hiimalayan movements. > Peichan L Energetic excavation of river valleys. . . . l

Middle and Lower Himalayan uplift and formation of Yuninan Arc; carriage of large
Miocene and (?) areas by thrust planes from the N. on to Yunnan and N. TongOligocene. . . king; the belt to the N. of the older blocks of S.E. China

pressed sou thward against it.

Jurassic to Eocene Area stable and completely levelled by peneplanation

According to M. DEPRAT, all five subdivisions of the Fon-ho stage happened in the

late Pleistocene and are due to an uplift during that time. In north-western Yunnan,
however, the formation of the valleys began much earlier, and many of them were

excavated nearly to their present depth in the Pliocene. T'he Pliocene age of the
valleys and basins is indicated by the fossil inolluscs and mammals in the beds on their
floors.t The excavation of the valleys and. basins was far advanced before the end
of the Tang-hien, which is not later than Middle Pliocene. IThe Pliocene age of the

valleys is indicated by the lithological as well as by the paleontological evidence, for
the red beds on the floor of the Salween, Mekong and other valleys must have been

deposited under an arid climate. Flurther, the hii gher segmenits of the valleys (i.e.,
sub-stages one and two of DEPRAT) were certainlly pre-glacial; for the early Pleistocene
extension of the glaciers found these valleys already in existence.
We therefore consider that some of the events which DEPRAT1 referred to the two last

of the five divisions of the Fon-ho happened in th.e third stage or Tang-hien and were
therefore Middle Pliocene. This conclusion is consistent with the evidence from the
Himalaya. The Upper Siwalik beds at tChe southern foot of the Himalaya are Pliocene

and correspond to the Hin-ehou stage. When- thley were deposited the Himalayan
drainage was on much its present lines; for broad fans of gravel were deposited,
according to MEDLICOTT, opposite the moutlhs of some of the existing valleys which were
therefore well developed by the Upper Pliocene.
Mr. COGGIN BROWN has assigned to a Nan-tien stage some of the later developments

in the Taping valley. He has divided the stage into three divisions-peneplanation
after the Himalayan folding, the formation of basins by faulting, with the choking of
the valleys by sediments, and a final uplift; he included all three stages in the
Pliocene.t
* DE3PRAT'S reference of the Pei-tai stage to the late Miocene and early Pliocene does not agTee with the
Cretaceous age assigned to it by BAILEY WILI,IS.

-t For the Pliocene and Pleistocene ages of the mammals, see SCHLOSSER (1903, pp. 218-9); the molluscs
according to MANSUY are "Quaterniary " and Pliocene. (MANSUY, 1907, P. 471, and 1912, pp. 16-18.)
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The following table, in which Prof. BAILEY WILLIS'S terms from N. C
summarises the suggested outline of the later physiographic history of
Stage in N. China. Series. Events in Chinese Tibes and Adjaeent Areas.

Late Pleistocene Completion of canyon erosion.

Fon-ho Early Pleistocene Glacial extension; excavation of young canyons.
Later volcanic eruptions and faulting.

Tsing-ling of rHin-chou Upper Pliocene Accumulation of lignite, loess and red sa

B. WILLIS in the main valleys and basins. Climate arid.

Central China |Tang-hien Middle Pliocene Post-Himalayan faults and fou

,of S.W. China, Indo-China, Burma, and Assam

Early Pliocene Formation of high-level valleys and post-HimaUpper Miocene f layan faults. Volcanic eruptions.
Miocene-Oligocene Himalayan folding.

Pei-tai Lower Kainozoic Peneplanation of Tibet and Yunnaln. Major
Cretaceous f valleys trend W.-E.

The most important difference in this table from Prof. BAILEY WILLIS'S conclusions

is the omission of his great late Pleistocene uplift. FRECH (1911, in VON RICHTHOFEN,
vol. V, p. 242) had previously denied the great Quaternary uplift, from the paleontological

evidence; and we consider that the physiographic evidence agrees with FRECH'S view.
According to the above classification the main Himalayan line continued across Chinese
Tibet despite the meridional strike p'revailing there. The Himalayan line may therefore
be expected to extend farther eastward beyond Indo-China. The essential major facts
in the structure of eastern China are the existence of two great Sinian blocks of preCambrian rocks, one to the N. and one to the S., of which the latter extends southwestward into Cambodia and the Malay Peninsula. The nucleus of this South China
block consists of areas of gneiss; they were united by Paleozoic rocks and the whole
welded by Hercynian folding. The typical parts of China lie between these northern
and southern blocks; and the land near the southern block has been disturbed by

Kainozoic folding. A branch of the Himalayan fold-belt was bent backward, as the
Burmese arc, on the western margin of this Indo-Chinese mass; and we consider, from
the evidence referred to on pp. 255--256, that the continuation of the Himalayan line

passes along the northlern margin of that mass through Yunnan, S.E. Szechuan and.
through Kwei-chow, as the Nan Shan (i.e., Southern Mountains) of eastern China.

Accordinig to this view there is a continuous belt of fold-mountains from western
Europe to south-eastern China. The vast length and the course of this belt suggest
its formation by the crumpling of the junction of the northern mass of Eurasia and the
south temperate or taropical zone. If this long fold-mountain belt were due to the interaction betwveen the northern cap of the earth and its tropical girdle some continuation
2 N2
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of the crumpled belt might be expected to the E. of China; and there are indications
of the extension of the Alpine-Himalayan up]ift eastward into the Pacific.

PART VIII.-COMPARISON OF THE SEQUJENCE IN CHINESE 'T'IBET AND YUNNAN
WITH. TH AT IN EAST1 AFRICA.

In the development of south-eastern Asia the two greatest evenlts were the Himalayan

folding and the subsidence of the Inidian Ocean. In connection with the latter it is
natural to co:nsider whether the struct-ure of the lands to the east of the Indian Ocean

helps to explain that of the lands to the west of it. At first the comnplex topography
and geology of Indo-China seemed to conitaiin little in common with the sinmple plan
and sequence of evenits in East Africa. The difference between the two areas seemed
fundamental; butt recent geological investigations in south-eastern Asia have reveal-ed

some important resemblances between the E]ast African, an.d Indo-Chinese structures.

Equatorial East Africa is essentially a plateau region, comnposed mainly of Eozoic
gneisses anid schists, which appears to have stood above sea-level throlughout geological

time. Its margin was first reached by the sea in the Jurassic andl the Cretaceous,
while from the late Paleozoic to the Kainozoic eastern Equatori-al Africa was part of a

contin-ent which extended to India anid Australia.
South-eastern Asia, on the contrary, throughout earlier geological times -was a very
disturbed region with parts belowv sea level. Marinie representatives of all the

Paleozoic Systems occur, and it was not until the end of the Paleozoic that it was raise

as a whole above the sea. It becane part of the same land mass as Equatorial Afri
India and Australia, and its northern coast was washed by the Upper Jurassic and
Cretaceous seas, of which a gulf lay along the coast of East Africa.
Tn, and after the Cretaceous the clief geological events in East Africa were, first, a

wide uprise o-f the lan.d., which may be explained by sub-crustal flow of material displaced by the stubsidence of the Indian Ocean. This flow of material was partly
relieved by colossal volcanic outbreaks, which discharged the Kapitian lavas of East
Africa and the Deccan traps of Western India. Subsidences alonig the summit of the
upraised African belt produced the G-reat Rift Valley. The subsidences occurred at

intervals from the Oligocene to the Pleistocenie and were accompanied by succes
volcanic disturbances aind probably by enlargements of the Indian Ocean.

In Yunnan a similar series of events can be recogniised, including successive meridional
fractures ai)d subsidences and volcanic eruptions. A great meridional subsi(lence to
the W. of Yunnan formed the Irawadi valley, which was occupied by the sea from the
Eocene to the Miocene. During this time were discharged. the lavas of Teng-yueh.

The age of the first ertuptions has not been established by any associated fossils, but i

was certainly pre-Hin-chou, as-the older lavas are cut across by the faults that forme
the Nan-tien basin. Tlhe high dip of some of the lava,s indicates that they w^ere preHimalayan, and they mlay prove to be Oligocen.e and contemporary with the Doinlyan
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lavas of East Africa. The next stage was the Himalayan folding due to pressure from
the N.; it was approximately contemporaneous with the first series of rift-valley faults
in East Africa, which were Oligocene. After the Himalayan folding the Indo-Chinese
region was broken by meridional faults which were Pliocene in age and correspond to

the second series of rift-valley faults in East Africa. A third series of meridional faults
in Indo-China, some of which traversed the Pliocene deposits, are clearly Pleistocene

and correspond in age to the last series of rift-valley faults and wvere accompanied by
the later volcanic eruptions.

The faults in Indo-China had very diflerent effects from those of East Africa, as they
traversed a more complex structure. In Indo-China the faults are shorter and less
regular than in East Africa, and they produced sunklands more often than rift-valleys.

The Kainozoic faulting produced different topographic features in Indo-China from
those in East Africa, as the foundations of the two regions are fundamentally distinct.
Nevertheless, the meridional faults and accompanying volcanic disturbances in Indo-

China correspond in age and succession with those on the African side of the Indian
Ocean.
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APPENDIX I.-REPORT ON TRIASSIC, CARBONIFEROUS AND DEVONIAN

MOLLUSCA AND BRACIIIOPODA FROM YUNNAN, COLLECTED BY
PROF. J. W. AND MR. C. J. GREGORY IN 1922.

By F. R. COWPER REED, SceD., Sedgwick Museum, Cambridge.
LOCALITY 1. W. OF A-SHIH-WO. (E. OF PU-PIAO.)

UPPER CARBONIFEROUS.

Seven specimens of a rotten and much weathered limestone from this locality have

been submiitted to me for examiination. The following three species have been identified
indicating the Upper Carboniferous age of the rock

Spirifer cf. cameratus Alorton (4)
Spirifer cf. nikitini Tschern. (2)

UnJcinulus wangenheimi (Pand.) (1)
Spirifer cf. camjteratus MORTON.

A broken pedicle valve (F. 2) of a species of Spirifer occurs in the collection from this

locality, and it appears to be referable to the somewhat variable Sp. cameratus MORTON
resembling the examples which TSCHERNYSCHEW* figures from the Urals. The transversely subfusiform shape of the shell, the character of the beak, the hinge-area and the
ribbing agree in all respects, so far as they can be observed in the one specimen. The

wide shallow rounded sinus holds 8-10 ribs of the typical low rounded character, and
the laterat lobes show similar ribs occasionally dividing at some distance from the beak,
but mo+stly simple and subequal. MANSUY-t records Sp. camneratus from Laos and
Tonkin, and his figures indicate a shell like ours.

Dimensions Length, c. 28 mm.
Width, c. 50 mm.

Spirifer cf. nikitini TSCHERNYSCHEW.

There is a fragmentary pedicle-valve (F. 4) of a species of Spirifer, partly weathered
out on a small piece of limestone from the same locality. The valve was apparently

moderately convex and subeircular or oval in shape. The beak is moderately e'levated
and incurved, and the umbonal edges are rounded. The surface is longitudinally divided
by a narrow rounded median groove arising from the beak and widening slowly ante-

riorly, becoming a flat-bottomed narrow sinus holding one rib which occupies the whole
floor. On each side of it the lateral lobes arch up with a gentle convexity and are
covered by 11-12 low rounded closely placed ribs of rather unequal width, and a few of
* TSCHERNYSCIlEW,' Menm. Com. G6eol. Russ.,' vol. XVI, p. 2, pp. 138, 531, t.v., figs. 1-9, t. VI, fig. 8, t. XI,
figs. 2-A, t. XL, fig. 6.

t MANSUY, 'Meom. Serv. G6eol. Indo-chinc,'v ol. 1I, fasc. 4, 1913, p. 56, pl. v, figs. 4a, Tb.
2 o 2
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them seem to divide at about half their length. The rib in the sinus is simple and not
larger than any of those on the lateral lobes.

Dimensions:-Length, c. 21 mm.
Remarks.-This specimen seems more allied to Sp. nikitini TSCHERN.* than to
Sp. -mosquensts Fiscn (which belongs to the same group), for the sharper, more defined
median groove and ribbing agree better with the former as figuLred by TSCHERNYSCHEW.

It is a characteristic form of the Schwagerina horizon in the Urals. MANSUYt figures it
from Kham-keut.

Uncinulwis wangenheimi (PANDER).

lin the rotten limestone from the locality W. of A-shilh-wo there is on onle block a
weathered-out pedicle-valve of a rhynchonelloid shell, somewhat crushed but showing
the external characters with sufficient disti.nctness. The valve is transversely sub-

trianigular, the beak high pointed and acute, the cardinal edges diverge at rather mor
than a right angle, the lateral angles are rounded and the front margin is more or less

truncate(I in the middle. There is a strong broad median sinus deepening anteriorly,
with a flattened floor, and holding five equal angular ribs; the edges of the sinus are
steep, rising up to the triangular lateral lobes, which are elevated and carry 4-5 strong

angular ribs, the first two on each side of the sinus being considerably larger than those

lying in it. The ribs in all cases are continiuous from the beak to the margin, but are
weaker posteriorly. Subparallel dental plates are represented in our specimen by

slits, but the umbonal part is not well preserved.
Dimensions < Length, 16 - 5 mm.
F Width, 180 * mm,

Remarks.-This shell seems to be referable to Uncinultus wangenheimi (PANDER),4
a characteristic Upper Carboniferous species in the Urals, while U. jabien-sis WAAGEN,

from the Salt IRange? and Timorjl is closely allied.
LOCALITY 2. JANU-LA.

ThIC.e fossils froim. Jaul:1a comprise rTriassic, Carboniferous anid Devon
The Carboniferous fossils occur in a very dark grey bituminous limestone with an

irregular but sharp fracture, and the rock is of an entirely diflerent appearance to
that containing the Triassic fossils. B-ut there are also two brachiopods apparently of
* TSCHIERNYSCHEW, 'Me'm. Com. Gfeol. Russ.,' vol. XVI, pt. 2, pp. 154, 542, t. X, figs. 1, 2, t. XIII, fig. 2.
t MANSUY, ' Mem. Serv. Geol. Indochine,' vol. II, fase. 4, p. 66, pl. vi, fig. 4.
S TSCHERNYSCHEW, op. cit., pp. 72, 487, t. XLIV, figs. 3-5, t. XLVI, figs. 15-17, t. L, fig. 11.
? WAAGEN, ' Salt Range Foss.' I, p. 427, pl. XXXIV, fig. 2.

RBaOILT, " Perm. Brach. Tirnor" ('Paleont. Timor,' Lief. VII, No, XII, 1916), p. 61, t. CXXVI, fig. 13,
t. CXXVII, figs. 4-6.
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Carboniferous age, which are contained in a different and more horny matrix, and the
determination of the affinities of these two specimens has been a troublesome matter,

and even in the end there remains some doubt in my mind as to their geological age.
As far as their state of preservation allows their identification one seems comparable
to Camarophoria globosa TSCHERN., and the other may be allied to some Carboniferous species of Rhynchonella, though it mnust be regarded as a new species (Rh. ?
peregrina).

The Devonian fossil is an isolated specimen of UIncinulus which seems inseparable
specifically from U. procuboides, though it does not agree with the type of the species nor

with its variety lunytungpeensts which occurs in China and Tudo-China.
The Triassic fossils comprise the bulk of the species which have been identified in

the material sent to me from this locality, and quite nine-tenths of the small pieces of
rock seem to be referable to the same Triassic formation.

TRIAS.

The majority of the fossils from Janu-la occur in a light gray compact limestone,
which varies somewhat .ithologically. The best preserved specimens are in a rock of

a rather horny texture with a clean sharp subconchoidal fracture an.d varying in colour

from light gray to pale buff or pale pinkish buff, and in some cases dark grayish brown.
Scarcely separable in hand specimens is a rock of the grayish colour with aII unevenII,
rather sugary, non-conchoidal fracture. It is possible that these lithological types

represent different beds and horizons, but the fossils are insuifficient to prove this,
in some cases it is difficult to separate the types of matrix. The principal type is the
horny compact one (a), and it seems to pass (sometimes even in the same fragment)

imperceptibly into the sugary type (b).
As regards the age of this assemblage of Triassic fossils we note that the following are
allied to or comparable, if not identical with, Upper Triassic species:-

Aulacothyris angusta SCHL. var. nov. yunnanensbs.

Terebratula (OWnothyrts) janilensis sp. iiov.
Dielasma sp. b.

Athyrts, cf. dieneriB I3TTN.

Waldheimtia (Cruratua), aff. eudoxa BITTN.
Rhynchonella (Halorella) deludens sp. nov.
aff. concordice BITTN.
Pecten cf. discites SaHL.

Pseudomonotis aft. tllyrica BITTN.
Daonella ? sp.
Avic-ula sp.

Neritaria ? s,p.
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Of Muschelkalk species or allied forms there are the following
Aulacothyris angusta SCHL.

Athyris cf. stoliczkai BITTN.
? Monotis janulensis sp. nov.
? Orthoceras sp.

The only Lower Triassic affinity is shown by the lamellibranch Pseudomonotis aff.

ivanowi BITTN.
List of Triasstc Spectes.

(The numbers in brackets after the names are those attached to the specimens.)

Aulacothyyris angusta (SCHLOTHEIM), (82) (67) (73).
var. nov. yunnanensis (85) (20) (53) (92) (38).

aff. Cangsta (SClILOTHEIM) (79).
'i,elasma hiaayanumn BITTNIER (80).

olivaIcforne sp. nov. (51).
Terebratula (C&3nothyris) Janulensis sp. nov. (84).

sp. (29) (44) (61) (203).
sp. b. (42).

Athyris (!Spirigera) ef. dieneri BI3JTTN. (23).

X, I ,; cf. stoliczkai BITTN. (28).
}Valdheinia (Crwratula) aff. carinthiaca (IROTHPL.) (10).

Rhynchonella (Ilalorella) deludens sp. n0ov. (74) (202) (54).
aff. concordiw3 BiTrN. (58).

sp. (48) (37) (25) (24) (31) (21 ?)
Neritaria ? sp. (27).
Orthoceras sp. (9).
Pecten cf. discites SCHLOTH. (17).
Monotis janulensis sp. nov. (69).

Pseudomonotis cf. illyrica ]3ITJTNEP, (45).
aff. ivanowti BITTNER (46).
Daonella ? sp. (55).
Avicula ? sp. (214).
Aulacothyrts augusta (SCHLOT1EIM).

There is one conmplete specimen (F 82) quite free from matrix and well preserved,
which must be referred to A. augusta (SHLLoTHEIM), as defined by BITTNER.* It is a well

known Muschelkalk species, and several varieties have been recognised.t The sharp
* BITTNE , 'Abh. k.k. Geol. Rieichsanst.,'v ol. XIV, p. 7, t. XXXVI, figs. 41-47.
t BITTNER, Op. c&t., p. 8, t. XLI, figs. 23, 26; SALOMON, 'Palaontographica,' vol. XLII, I, p. 105, t. 111,
figs. 35-39.
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umbonal ridges, defining the false hinge-area and the median longitud'ina

the front of the sinus in the brachial valve are distinct and help to sepa

a]lied A. lilangensts BITTNER from the Himalayan Trias.* The median
specimen. oily begins at about one-third the Jength of the brachial valv
and umbonal part of this valve beirng convex. T'he anlterior margin. is
a tongue, and its sinuation is broad, shallow and rounded. The sinuation of the lateral

margins is gentle and forms a weak sigmoidal c-urve. The proportions of the length and
breadth of our specimen agree with the European species.
rLength, 12 0 mm.
Dimensions -Breadth, 10*5 mm.

lThickness, 6-5 mm.
Aulacothiyris ai$qusta, var. riov. yunnanenses.
(Plate 8, fig. 1.)

Shell suboval, very unequally bicouvex, anterior end subtruncate. Pedicle valve
deep, suiTcarinate, the gently arched sides sloping down at an angle of 60-o75? from the
median carinatiotn, which becomes more marked and sharper towards the beak; lateral
margins broadly but rather strongly sinuated in a sigmoidal cuirve; beak elevated,
slightly incurved, acute, witlh slhort sharp curved umbonal ridges defining slightly
concave false hinge-area. Brachial valve very shallow, arched strongly from beak to
anterior margin, but more or less flattened from side to side for its wlhole length, with
strongly impressed median longitudinal groove continuous from beak to anterior margin
arnd lying ini floor of very shallow median depression, which divides the surface of the
valve i.lto a pair of l.ow rounded or flattenied lobes. In,terior of brachial valve with median

septum extending nearly its whole length. Pedicle valve with pair of short dental
plates diverging at 450 on each side of a short l-ow median ridge. Surface of val.ves
ornamented with fine concentric lines.

P. 8t5 F. 20 F. 53

rLength .. 175 - -- mm.

Dimensionsi Width .. .. .. 150 160 16-0 mm.
LThickness .. .. .. 1.0 120 12-5 mm.
Remarks.-There are three fairly complete specimens (F.

collection, of which F. 85 is nearly free from matrix. Tw

probably referable to it. It is much like A. angtista var

sinus in the brachial valve is less marked in our shell., ani

to sid.e. The variety inerassatal is more closely allie
* BITTNER, 'Himal. Foss.,' vol. III, pt. 2 (Palaont. Ind.), p.
t SALOMON, Op. Cit., P. 105, t. III, figs. 35-38.

$ BITTNER, 'Abh. k.k. Geol. Reichsanst.,' vol. XIV, p. 8, t. XL
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examples of A. cf. zirlensis W6HRMANN, figured by BITTNER*

oI Lake Balaton seem to be identical with our variety, judging
A nlacothyris aff. ac'mqgasta (SCHLOTHTEIM).

One small verv convex pedicle-valve (F. 79) partly imbedded
larker and rmore horny limestone than that containing the majority of the specimens
from Janu-la, is worothy of notice because of (1) the unusually well marked carination of
the valve for nearly its whole length, the sides descending more steeply than in the

others, and (2) the presence of two strong concentric growth-ridges which cross th
surface forming a weak back-ward curve on the carina, which suggests that the anterior
margin was slightly excavated in the middle. The posterior growth-ridge crosses thte

valve at about half its length; the anterior onie is submarginal, and finer concentric

growvth-lines are present between them. Trhe punctuate character of the shell is beautifully showni. As far as can be seen the umrlbonal shloulders are rather longer than ustual,
reaching to the middle of the shell whlere it is widest, and diverging at an angle of 60?
to 75?. Whether this shell is more allied to A. a6ngustceformis BOECKII than to some

variety of A.. angusta SCIILOTH. is uncertain, but I ami inclined to associate it with the
latter.

s fLength, c. 7 mm.
DsWidth, c. 5 mm.
Waldhzeimia (Cruratula) aft. eudoxa BITTNER.

One pedicle-valve (F. 10) of a small brachiopod measuring 13 mm. in length and
13.5 mm. in widtlh with the shell partly preserved has a subtriangular shape, a hligh
acutely pointed incur-ved beak with long slop.ing shoulders, a subtruncate arLterior
end and a strong convexity froni side to side and from back to front. In all these

characters it seems to resemble TValdheimnia (Cruratula) eudoxa BITTNE1Rt anid the

closely allied W. (Cr.) carinthiaca ROTHPL.t from the Upper Trias of Southern Europe.
Some smaller less perfect fragments (F. 87, F. 81, F. 77, F. 13, F. 43) may possibly belong
to the same species.

Dielasmna cf. hirnalayanumi, BITTNER.

One fairly good specimen (F. 89) which. may be compared with this species? occurs
i.n the collection it is partlv imbedded in mnatrix and the aniterior miargin is broken off,
* BITTNER, 'Result. Wiss. Erforsch. Balaton Sees,' vol. I, i, Pal. Anh. Pt. II, 1912, p. 1 2, t. I, figs. 2-7.
t BITTNER, 'Abh. k.k. Geol. Reichsa,nst,' vol. XIV, p. 127, t. IV, figs. 18-23.
- Ibid., p. 67, t. I, fig. 15, p. 127, t. IV, fig. 17, p. 156, t. XXXVII, fig. 20, and' Philipp, Zeitschr. Deut. Geol.
Gesell,' vol. LVI, 1904, p. 63, t. IV, figs. 1-18.

? BLrTNER, 'iEimal. Foss.' vol. III, pt. 2 (Paloeont. Ind.), p. 25, pl. V, figs. 1-8, 10, 11.
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but it shows most of the brachial valve and the beak and umbonal region of the opposite

valve. The brachial valve has a weak broad concentric depression across its middle,
causing the posterior part to be somewhat more convex and elevated than the rest of the
valve, and this part is also crossed by two or three low rounded concentric rugee. But
probably this charaeter is due to an injury during growth. A low broad flattened indefinite
median fold seems developed anteriorly. The strongly divergent crura and short thin

medial septum are clearly visible where the shell has been worn away. The broad
somewhat flattened beak of the pediele-valve with a large apical foramen and prominent
short umbonal. ridges is well seen in our specimen, and in its whole assemblage of
characters it most resembles figures 6 and 11 (op. cit.) of BITTNER'S original specimens of
D. himalayantum fromn the Himalaya.

DimfensionsLength, 22 - 0 mm.
mWidth 175 mm.
Dielasma ? olivceforme, sp. nov.
(Plate 8, fig. 2.)

Shell elongated oval, widest across middle, subequally biconvex; margins simple,
regular, without sinuation. Pedicle-valve gently convex, most so posteriorly and,
subearinate near umbo; surface without fold or sinus; anterior margin sharply rounded;
beak high, gently incurved, acute, with umbonal shoulders straight, rounded, and

diverging at about 350 to middle of length of valve. Brachial valve less convex, withotit
fold or sinus. Surface of shell minutely punctuate, and covered with fine concentric
strise, with a few coarser growth ridges near the anterior margin.

rLength, 19 mm.
Dimensions( Width (max.), 11 mm.
LThickness, c. 8 mm.

Remnarks.-Only one specimen (F. 51) has been observed in the collection, anld thi.s
has the brachial valve buiried in the matrix. The shape and general characters suggest

that it is allied to WIValdheirmia eudoxa BITTN. var. angastissitma FRECIi* fronm

the equivalent of the Raibl Beds in Hungary, but it also bears some resemblance to the
Permian Dielasma elongatum SCHLOTHEIM. Thus the shell from the Productus Limestone of Dongvan which MANSUYt termed D. baolacense has a somewhat similar outline.
This Permian species D. elongatum varies considerably in shape, and has a wide distribution, DIENERI. recording it from Chitichun. The shape of our shell suggests the name
oliva?forine.
* FRECH, ' Result. Wiss. Erforsch. Balaton Sees,' vol. I, i, Pal. Anlh. pt. 2, p. 42, text fig. 58.

t MANSUY, ' Mem. Serv. Geol. Indochine,' vol. V, fasc. 4, 1916, p. 37, pl. VI, figs. 4a-d,
D:' DIENER, 3Himal. Foss.,' vol. 1, pt. 5, 1913, p. 41, pl. I, fig. 9, pl. II, fig. 4.
VOL.

CCXIII.-B.

2

P
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Terebratula (Ccenothyris) janulensis, sp. Inov.
(Plate 8, fig. 3.)

Shell subovate, widest behind middle, narrowing anteriorly to subparabolic anterior
end; lateral union of valves broadly situated in gentle sigmoidal curve. Pedicle-valve
strongly convex from back to front, but less convex from side to side in posterior two-

thirds and flattened in anterior third, whi.ch is produced as a short tongue with slightly

excavated lateral margins and sharply rouinded tip. Beak moderately high and incurved,
with slightly concave rounded umbonal slopes; false hinge-area very small, with rather
obscure curved sharp edges; apical foramen small. Brachial valve less deep than opposite
valve, very slightly convex from back to front, more so from side to side in posteri.or

half; median anterior portion form;ing indistinct slightly flattened broad fold, corresponding to tongue in other valve, and bounded by broad shallow rounded depressions

on each si(le and the accompanying wide marginal rounded sinuations of the junction of
the valves. Surface of shell densely pitted, the pits closel]y and regularly arranged in
concentric and curved diagonal lines. Concentric growth-ridges fairly distinct, with
one specially strong on.e at about two-thirds the length of the shell; traces of a few

equidistanit widely spaced thread-like radial lines oil anterior part of fold of brachial
valve. Interior of pedicle-valve with pair of stout dental plates in beak diverging at a

small angle; brachial valve with narrow elongated muscle-scar.
FLength, 22 V0 mum.

Dimnenisions2 Widtlh (maximum), 1 8 - 0 mn.
of tongue at tip, 9 5 rum.

LThickness, 11P4.
Remarks.-- The foregoing description is drawn uip from onie perfect detached shell
(F. 84) with only a small piece of matrix adhering to the beak, and this consists of the
pale horny type of limestonie mentioned above. XVith regard to its affinities ouir specimen
seems almost identieal with the shell figured by BITTNER as T. piriforinis SUESS var.*

from the Alpine Trias and closely resembles the mutation alexandrina FRECHt from the
' Sandorhegver Kalk ' (equivalent to the Raibl Beds) in the Lake Balaton area, Hungary.
It also distantly resembles some of the shells attributed by Dienerti to Dielasma himialayanum BITTNER. But it is sufficiently distinct from the types of both of these
species to warrant a new specific designation. Its relation to Coenothyris vulgaris
SCHLOTH seems to be close, though it is quite unlike the shell from the Trias of
* BITTNER, ' Abh. k.c. Geol. Reichsanst.,' vol. XIV, p. 278, t. XXVI, fig. 1.

t FRECH, 'Result. Wiss. Erforsch. Balaton Sees,' vol. I, i, Pal. Anh. V, p. 70, text-figs. 9a, b,
figs. 3 a-d, 4a, b.

" DIENER, 'ilimal. Foss.,' vol. V, pt, 3, p. 25), pl. V, figs. 1-8, 10, 11.
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Pi-che-tshai Yunnan, ascribed to t;his species by MANSUY,* and BITT
from Spiti, compared with this species has also a completely different shape.

Terebratula, sp. a.

Shell broadly oval, widest across middle, valves somewhat compressed, without definite

fold or sinus and with simple lateral uniion, weakly sinuated oin front margin. Pediclevalve gently convex, with high acutely pointed incurved beak, umbonal edges rounded
and diverging at abouit 30o?45'. Brachial valve gently convex, less so than opposite
valve but most elevated posteriorly; beak small, incurved, slightly elevated; umbonal
edges diverging at 750; interior with. thin median septum extending about one-third
the length of the valve. Surface of shell ornamented with very fine concentric lines,
a few stronger growth-ridges and dense punctO.
F.44 F.29

fLength of shell . . 100 12-0 mm.

DWidth of shell .. 10*0 9*0 mm.
Remarks.-Two fairly well preserved examples (F. 44, F. 29) of this little shell occur
imbedded in matrix with the brachial valve uppermost and exposed; the beak of the
opposite valve is also visible. Several other fragmentary specimens (F. 61, 203) may

belong to the same species. The trute generic reference of these small shells is doubtful
and they more resemble in external appearance some Upper Paleozoic species of

Eurella and Cryptoniella thani any common Triassic forms. But the figures of the
Triassic species Terebrat%laa neglecta BITTNER and T. capsella BITTNER? given by
BITTNER possess a great likeness in general shape and umbonal characters, and we may

tentatively regard them as comparable with these species.

Terebratula, sp. b.

There is one nearly perfect specimen of another terebratuloid shell (F. 42) from Janu-la
which seems to possess more the characters of the shell from Rimkin Paian figured by

BITTNER as Ter. aff. htmalaygana (Hiimal. Foss., vol. I1I, p. 27, pl. V, fig. 12, non 13)
rather than of the one included under this name from S.E. of Muth, Spiti (op. cit.,

pl. V, fig. 13). The shape of our shell is, however, more subquadrate and less rounded

on t.he sides than in the above described form, the sides being nearly parallel and the
anterior end very broadly rounded; there is also a wide but very slight anterior sinuation

of the anterior margin.; the beak of the pedicle-valve is lower, less acute and less
* MANSUY, ' M?em. Serv. Geol. Indochine,' sol. I, fasc. 2, 1912, p. 119, pl. XXI, figs. 8a-f.

t BITTNER 'lHi]inal. Foss.,' vol. III, pt. 2, p. 28, pl. V, fig. 14.
1 BITTNER, 'Abh. k.k. Geol. Reichsanst.,' vol. XIV, p. 60, t. I, fig. 3.
? Ibid., p. 64, t. I, fig. 12.

2 p 2
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prominent and that of the brachial valve is more obtuse, more swollen and more marked,
and faint radial lines rather widely spaced are present on the flanks.

C]ength, 12 mm.

Dimensions. Width, 10 m-m.

L Thickness, 6 mmn.

DIielasma haydeni DIENER* from the Carnic beds of the Himalaya may be compared
for its outline, and the low obtuse beak of the pedicle-valve is rather similar, but it has
a flatter brachial valve, and T. capsella BITTN. and Ter. ex. aff. piriformnis SUESS figured

by BITTNERt from the Alps are probably more closely allied.
Athyris [Spirigera] cf. dzeneri, I3ITTNER.
There is one specimen (F. 23) comparable to this Himalayan species,+ showing the
beak of the pedicle-valve and part of the brachial valve of the same individual. The
high incurved acute beak of the pedicle-valve with its concave shoulders and large

apical foramen, aind the rather large beak of the opposite valve with the median

lonigitudinal impressed line traversing the valve are clearly seen. The concentric
ornamentation of the surface can also be detected, but the specimen is imperfect and

mostly buried in matrix. BITTNER (op. cit.) describes this species from the horizon of
Spiriferina griesbachi in the Himalaya and figures many stages of growth and some
varieties; those shells shown in his figures 1-5 bear the closest resemblance to our
specimen. DIENER? figures the species from the Monotis beds (Noric) of Mani.

Athyris [Spirqigera] cf. stoliczkai BITTNER ?.

The variable species described as Spiriaera stoliczkai (BITTNER)II from the horizon

of Spiriferina stracheyi in the Trias of the Himalaya appears to be represented in the
present collection by a brachial and pedicle-valve on the same piece of rock (F. 28).
The shape of this species and the convexity of the valves varies greatly, according to
I3ITTNER; our specimen is one of the more transverse and shorter forms, measuring
12 mm. in length and about 14-5 mm. in width.

Rhynchonella (Ilalorella? ) deludens sp. nov.
(Plate 8, fig. 4.)

Shell transversely subeircular, widest across middle, the anterior and lateral margins
forming a regular curve; much dorso-ventrally compressed, both valves being very
shallow and flattened. Pedicle-valve very slightly convex posteriorly, flattened
* DIENER, 'Himal, Foss.,' vol. V, pt. 3, p. 59, pl. CI, figs. 6-10.

t BITTNER, ' Abh. k.k. Geol. Reicisanst.,' Vol. XIV., p. 137, t. IV, fig. 13.
:. BITTNER, 'Himal. Foss.,' vol. TII, pt. 2, p. 54, p1. X, figs. 1-14.
? DIENER, 'Himal. Foss.,' vol. V, pt,. 3, 1908, p. 125, pl. XXIII, fig. 1.
1I BITTNER, 'iHimal. Foss.,' vol. III, pt. 2, p. 23, pl. ITI, figs. 1-17.
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anteriorly, especially depressed in median portion, thus represenbing a ver

sinus ; beak prominent, erect (broken off in specimen F. 74); surface of valve covered
with 28-30 straight low angular ribs of equal size of which the median 8-10 lie in the

faint median depressioni. and the last 2-3 lateral ones bordering the umbonal edges are
slightly curved.; lateral umbonal cardinal areas small, lanceolate, concave, smooth
and at right angles to general surface of valve.I Brachial valve very slightly conzvex,
not more so than opposite valve with smnal]ler concave lateral uambonal cardinal areas

having sharp curved upper edge ; ribbing apparently the same as on the pedicle-valve;
beak small, obtuse, low, incurved.
rLength, c. 17 mm.

Dimensions (F. 7a)> Width, c. 1 9 mm.
tThickness, c. 6 mm.

Remarks.-There are two examples (F. 74 and F. 202) of this species which is
remarkable for its flattened compressed form, subeircular shape, absence of distinct

sinus or fold and numerous ribs. Another fragment (F. 54) is probably referable to the
same species. The best preserved specimen (F. 74) has nearly the whole of the pediclevalve exposed, but the beak is broken, and the brachial valve, except for the umbonal
region, is buried in matrix. It seems probable that this shell should be referred to
the subgenus Halorella rather than to Rhynchonella sens. str., for some examples of
H. pedata BRONN.* bear a considerable resemblance.
Rhynchonella aft. concordice BITTNER.

There is a weathered longitudinal natural section of a species of Rhynchonella (F. 58)
exposed in the surface of a small piece of limestone from Janu-la which deserves
description. The shell is transversely subpentagonal in shape, and the beak of the
pedicle-valve is acutely pointed and elevated and shows two short dental plates diverging

at about 500; the umbonal slopes are slightly concave and diverge from the beak at

about 110?-120?. The anterior margin shows nine coarse ang'ular ribs of equal size,
of which three form a median group, apparently corresponding to a flattened fold on
the brachial valve, and three lie on each side of it. The surface of the valve is

completelv destroyed, the ribs only showing as tooth-like projections on the marg
The length is 11 25 mm. and the width 13 0 mm. Probably this shell belongs to the
group. of species of Rhynchonella containing Rh. concordice BI3TTNER,t but there is only

the shape and small number of the ribs by which to judge.
Rhynchonella ? sp.

Several fragments (F. 48, 31, 37, 24, 25) of the valves of a IRhynchonelloid are
probably referable to one and the same species, but even the genus is uncertain, as no
* BITTNER, 'Abh. k.k. Geol. Reichsanst.,' vol. XIV, pp. 179-183, t. XVII.
t BITT-NER, 'Abh. k.k. Geol. Reichsanst.,' vol. XIV, p. 264, t. XXVII, figs. 1-17.
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generic criteria are preserved. The best specimen (F?. 48) shows the left half of the
pedicle-valve, but the sinus is hidden by matrix. On the lateral lobe of the triangular
shell there are six ribs (with traces of a seventh) ; they are strong, simple angullar and
nearly straight, with their extremities slighltly curved back; with. the exception of the
last two ribs along the cardinal margin they are of equal strength, bitt the cardinal
ri. is nmueh smaller; all are continuous from the beak to the mnargin, an(d the unmbonal

anigle seemns to have been larger than a right angle. The length of this specimen seems
to htave been 10-11 mm. Whether this shell is more allied to Rh. banmbanagensis of the
Himalayan rrias than to some other species must remain a matter of doubt.
Pecten, cf. dqscites iSCHLOTHEIM.
This well known species* seems to be represented by one small specimen (F. 17) show-

ing the beakc, one ear and part of the body and part of the otlher ear. TIhe characters
and ornamentation agree precisely, and the straight groove on the surface running

obliquely down from the beak at a slight angle to the line of junction of thle body and
ear can be distinctly observed. The variety microtis which BITTNERt figures from the

Trias of Russia seems very similar to our shell, and P. subdemnissus MUNST. from the
St. Cassian beds4 and from the Megalodon limestone of Chabrang in the Himalaya?

may be compared. KITTLIj has described three new species of Pecten, allied to P. dtscites
from the Trias of the Sarajevo district, all of which resemble our fragmentary specimen

in several respects, and P. prcemissus BITTN.? from the Trias of Hungary is also mnuch
like it, but on the whole it seems preferable to refer it to P. discites. MANSUY** figures a
fragmentary valve of a Pectenb from the Trias of Tongking as P. cf. subdemnissus MUNST.,
which is probably identical with our shell.
Monotis janulensis sp. nov.
(Plate 8, fig. 5.)

Shell subeircular; hinge-line straight, less than maximum width of shell. Riglht

valve with subeentral elevated acute beak and gently convex body, most convex in

unmbonal region but not sharply marked oft from flattented ill-defined anterior and

posterior ears; anterior margin of valve strongly arched forwards, meeting hinge-line
at very obtuse angle and passing below into general circular outline of valve; anterior
* SALOMON, ' Palaoontographica,' vol. XLII, I, 1895, p. 109, t. IV, figs. 24-26, 20-23.
t BUTTNER, 'M'rM. Com. G-eol. Russ.,' vol. VII, No. 4, p. 2, t. I, figs. 12-18.
+ Id., 'Abh. k.k. Geol. Reichsanst.,' vol. XVIII, p. 164, pl. XIX, fig. 29.
? DIENER, 'Himal. Foss.,' vol. V, No. 3, p. 138, pl. XXIV, fig. 12.

11 KITTL, 'Jahrb. k.k. Geol. Reichsanst.,' vol. LIII, 1903, pp. 710, 711, text-figs.
? BITTNER, 'Result. Wiss. Erforsch. Balatoii Sees,' vol. I, i, Pal. Anh. II, No. 3, p. 38, t. V, figs. 12-14.
** MANSUY, ' Mem. Serv. Geol. Indochine,' vol. II, fasc. III, 1914, pp. 69, 70, pl. VIII, figs. 1 and 3.
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ear flattenied and horizontal in cardinal region but sloping up gradually into b

Posterior margin nearly straight, meeting hinge-line at obtuse angle of ab
posterior ear very narrow, depressed, not clearlv marked off from body, wit

margin somewhat thickened and raised. Surface of shell marked with 18-20 fine

like subequidistant- radii of equal strength, of which most are primaries but so

in the interspaces at about half the length; interspaces wide, subequal., flat; whole
surface crossed by rather widely spaced concentric lines, most distinict in the interspaces. Anterior and posterior ears devoid of radial lines, but possessing concentric
striation.

Dimensions1 Length, 6-3 mm.
Height, 6 - 0 mm.

Remarks.-There is only one specimen (F. 69) of this small species, and it must be
referred to the genus Monotis. But the radial ribbing and concentric lineation produce
a faint cancellation of the surface as in Amonotis cancellaria KITTL*; the ears, however,
in our specimen are devoid of radial markings and there are no concentric rugae crossing
the surface. rhe ornamentation is much like that of Pseudomonotis (Avicula) himaica
BITTN.t of the subrobustus beds of the Himalaya.
Pseudomonotis cf. illyrica BITTNER.

MANSUYt has figured an imperfect shell from the Trias of Tchong-ko-lo, Yunnan,
as Pseudomonotis cf. illyrica BITTNER,? a species originally described from the Trias
of the Ukraine, and in the present collection from Janu-la there is a fragment (F. 45)
of a shell showing precisely the same type of ornamentation and possessing the same
outline; but the ears are not visible, being buried in the tough limestone matrix. The
ornamenitation consists of sharp narrow rather prominent radial ribs which extend from

the beak to the margin and between them are intercalated in each concave interspace

a finer less promiinent secondary rib arising at some distance from the beak. All the
ribs seem provided with small scabrosities, and the regular equidistant arrangement of
both primaries and secondaries is a marked feature. The surface valve is gently convex,
most so towards the beak which is hidden, and the height of the shell seems about
8 mm.

Pseudomonotis aff. ivanovi B3ITTNER.

A portion (F. 46) of the left valve of a species of Pseudomonotis shows the greater part
of the body, beak and anterior ear, but the rest of the shell and the lower margins are

broken off or hidden by matrix. The body is subtriangular and moderately convex,
* KITTL., 'Jahrb. k.k. Geol. Reichsanst.,' vol. LIII, 1903, p?. 726, text-fig. 47.

t BITTNER, ' Himal. Foss.,' vol. III, pt. 2, p. 10, pl. I, figs. 16-21.
j MANSUY, 'Mem. Serv. Geol. Indochine,' vol. I, fasc. 2, 1912, p. 120, pl. XXI, figs. 10 a-d.
? BITTNER, ' Jahrb. k.k. Geol. Reichsanst.,' vol. LI, 1901, ). 227, t. VII. figs. 13, 14.
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more so towards the beak which is pointed, the sides diverging at about 60? and sloping

down steeply to the anterior flattened horizontal triangtular ear which is not sharply
marked off from it; posteriorly the body slopes (lown more gradually, but is sharply
separated from the depressed posterior ear which is obscurely traceable and seems to be
larger than the aniterior one. The surface of the body is orlnamented with numerous

(16-20) fine sharp equidistant radial riblets continuous from the beak to the margin,
and a few (5-8) straight similar but more closely placed riblets are visible on the anterior
ear. The interspaces between the ribs on the body are flattened, and occasionally a
finer shorter secondary riblet seems to arise in them at about half the leng,th of the shell;

a fin.e concentric striationi crosses the whole surface, rising inito small scabrous (?)
prominences oni the primary ribs.
The true dimensions of our specimen are almost impossible to (determine, but it seems

to have had a height of 7-9 mm. and a length of about 7 mm. along the hinge-line. With

regard to its affinities, we may compare Ps. venetiana HAUER,* Ps. multiformits

BITTNERt and Ps. inequicostata BEN., all from the Lower rrias of Europe. The firstmentioned has more nulmerous and closer riblets and has closer relations to Ps. illyrica
BITTNER above mentioned. A shell was described and figured by BITTNER4 frOM

the Otoceras beds of the Himalaya as Avicula af$. venetiana, which seems to bear a

considerable resemblance to our specimen from Janu-la. But Ps. ivanovi BITTNER,?
from the Lower Trias of Russia, seems to be more closely allied than any of the above

mentioned, though the radii are usually fainter.
Daonella sp.

One fragMeent of a flat valve (1F. 55) shows the straight radial impressed lines of Daone

or Halobia set at rather unequal distances apart, anid has the flat ribs between them
usually divided unequally and rather irregularly by two or three similar shorter impressed

lines towards the margins. A few low rounded concentric rugae indicate the shape of
the shell, and fine close concentric striation covers the whole surface.
T'he genieric reference of this smaall fragment is doubtful, but it seems allied to D.

tomm,masii PHILIPPjj of the Predazzo Trias and to D. indtica BITTNER,? which has been
recorded by MAINSUY** from several localities in Indo-China and by WANNERtt and
others from Timor. D. loveni BOHM+ T from Bear Islandi may also be compared.
* BITTNER, ' Jahrb. k.k. Geol. Reichsanst.,' vol. XL-VIII, 1898, p. 712, t. XV, figs. 2-4.

t BITTNER, 'Mrem. Cor. Geol. Russ.,' vol. VII, 4, p. 10, t. II, figs. 15-19.
1 BITTNER, 'Hiimal. Foss.,' vol. III, pt. 2, p. 6, pl. I, fig. 8.
? BITTNER, 'Mrem. Com. Geol. Russ.,' vol. VII, 4, p. 8, t. I, figs. 1-9.

PHII,PP, 'Zeitschr. Deut. Geol. Gesell.,' vol. LVI, 1904, p. 61, t. III, figs. 16-20.

? BITTNER, 'Himal. Foss.,' vol. III, pt. 2, p. 39, t. VII, figs. 4-l.
** MANSUY, op. cit., vol. VIII, fasc. 1, 1921, p. 84, pl. III, fig. 13.

tt WANNER, 'Neues Jahrb. f. Miner. Geol.,' Beil. Bd. XXIV, 1907, p. 202, t. IX, figs. 2, 3.
4 BOHNM, ' Kongl. Svensk. Vet. Akad. Handl.,' vol. XXXVII, 1903, No. 3, p. 33, t. III, figs. 22, 25, 30, 31.
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Avicula ? sp.
One smnall but nearly perfect specimen (F. 214) of the left valve of an aviculoid shell

occurs in the collection from Janu-la. The shell is high, suboblong in shape and slightly
oblique, the axis of the body making a large angle with the hinge-line, and the posterior

margin of the shell is nearly vertical below but excavated above. The ends of the hingeline and extremities of both ears are hidden by matrix, but the anterior seems rather
long, extending some distance down the anterior edge of the valve; the posterior ear is

larger and flatter, being more sharply marked off from the body, and is apparently
produced into an acute point behind. The body is narrow, elongated and triangular,
and is moderately convex in the umbonal region, but is flattened below; the beak is

acutely pointed, the sides diverging at about 300, and it is situated at about one-third
the length of the hinge-line; the body descends posteriorly rather steeply to the ear.

A few concentric growth-ridges which are rather wide apart cross the body and ears.
The height of the shell is about 11 mm.
The reference of this shell to the genus Avicula rather than to Gervillia or Bakewellia
seems probable, and it appears to resemble A. torelli BOHM* of the Upper Trias of
Bear Island, but its specific affinities are uncertain.
Neritaria ? sp.

The single representative of the gasteropods in the collection from Janu-la is a minute
shell (fig. 27) which is partly buried in matrix, but appears to possess the characters

of some species of the genus Neritaria KOKEN. The general shape, the large bodywhorl and the two minute whorls of the low spire seem to resemble N. candidca KITTL
as figured by BOHMt from the Marmolata limestone. Our specimen is less than 1 mm.
in height.
Orthoceras sp.

There is one fragnmentary specimen (F. 9) of a species of Orthoceras in the collection
from Janu-la which has both ends and most of one side irregularly broken off. The

surface of the shell is weathered so that the ornamentation cannot be detected, and the
siphuncle cannot be positively located. But near the upper end traces of the septa

may be observed, and they are seen to be.-numerous, horizontal, and closely placed,
eight or nine apparently occurring in a distance equal to the diameter. The section
of the shell is circular or subeircular, and the rate of tapering very slow, being about

I in 10 or 12. The lenigth of the fragmentary specimen is about 45 mm. and its diameter
at its upper enid about 27 mnm. None of the species of Orthoceras described by Diener
from the Himalayan Muschelkalk seem to be identical, but at any rate our specimen is
* BOHM, 'Kongl. Svensk. Vet. Akad. Handl.,' vol. XXXVII, 1903, No. 3, p. 25, t. 3, figs. 13, 16, 1T,
21, 26.

t BOHM, 'Paleontographica,' vol. XLII, 4, 5, 1895, p. 236, t. XV, figs. 11, la-p.
VOL.

CCXIII.-B.
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too poorly preserved and imperfect for any satisfactory comparison. Jt is not impossible
that it should be referred to the genus Atractites rather than to Orthoceras.

CARBONIFEROUS.

A. The following fossils have been identified in the very dark gray bituminous limestone from Janu-la. Only four fragments of this rock occur in the collection and only
two genera and species can be determined

Carnarophoria cf. mutabilis TsCIIE1RN. (12) (14).
Productus cf. mammatus KEYS. (11).

Brachiopod, gen. indet (15).
B. There are two other fossils from Janu-Ia which occur in a more horny and lighter
coloured rock and are of rather doubtful age. Both are imperfect, but as far as their
characters can be made out both have closer Carboniferous than Triassic affinities.

Carnarophoriia cf. globosa TSCAERN. (86).
Rhynchonella ? peregrinma, sp. nov. (83) (? 7).
Camarophoria cf. mutabilis TSCHERNYSCHE W.

Shell transversely subelliptical. Pedicle-valve trilobed, rather stron,gly convex from
back to front, with median sinus commencing at about one-tlir(d its length and rapidly

expanding to front margin, the sides curving out and the lateral edges becoming elevated;
floor of sinus flattened and broad anteriorly occupving more than middle third of margin ;

lateral lobes sharply elevated anteriorly, anld more or less steeply descending to the lateral
and posterior edges of the shell. Beak of pedicle-valve high, prominent, acute, erect.
Surface of valve covered with strong subangular ribs, of which four lie in the sinus, the

two median ones being the strongast, and six on each lateral lobe, those bounding the
sinus being no stronger than those in it, but the others successively decreasinig in strengthi;
interpleural grooves subangular, as stron,g and wide as the ribs. Fine concentric threadlike lineation presenit over whole surface of shell. Delntal plates and muscle-scar
indistinct.

Il,ength, c. 14 mm.

Dimernsions Width, c. 20 mm.
lWidth of sinus in edge, c. 14 mm.

Remarks.--There is one (F. 12) nearly comnplete pedicle-valve anid its impres
(F. 14) from which the above description has been drawn up. There are also impressions
of small portions of the ribbed surface of a similar shell in another piece of rock (F. 15)
of the ,same lithological character. All the characters which are displayed incline us
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to compare this form with Camarophoria mutabilis TSCHERN.* and C.
both of Upper Carboniferous or Permian age. But, unfortunately, we cannot see any
of the initernal characters.

Productus cf. manmatus KEYSERLING.

Pedicle-valve transversely extended, sub-fusiform, widest along hinge-line, with
cardinal angles produced into acutely pointed ears subeylindrical and partly enrolled;

suirface strongly geniculated at half its length, arching down at righit angles to disc;
body gently convex on disc, weakly bilobed in front of it by shallow broad median

furrow; a broad-rounded depression is present on each side separating the body from the
ears from which the lobes of the body swell up rather suddenly ; beak small, inconspicuous.

Surface of shell ornamented with narrow somewhat undulating fine concentric lines and

growth-strih, having on disc a few (4-6) equidistant stronger thin sublamellar concentric
rugae with very delicate radial striae in the spaces between them.

Dimiensionsf Estimated width of shell along hinge-line, c. 23 mnm.
.Length of shell, c. 10 nmm.
Rernarks.-There is only one pedicle-valve of this shell (F. 1.1) in the collection, and it
has its left lateral portion missing. The shape of the shell, its bilobation and general

characters are considerably like the species from the Carboniferous of the Petschora
figured by TSCHERNYSCHEwt as Productus mamnmatus KEYS., which is rather an isolated
species and no other is very closely allied to it. KEIDELj has recorded and figured
examples of this species from the Upper Carboniferous of the southern Tian Shan.
Brachtiopod, genus indet.

Shell subeircular. Pedicle-valve strongly convex, with small low rounded incurved
beak rising above hinge-line, having an apical foramen and a slightly concave small
triangular false area below it. Surface of valve marked with rather coarse pits arranged
in two series of intersecting curved lines, the radial ones being most conspicuous.
Dimensions :-Length, 10 mm.

Remnarks.--There is only one specimen of this curious little shell (F. 15) in the collection

and it consists of a pedicle-valve exposing the beak and left side of the surface of the

valve being broken off and the specimen lying at the angular junction of two fracturedl
surfaces of the rock. The true generic reference of this shell is uncertain, though the
ornamentation is rather like Dictyonella (cf. D. tralica TSCHERN.?), but the elevated and
* TSCHERNYSOHEW, 'Meum. Com. GeCol. Russ.,' vol. XVI, No. 2, 1904, pp. 81, 491, t. XXII, fig. 18,
t. XXIII, fig. 10, t. XLV, figs. 1-15, t. XLVI, fig. 14.

t TSCHERNYSCHEW, op. cit., pp. 295, 631, t. XXXV, figs. 4-6.
j KEIDEL, 'Neues Jahrb. f. Miner. Geol.,' Beil. Bd. XXII, 1906, pp. 367, p. XII, fig. 5.
? TSCHERNYSCHEW, 'Mdmn. Com. Gdol. Russ.,' vol. IV, No. 3, 1893, pp. 76, 179, t. X, figs. 6, 7.
2 Q2
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perforated beak and small false hinge-area are characters which
genrlus, and rather suggest Mlilartinia or some terebratuloid.
B. Camarophoria cf. globosa TSCHERNYSCHEW.

There is one small specimeen (F. 86) of a coarsely ribbed subglobose Rhynchonella or
Camarophoria, of which the greater part of thle pedicle-valve is preserved but only part
of one side and of the anterior edge of the opposite valve. The pedicle-valve is shallow

and flattened for three-fourths its length, the anterior fo-urth being convex; the sinus,
which is flat and shallow, is only developed anteriorly and holds two coarse equal angular
ribs. On each lateral lobe are three simnilar strong angular ribs with traces of a weaker
curved fourth, one bounding the broadly lanceolate depressed area on each side of the

beak. The beak has the apex broken off, but seems to have been prominent and has
slightly concave umbonal edges and the plates of the sessile spondylium are visible.
The brachial valve is strongly swollen and subglobose; three strong ribs form the scarcely
elevated median fold, and there are 3-4 similar ones on each lateral lobe. The marginal

union of the valves is broadly sinuated, arching up steeply in front, and the pediclevalve has the floor of its sinus produced as a short rounded tongue. All the ribs are
continuous from the beak to the margins, increasing gradually in strength and separated

by deep angular grooves equal in width to them. The shape of the shell was apparently
rounded-subtriangular, and its anterior margin was gently arched forward and not

truncate, the maximum width being a little in front of the middle of the length.
So far as measurements are possible its length was about 11 mm., its width about
12 mm. and its thickness about 11 mm.

Remarks.-Perhaps our shell mnay be best compared with such species of Camaro-

phoria as Cam. globosa TSCIERN.* and C. nucula SCHELLW.t, and some varieties of

C. mutabilis TSCHERN.+, but the external appearance of some species of Punax is

not dissimilar.

Rhynchonella (Rhynchopora ?) peregrina sp. nov.
(Plate 8, fig. 6.)

Shell subglobose, subeircular, unequally biconvex, without fold on sinus on the
valves. Pedicle-valve less convex than brachial valve, somewhat flattened towards
middle; beak, small, slightly elevated and incurved, with apical foramen and shoulders
diverging at rather less than a right angle; surface of valve covered with 18-20 angular
ribs of which the median 6 or 7 are rather smaller than the rest, the 4 or 5 on each side
of this group being much larger and coarser, while the last 2 or 3 bounding the smooth
* TsCHERNYsCIEW, op. cit., vol. XVI, 1920, pp. 84, 495, t. XLVI, figs. 2-3.
t SCHELLWIEN, ' Abh. k.k. Geol. Reichsanst.,' vol. XVI, Heft I, 1900, p. 100, t. XV, figs. 7, 8.
+ TscHEPNySCHEW, op. cit., pp. 81, 491, t. XXII, fig. 18, t. XXIII, fig. 10, t. XLV, figs. 1-15, t. XLVI,
fig. 14.
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cardinal area on each side of the beak are faint, smaller and gently curved back;
cardinal area on each side of the beak smooth, flattened, slightly excavated near the
apex and sublanceolate in shape. Brachial valve with surface more convex than in
opposite valve and having median group of seven smaller ribs (the median one of which

is slightly smaller and sunken ?); on each side of this group are three subequal mueh
stronger coarser ribs curving gently outwards with a fourth rather smaller lower one

and a faint much narrower fifth one bounding a smooth cardinal area like that on the

othier valve but less defined and rather smaller. Fine concentric striae over whole
surface of both valves.
rLength, c. 14 0 mm.

Dimensions (F. 83) Width, c. 13 5 mm.
LThickness, 10 0 mm.

Remarks.-T here are two specimens (F. 83, F. 7) of this small shell of which one
(F. 83) is nearly complete, and has the shell preserved, though much of the anterior
half of both valves is hidden in matrix. The other is somewhat weathered and has
the anterior portion broken oft.

The absence of any fold or sinus, the median group of smaller ribs, the central rib

of the brachial valve being apparently smaller and lying in a groove, the greater
coarseness of the lateral ribs on each valve and the well-marked concentric striation
over all are peculiar features. It may be suspected that this species should be placed

in the genus Rhynchopora KING, and it bears some resemblance to Rh. nikitini

TSCHERN.* of the Russian Upper Carboniferous. But no pores are visible. The

figured specimens from the Trogkofel beds attributed by SCHELLWIENt to Rh. wynnei
WAAG. also seem to be much like our shells.

DEVONIAN.

The single specimen which must be regarded as proving the presence of Upper
Devonian rocks in the neighbourhood of Janu-la consists of a xvell-preserved example

of a variety of Uncinulus procuboides KAYSER and may be compared with the variety
lungtungpeensts. It is completely weathered out from the matrix which consists of
a tough compact horny grayish or pinkish limestone, not markedly different from that
containinig some of the Triassic fossils.

Uncinulus procuboides KAYSER var.

Shell transversely subelliptical, subglobose, iniflated. Pedicle-valve shallow, slightly
convex from side to side, strongly arched from back to front, the anterior margin being

produced into broad flattened subquadrate tongue bent up at right angles in front
* TSCaERNYSCHEW, 'Verh. k. Miner. Gesell.,' vol. XX, 1885, p. 295, t. XVIII, figs. 34-36.
t SCHELLWIEN, 'Abh. k.k. Geol. Reichsanst.,' vol. XVI, Heft I, 1900, p. 94, t. XIV, figs. 11-13.
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with a truncate nearly straight tip; sinus broad, flat, correspo
faintly marked, scarcely depressed (except near base of tongue) and holding six regular

equal low rounded closely placed ribs; lateral lobes small, narrow, nearly horizontal
anteriorly and bearing 7-8 similar ribs becoming successively smaller and fainter

posteriorly, the hinermost one bordering the sinus and forming its side and anterior
lateral angle being the largest; a small undefined area on eachl si.de of the beak seems
devoid of ribs. Beak obtuse, low (poorly preserved and eroded).
Brachial valve deep, very convex and inflated, highest at middle, strongly arched

from side to side but more so from back to front; median fold very faint and indistinct,

not differentiated at all from general surface except near anterior margin, where it is
slightly raised and flattened, corresponding with sinuLs in opposite valve, and carrying
seven similar equal ribs; lateral lobes steeply descending on each side and carrying
8-10 similar ribs, curving back gently and becomin.g successively smalle:r and weaker
posteriorly, with a small oval area on each side of beak where they are obsolete (as oil

opposite valve). Beak small, incurved, low. Interior of valve with straight median
septum, extending more than one-third the length of the valve; a narrow rounded
vascular groove is present along each rib, and in the two median interpleural furrows
ont the fold, each vascular markinig forking close to its tip. Union of valves nearly

straight on each side, with the sutures forming a scarcely perceptible low broad
sigmoidal curve extending to base of tongue, then arching up nearly atl right angles
(with a very sliglht convergence) on each side of the tongue, across the tip of which
they unite in a very low flattened curve at right angles to the sides and at about half

the height of the front end of the shell. Surface of shell crossed by fine concentric
striae, strongest near margins, with a few stronger concentric growth-ridges.
Length of shell, 20 mm.

Dimensions Width, 22 mm.

Thickness, 19 mm.

LWidth of sinus at base of tongue, 11 mm.
Renwarks.-There is only one specimen. of this shell, but it is complete and entirely
free of matrix; the shell is preserved over much of the surface, but the beak of the

pedicle-valve is imperfect. The general characters of this specimen at once suggest
a reference to the Devonian species Rhynchonella procuboides KAYSER* and especially

a comparison with the variety lungtungpeensis from China,t which has been recorded
from the Devonian of the Shan States,: and from Tchao Koua by MANSUY.? The
* KAYSER, 'Zeitschr. Deut. Geol. Gesell, 1871, p. 513, t. IX, fig. 3; TSCHERNYSCHEW,' Mem. Com. Geol.
Russ.,' vol. III, No. 3, 1897, p. 94, pl. XI, figs. I11 a--d.
f KAYSER in RICHTHOFEN' S 'China,' vol. IV, p. 78, t. VIII, fig. 2.
* REED, 'Palveont. Ind., N.S.,' vol. 2, 1908, p. 90, pl. XIV, fig. 13.
? MANSUY, 'Me6m. Serv. Gteol. Indochine,' vol. I, fasc. 2, p. 65, pl XI, figs. 10 a-d.
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specimen from Po Pe attributed to Rh. cuboides Sow. by the same author* bears also a

close resemblance, and Rh. venustulca HALL (which is considered by HALL and CLARKE
to be inseparable from SOWERBY'S species) comprises examples with practically the
same characters. The Chitral shell. Uncinulus (Uncinulina) koraghensis var. ponderosa

REED,.t must also be regarded as closely allied. The 'whole question of the relation
of Rh. cuboides to Rh. procuboides is discussed in the last-m.entioned work, and judging
from the position of the front suture line and tip of the tongue in the Janu-la specimen
it is to the latter it must be referred.. But it differs from the typical procutboides by the

ribs being continuous over the whole surface and from the var. lungtungpeensis by their
smaller number. We may also draw attenition to its resemblance to the American

species Uncinulus nobilis HALL? of the Lower Helderberg Group.
The present specimen has been described in considerable detail, because it is the on,ly
possible Devonian specimen in the collection from Janu-la, and. its association witlh the
Triassic fossils from this locality, together with its somewhi'at similar litliological
conditioin, was puzzling until it was learint that all the specimens came from bouilders
in a stream.

It has indeed been suggested to me lately that this shell is not referable to the
Devonian species U. procuboides, but should be regarded as a variety of the Permio-

Carboniferous species U. timorensis BEYRICHjj which occurs typically in the Island of
Timor, but has also been recorded from the Himalaya? and various parts of China**
and lndo-China.tt There is considerable variation in U. timorensiS, and by some

palseontologists U. theobaldi WAAG. of the Salt Range and U. wangenheini PA
are considered to be identical with it or merely varieties. But U. tirmorensis generally

possesses manv more ribs in the sinus and on the surface, tlhough BROILI4t figures some
from Timor with only 5 in the sinus and 6-7 on each side. The ordinary forms of the

species are, however, quite different from our specimen. MANSUY?? has, however, figured
a shell from Kham-keut, which he terms U. timorensis mut. laosensis, bearing a considerable resemblance to our shell in shape and in the diminished elevation an.d
differentiation of the median fold, buit it possesses many more ribs (10-11) in the sinus.
* Ibid., vol. V:II, fase. 1, 1921, p. 22, P1. III, figs. 2a, b.
t IIALL and CLARKE, ' Palkeont. New York,' vol. VIII, Bracli. II, pI. X, fig. 51.
1 RE-ED, 'Palkeont. Ind. N.S.,' vol. VI, Mem. 2, 1922, p. 44, pl. VII, figs. 21, 22, pl. VIII, fig. 1.
? HALL and CLARKE, op. cit., p. LVIII, fig. 26.

BEYRICH, 'Abh. k. Akad. Wiss. Berlin,' 1864, p. 72, t. I, fig. 10.

? DIENER, 'Himnal. Foss.,' vol. 1, pt. 3, 1896, p. 69, pl. X, figs. 7-10.
** Loczy, 'Wiss. Ergeb. Reise Graf. Szdchenyi,' vol. 3 (Budapest, 1898), p. 112, t. IV, fig. 12.

tt MANSUY, ' Mem. Serv. Geol. Indochine,' vol. II, fasc. 4, 1913, p. 85, pl. IX, figs. 9a-e
fl BROILI, 'Perm. Brach. Timor' (Stuttgart, 1916), p. 59, t. CXXVI, figs. 6, 12, 14; t. CXXVIT,
figs. 1-3.

?? MANSUY, op. cit., p. 87, pl. IX, figs. lla-d, 12a-h.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 8.

1. Aulacothyris angusta, var. yunbnanensis, nov. Triassic. Janu-la.

Fig. 1A. View of specimen F. 85, facing the brachial valve. X 2.
Fig. lB. Lateral view of same specimen. X 2.
Fig. ic. Anterior view of same. x 2.

2. Dielasma olivceforme, sp. nov. Triassic. Janu-la.
Fig. 2A. View of specimen F. 51, facing the pediele valve. X 2.
Fig. 2B. Lateral view of same specimnen. X 2.
Fig. 2c. Anterior view of same. x 2. (The line of junction of the two valves
is slightly contorted at the left-hand side.)
3. Terebratula (C6enothyris) janulensis, sp. nov. Triassic. Janu-la.

Fig. 3A. View of specimen F. 84, facing the brachial valve. X 2.
Fig. 3B. Lateral view of same specimen. X 2.
Fig. 3c. Anterior view of same. X 2.

4. Rhynchonella (Halorella ?) delydens, sp. nov. Triassic. Janu-la.

Fig. 4A. View of specimen F. 74, facing the brachial valve. X 2.
Fig. 4B. Lateral view of same specimen. X 2. Showing the broken beak of
the pedicle valve.

5. Monotis janulensis, sp. nov. Triassic. Janu-la.
Fig. 5A. Specimen F. 69, a right valve. Actual size.
Fig. 5B. The same specimen. X 4.

6. Rhynchonella (Rhynchopora ?) peregrina, sp. nov. Carboniferous. Janu-la.
Fig. 6A. View of specimen F. 83, facing the brachial valve. X 2.
Fig. 6B. Lateral view of same specimen. X 2.

APPENDIX IIl.-ORDOVICIAN (ORAPTOLITES FROM NORTH-WESTERN
YUNNAN.

Bv GERTRUDE L. ELLES, M.B.E., D.SC., Newnham College, Cambridge.
Some graptolites were collected on the northerni bank of the A-shih-chai River beside
the traclk from Yuing-chang to Hlo-wan, below the village of Lao-wu (cf. p. 180). The
locality Y. 95b is 100 ft . higher up the hillside than that of the rest of the specimens.
The specimens show no great variety but the horizonl indicated is definite. It is the
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zone of Glinacograptus peltifer at the junction of the Glenkiln and Hartfell Slates. All
the forms found are commnon at that horizon.
Loc. Y. 95.

Nos. 1-3. Climacograptus scharenbergi LAPW.
4. Cl. scharenbergi antd Diplograptuts (Amnplexograptus ?).
5. Reverse of 4.

6. Obscure, buLt strongly suggestive of Ainplexoq. perexeavatus (LAPW.)
7 & 9. Cl. sp., prob. scharenbergi.
8. Cryptograptus tricornis (CARR.).
10. Clirnacograptus bicornis (HALL).
Loc. Y. 95b.
Clinacograptus sp. indet.

APPENDIX 11I.-SOME DEVONIAN AND 'TR'IIASSIC CORALS.
By J. W. GRECORY, D.Sc., F.R.S.

Among the fossils collected were some corals, of which the Devoniani Stromnatoporoids
anid Triassic Thecosmilians anid Stromatomorphoids are of mnost geological interest.
I. DEVONIAN STROMATOPOROIDs.

1. Stromatopora vesiculosa n. sp. (Plate 9, figs. 1-5).
This coral forms a reef in the Lan-shueh-ko Valley, a tributary to the Yangtze Kiang
below its great bend at Shih-ku. The reef conitainis also a few siniple corals of which
no determinable specimens were collected.

Diagnosis.-Ccenosteum massive in nodules which are usually flat, hemispherical or
elliptical, varying with the position in the reef. The conicentric structure of the
latilaminae is conspicuous. The latilaminae are regular, but may be undulating or

interrupted by occasion-al funinel-shaped depressions.
No basal epitheca; coenosteunm attached by a concentrically wrinkled base. Upper
surface usually even or gently wavy. Astrorhizee inconspicuous or imperfectly developed.

Latilaminae in regular convex sheets; they are usually 3 mm. thickC, but they vary
from 1 5 to 4 mm. thick. Upper surface is slightly undulating. Lenticular vesicular

inte:rspaces are frequenlt in the latilaminee along the concentric laminae, or between
VOL. ccxill--B. 2 R
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latilamina. In vertical sections these vesicles are short and biconvex or concavro-

convex, or are thini wavy bands. The vesicles are bounded by curved dissepimentlike membranes, and when crowded give a vesicular aspect to the coenosteum. The
simiple vesicles are from 1 to 3 mm. long and about 0*3 mm. in heiglht. Zooidai tubes

(about 0 -06 mm. in dia.) are well developed ; they are crossed by well developed tabula?
and separated by distinct vertical pillars. The coenosteum- ranges in the largest specimens
collected up to 70 mm. in dia. bv 4 mm. thick, but some fragments are from much larger
specimiens.

Distrtbution. Middle Devoniani. Sandy limnestones. Lan-shueh-ko, between Lik.iang-fu and Shih-ku. Yunnian.

Afflisties.-This coral by its regular latilaminee, of which the uppermost are undulatory
and sub-hemispherical form, so closely resembles S. concentrtca GOILDF.* that it suggested
in the field the Middle Devonian age of the limestone. The fossil agrees with that
species, moreover, iin the thickness of the latilaminae. It is, however, specifically distinct,
for the zooidal tubes are much less regular in S. concentrica, which has better developed
astrorhizae anid lacks the abundant vesicles. The nearest ally of the Yunnan coral is
S. beuthi BARGATZKY,t which agrees with it in the well developed zooidai. tubes and radial
pillars and the sparseness of the astrorhizse; but S. beuthi has imperfectly developed
latilaminae anid no vesicular interspaces.
The affinities of the Yuiinan coral to S. concentrica and S. beuthi indicate its Middle
Devonian age.
Amnong the Stromatoporoids already known from the Far East are Stromctopora
radtiata MANSUY+ from the Middle Devonian of Annanl, which. has less well. developed

latilaminee and is built up of small radial groups; and S. moluccana VIN. DE R.? fronm
the Trias of Timor, which differs by the absence in that species of zooidal. tubes anid the
irregularity of the latilamin-se.
The Stromatoporoids described by Dr. F. R. C. REED,II from the Northern Shan States,
belong to the genlera Stromatoporella and Actinostroma and are markedly different froml
this species. So also are the Bohemian species described by POCTA.? Signor VINASSA

T)E REG-NY has described** a inew variety of S. concentrica and some new Stromatopor
GOLDFUSS (1826), ' Petref. Germ.,' p. 22, pl. VIII, f. 5, NICHOLSON (1890), ' Mon. Brit. Stromato-

poroids,' p. 164, cf. pl. XI, f. 18, for the less regular zooidal tubes. The species has been recorded from the
province of Kansu, by FRECH, in 'Wiss. Ergeb. Grafeli B. Szechenyi,' vol. III, 1899, p. 233.

t BARGATSKY (1881), 'Strom. rbein. Devon., p. 56; NICHOLSON (1890), op. cit., p. 183, pl. V, f. 12-3,
pl. XXIII, f. 8-13, p1. XXIV, f, 1.
:L MANSUY (1920), 'Nouv. Contrib. Faunes Paleoz. et Me's. Annam Sept., Merm. Serv. Geol. Indochine,'
VII, fase. I, p. 20, pl. III, f. 4.

S VINASSA de REGNY (1915), ' Pal. Timor,' vol. VIII, p. 110, pl. LXIII, f. 7-10.

I F. R. C. REED (1908), 'Dev. Faunas N. Shan States, Pal. Ind.,' n.s., II, No. 5, pp. 33-37.
? P. POCTA (1894), ' Svst. Sil. Boh.,' vol. VIII, pt. I, pp. 158-161, pl. 18 bis and 19, and 19 bis.

* VINASSA DE REGNY (1918), 'Cor. mesodevonici Carnia, Pal. Ital.,' vol. XXIV, pp. 113-117, p1.
XII,
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from the Middle Devonian of the Carnic Alps, buit his new species have less regular
latilamnime than S. vesiculosa. The abunidance of the vesicles is the most distinctive
feature of the S. vesiculosa. The vesicles are more frequent in Stromatoporella tlhan in
Stromatopora. For example they are shown in a figure by VINASSA DE REG-NY of
S. curiosa, BARG., var. carnica GORTANI,* and also in a specimen of that species in the

Nicholsoni collection in the British Museum (No. P. 6051); also in Stromatoporella
laminata in the same collection (No. P. 5055) from the Middle Devonian of Buchel.
The fossil from Yunnan is, however, clearly not a Stromcatoporella, as the latilamina,
and zooidal tubes are both too well developed and the astrorhizae too scanty.
The vesicles occur more often in the Stromatoporidae in H. ALLEYNE NICHOLSON'S

collection, now in the Natural History Miuseum, than would appear from his figures anld
descriptions. Special interest attaches to these vesicles as HEINRICHt has suggested the
exclusion of the Labechidee, in which they are very abundant, from the Stromatoporoida.
He lays stress on the differe nce between the struictture of the Labechid.ae with its " complex

of circular, closed, flat vesicles " from the " network of meshes " of the Stromatoporida,.

The presence of these vesicles in this species and in )Stromnatoporella may be regarded
as some connecting link between the Labecbidse and Strom.atoporidas, althotuah those

structures have arisen independently in different groiips of calcareous organisms.

2. Idiostromna A. WINCHELL, 1867.

Stromatoporidae, structure and affinities. 'Proc. Amer. Ass. Sci.,' 1867, P. 99.
Idiostroma forresti, n. sp. (Plate 9, fig. 6.)

Diagnosis.-Ccenosteum fasciculate; of long thin blunt-ended cylindrical. stems

which branch at distanit intervals; the stems do not anastomose. The young stems
consist of irregularly reticular tissue; the more mnature parts of the stems consist of
dome-shaped concentric layers. About 15 radial pillars occur in section across a welldeveloped part of a stem. Axial. tube narrow, and discontinuous, being iiot seen in
many cross-sections; when present it is usually about one-ninth of the diameter of the

stem; there are no conspicuous branches from the axial tube through the ccenosteuni.
The zooidal canals are small and often straight.

Dimensions.--Stems about 3 mm. diameter. Axial tuibe about one-ninth diameter of
stem in a 3 mm. section.

Distribution.-In a black limestone, Middle Devonian; found in a moraine in. Glacier
Valley, alt. 11,000 feet, Yu-lung Shan, N.W. of Li-kiang-fu, Yunnan.

Affnities.--This species resembles I. roemeri MICH. by the regularity of the concentric

layers as seen in cross section (cf. NICHOLSON, op. cit. pl. IX, figs. 7 and 8), but in the
* Ibid., 1918, pi. XII; f. II.

t 'Centralb. Min.' (1914), p. 734, and 'Journ. Gcol.,' XXIV, 1916, p. 58.
2 R2
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new species the axial tube does not attain the proportional thicknes

SON'S figure (op. cit., pl. IX, fig. 8), which is about one-quarter the
The zooidal tubes, though numerous, are less conspicuous than in I. roemeri, in which
the ccenosteum has thicker branches and tends to become submassive.

In the size of the branches and small size of the axial tube this new species is nearer
to I. oculatum MICH., which has, however, an anastomosing ccenosteum and large
radial tabulate branches from the axial tube; they cause the ocellar aspect from which

the species takes its name. NICHOLSON remarks that these tubes may be Caunopora,
so that they may be commensal and not an essential part of the Idiostroma.
The specific name is given in honour of Mr. G. FORREST, whose long labour in Yunnan

has so greatly enriched Western gardens; the specimen was collected in an excursion
from his house at Ngu-lu-ke. Specimens of Idiostroma (Y. 226) with thinner stems are
comrmon in a light gray dolomite wvhich occurs below the flaggy limestone to the S. of
the mouth of the Glacier Valley on Yu-lung Shan. One specimen (Y. 226) contains also
a small piece of a Favosites. The coral is associated with crinoid stems, fragments of
shells and of a Chaetetoid fossil. In most of the specimens the dolomitisation has

destroyed the structure, but some sections show that the species agrees with I. forresti
in the straightness and size of the zooidal tubes, and it must be a close ally if not specifically the same; the only apparent difference is the smaller diameter of the stems.
II. TRIAssIC THECOSMILIANS AND STROMATOMORPHOIDS.
A. Prom Li-kiang.

Thecosmilia aff. fenestrata (VON REUSS), 1854 (Plate 9, fig. 7; Plate 10, fig. 1).
Calamophyllia fenestrata VON REuss, 1854. 'Char. Cosauthale, Denik. Akad. Wiss.
Wien,' VII, p. 105, pl. V, figs. 21-21.

Theocosmilia fenestrata FRECH, 1890. 'Kor. Trias, Paleontogr.,' XXXVII, p. 9,
pl. 1, figs. 25-27, pl. 1I, figs. 1-17. (VON REUSS'S type is refigured on pl. II, fig. 12.)

The creamy white limestone at the south-eastern foot oI the Black Dragon Temple
Range, to the N.E. of Li-kiang-fu, contains large masses of reef coral, 3 feet thick and
6 feet in diameter. The corals are so altered that their determination is doubtful, bu

their evidence is of value as they are the only fossils sufficiently definite to indicate the
age of this limestone.

The coral is csespitose with the braniches usually cylindrical or elliptical, but sometimes flattened on four sides. There is no columella. The septa are sometimes thicker
near the centre, and the symmetry appears hexameral.

The coral agrees most closely in habit and in the size and distance of the branches
with Thecosmilia fenestrata (REuss) from the Zlambach beds of the higher part of the

UJpper Trias of Gosau in the Eastern Alps. It agrees in its known characters and
dimensions with that species, except that the horizontal exothecal strucetures shown in
VON iREUSS'S figure (op. cit., pl. V, fig. 20) are less constant, though distinct in some
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specimens. They are also less apparent than in the type in the spe
on which VINASSA DE REGNY has founded a new variety.* The stems vary in (iameter

from 4-6 mm., but are occasionallv 8 mm. ; they are sometimes elliptical, the diameters
being 5 and 6 mm. As a rule the septa have been destroyed, but a radial struct-ure
may be recognisable in the material filling the corallites. The septa are long anld irregular
and some of them thickened at the inner end.

A creamy coloured limestone from the glacier valley of Li-kiang peak contains somie
cylindrical branching stems of similar size and form ; but no internal structure is
recognisable. They may be altered specimens of the same coral.

This species agrees with T. wvanneri VIN. DE R. t, from the Trias of Timor, in its
general growth, and by the frequient absence of the exothecal rings, but that species

has much thicker stems.
Prof. DIENERt has referred to a coral from the Upper Trrias of the Central Himalaya

as a Lithodendron ; and as in that genus the growthi is similar to Thecosgntlia DIENER'S
coral may be the same. He kindly tells me that the internal structuire has not been
preserved and that the genuLs is probably Thecosmtlia.
As this coral affords the only paleontological evidence of the age of the Li-kiang
limestone I have comnpared it with species from various Paleozoic horizon,s. Among
Devonian species it resembles in habit Fasciphyllum conqlomneratumn (SCHLUTER?) from
the Middle Devonian of the Eifel; but the diameter of the corallites in the Eifel species

is from 2-3 mm. with a maximum of 4. mm., so that it is nearer the oppeli formn. It has

m1ore conispicuous coste and the more crowded corallites which are often attached by
thin walls becomie prismatic; the septa are also less crowded and thinner. The allied

F. varium SCHLUTERIj is more similar in size but less regular in diameter, the corallite
are more tapering, the septa more numerous, and the walls thinner. I'here is no
indication in the Li-kiang, coral of the tabulae of Fasciphyllum.

3. Thecostlia cf. oppeli (REUSS) 1864. (Plate 10, fig. 2.)

Calanophyllia oppeli VON REUSS 1864. 'Anth Koss., Sitz.-ber. Aikad. Wiss.

Wien,' L, p. 160, pl. IV, f. 1.
Thecosmilia oppelt FRECH 1890. Op. cit., p. 10, pl. II, f. 18-23, pl. III, f. 4.
Thecosmtilia oppeli VINASSA DE REGNY 1915. 'Pal. Timor, VIITI, p. 89, pl. LXIX,
f. 7, 8.
'VINASSA D REGNY (1915), 'Pa. Timor, vol. VIII, p. 88, p1. LXX, f. 3.

t VINASSA DE REGNY, ' PPa. Timor,' vol. VIII, p. 87, pl. LXIX, f. 1-3.

T. C. DIENER (1895), 'Denk. Akad. Wiss. Wien,' vol. LXII, p. 583; (1912) 'Mem. Geol. Surv. I
Vol. XXXVI, pp. 101, 102.
? SCHLUTER (1889), 'Anth. Rhein. Mittel-Devon., Abh. Geol. Specialk. Preuss.,' vol. VIII, p. 48,

p1. III, f. 7-9.
1I SCHLUTER (1881), 'Zeit. Deut. Geol. Ges., vol. XXXIII, p. 99, pl. XIII, f. 1-4.
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At the Black Dragon Temple the limestone contains specimens of a coral which is
similar to T. fenestrata, except for its smaller diameter. None of the sections show the
septal structure; but the aspect is that of a Thecosmilita.
T. fenestrata is similarlv associated in the Gosau district with narrower corallites

which are only from 3-5 mm. in diameter. This coral has been described by VON RE
as T. op peli (REuss); its diameter is from 3-5 mm. in contrast with the 5-10 mm.. of

T. fenestrata.
FREcH* remarked that the two species are closely related and are probably united
by transitional forms. There is accordingly doubt as to their specific distinction.
The difference in size between the two forms at Li-kiang is well marked. These smaller
specimens probably represent the T. oppeli type which closely resembles the T. weberi
VIN. DE R. fromn Timor. t

B. From Janu-la.
Some blocks of limestone in the river gorge at Janu-la contain corals in such excellent
preservation that a collection from the outcrop of the rock would doubtless yield many
determinable and interesting corals. So soon as we had recognised the Triassic age
of the fauna we used the rest of our available timne for work in other directions.
The blocks collected include three distinct corals.

1. Thecosmilita cf. fenes-trata (PtEuss) 1854, op. cit.
A coespitose astrean coral, with simple septa anid thick wall, and no columella appears

to be a Thecosmilia. The diameter of the corallites is 6 mm. ; it may also be T. fenestrata (REUSS); its recognisable features are similar to those of the coral found in the

Black Dragon Temple range near Li-kiang-fu.

2. Stylophyllum cf. paradoxum FRECH 1890. (Plate 9, fig. 8.)
A second cylindrical stem which is 2-5 mm. in diameter has a thick wall, short septa,
and a number of irregular trabeculv in the interior. It is a Stylophyllum REUSS em.

FRECH. The species of this genus are very variable, and as there is onlly one specimen
fronm Janu-la its specific determination is doubtful; it resembles structurally the figure

of S. paradoxurn FRECH' (FRECH, op. cit., pl. XIV, fig. 6); it differs from S. pygmcea
FREcLi as that species has fewer and less conspicuous trabeculax. Its size, however,

agrees with S. pygmcea.? Both these species and VON REUSS'S type of the genus are
from the Zlambach beds in the UJpper Trias.
(P1. 9, fig. 8. The end of a branch, X 6 dia. (Y. 498).)
* FRECH (1890), op. cit., p. 11.

t VINASSA DE REGNY (1915), 'Pal. Timor,' vol. VIII, p. 89, pl. LXIX, f. 6, 9-12.
-t FRECH (1890), op. cit., p. 54, pl. XIV, f. 1-24, p1. XV, f. 12.
? FREci, ibid.. p. 56.
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3. St'ron'atomnorpha aJf. stylifera Fm-u,cuj 1890, op. cit., p. 79. (Plat
FRECH has described fronm thle Upper Trrias of the Easterni AIps a series of trabeculate

corals whiclh he referred to four genera. A coral belonging to the same group is conmmon
at Janu-la. Mieroscopic examination shows that it is has no vesicullar dissepimenis,

and is therefore neitlher Spongiomnorpha, the genus to which it was provi.sionally assign

in the field, nor Heptastylopsis; its trabeculae are not collected into radial groups,
which excludes it fromn Heptastylis. ft agrees with Stromatomorpha. There is an
occasional grouping of trabeculse into clusters of seven ; but thlis featLre is so slight
and occasional that it may be accidental, owing to one trabecula being larger than usual.
and slightly disturbing the arrangement of those around it.

According to HAAS* thle distinction between Spongiomorpha and Heptastylopsis is
invalid, and so also imfay be the analogous difference between Stromatornorpha and
Heptastylis.

The structure of the coral is shown, on PI. 10, figs. 4 anid 5. Fig. 4 illustrates the
part of a vertical section (Y. 498) x 8 dia. Fig. 5 a part of another specimen (Y. 492)
showing the arrangement in cross section, X 4 dia.
A tiny fragment of what appears to be the same coral was found in a boulder of

limestone on the eastern slopes of the Yu-lung Shan (Li-kiang peak) near Ngu-lu-ke.
Some boulders from the same locality from their lithological character and fossil
fragments also indicate that the upper part of the Ytu-lunig Shan includes soine Triassic
limnestones.
DESCRIPTION OF, PLATES 9 AND 10.
PLATE 9.

FIG. 1. Stromnatopora vesiculosa, n.sp. Middle Devoniani.. Lan-shuelh-ko. The base
of a small cenosteum, nat. size. (F. 116.)
FIG. 2. Do., the base of a young coenosteum (No. F. 267) from the same locality,
x 31 dia.

FIG. 3. Vertical section throughl a small coenosteumn (F. 301) froml the same locality,
x 3- dia.

FIG. 4. Part of a vertical specimen through another specimeni (FA. 264) from the same
locality, X 16 dia., showing the vesicles and the zooidal tubes.

FIG. 5. Part of a vertical section througlh two latilaminae, from another specimen
(F. 118) from the same locality, X 3 dia.

FIG. 6A. Idiostrorna forresti, n.sp. Middle Devonian. From the glacier valley of
Yu-lung Shlan; near Li-]iang (No. Y. 206), X 4 dia.
FIG. 6B. Do., part of the same slide showing, a longituidinial section, X 16 dia.
FIG. 7. Thecosmilia aff. fenestrata (REUSS). Triassic limestone. Black Dragon Temple
range, Li-kiang-fu. Some corallites fronm the side, nat. size. (Y. 204.)
0' . HAAS (1909), 'Neuc Aufs. Zlambachiaiergeln, Beitr. Pal. Gcol. Oest. Ung.,' vo]. XXII, p. 155.
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FIG. 8. Stylop)hyllum cf. paradoxuM FRECH. Triassic linestone. Janu-la. End of a
branclh, X 6 dia.
PLATE .1. 0.

FIG. 1. Thecosmilia aff. fenestrata (REuss). I Corallites seen in horizontal sections,
nat. size. (Y. 204h.) Trias. Black Dragon T'emple Range, Li-kiang.

FsI. 2. Thecosmnilia aft. oppeli (REUSS) from the same horizon and localitY. Some
corallites in cross section, niat. size. (Y. 204.)
FIG. 3. Do., part of another specimen showing the corallites fromn the side, nat. size.

(Y. 204).
FIG. 4. Stromatomnorpha aff. stylifera FRECH. Triassic limestone. Janu-la. Part of a
vertical section, x 8 dia. (Y. 498.)
FiG. 5. Do. Part of another specimen showing ir' part a cross section and in part a
nearly vert,ical section, X 4 dia. (Y. 492.)
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